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Thesis abstract
This thesis investigates the patent system introduced in 1817 by the United Kingdom of
the Netherlands, and its fate in its successor states of Belgium and the Netherlands from
1830. This patent system differed strongly from present-day patent systems because it
gave patent authorities a high degree of discretion on whether and under what conditions
to grant a patent. As such, this context can provide lessons for patent reform today. But
besides the potential for historical analogues, this context is also important historically:
while an industrialising Belgium reformed its patent system in 1854, the Netherlands, the
late industrialiser, abolished theirs in 1869.
To investigate these questions, the thesis methodologically steps away from a
purely formal understanding of patent laws. It integrates the administrative
implementation of formal rules, and so uncovers the creative force administrative
discretion can be. It combines in-depth archival research with a newly constructed patent
database. The new database integrates the methodological perspective by including the
non-granted patents and the administrative process that led to patent grants or their
refusal. This is a rare if not unique feature in quantitative historical patent research.
With this methodology, I find that the highly discretionary patent system
developed fairly consistent practices, treating applicants professionally and equitably,
whether foreigners or domestic residents. In Belgium, this practice was continued after
independence in 1830 and made more transparent and accessible, until the law was
undermined by its own success. By contrast, in the Netherlands the patent system
withered away in the face of a lack of interest and a hostile environment from politicians,
judges and industrialists. I argue that there is a mutually reinforcing dynamic between the
Industrial Revolution and the patent system, and that the Dutch abolition of its patent
system should therefore be seen as an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary event.
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The author of this study does not have the pretention to present a complete history of inventions
and perfections introduced the last fifty years in all branches of industry without exception […]
He has searched to rely as much as possible on authentic documents; but he often misses the
official documents because they do not exist […] Moreover, the documents that have been
retrieved has taught him that there are many which are full of exaggerations or errors and should
not be approached except with mistrust. The lists of patents of invention that he consulted
appeared to him a means insufficient and dangerous; insufficient, because under the empire, and
in the first years of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the patents applied for and obtained by
Belgians were quite rare, while the innovation of methods of production date in a large part from
this epoch; insufficient, because the most brilliant discoveries have not left a trace; dangerous,
because the delivery of a patent of invention is not in any way the proof of a real success.
N. Briavoinne, 18381

The state of affairs is more or less this. England yearly grants 3000 to 4000 patents. In America,
France, Germany, Belgium grants to proportion. The descriptions of patents are published and
thus granted to the civilised world for free. The Netherlands contributes nothing, receives
everything for free, is updated of what many thousands of inventors do, but if a few of them request
a patent here, the Netherlands believes that its industry is in danger! That is indeed petty,
ridiculous and narrow-minded, but most of all ungrateful. There is almost no country that has
contributed less to general industrial development than the Netherlands.
Patent advisor Overduyn, 18662

Would we introduce patents today, if they did not exist yet? Is their time not passed? How many
means, how many incentives, that existed in the past to discover every day are now lacking?
Instead of the few, now thousands [work] in all layers of society every day to discover new means
in workshops and laboratories…
J. R. Thorbecke, leader of the liberals in the Netherlands, 18693
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1 Introduction: The controversy of patents, innovation
and industrialisation
COVID-19 vaccines should be a public good, no patents, no monopolies.
Gwendolyn Rutten, former chairperson of the Flemish liberal party Open Vld, 28-1-20214

1.1

Introduction

This thesis is an investigation of the patent system of the Low Countries in the context of
the First Industrial Revolution. It concentrates on the patent system introduced in 1817
by the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, a kingdom that spanned the territories of
present-day the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxemburg, and its fate in the successor states
of Belgium and the Netherlands. This patent system contrasted significantly with the
patent systems common today, because it gave wide discretion to the patent authorities to
calibrate to the specific economics of the invention patented whether or not to grant the
patent and under what conditions of length and costs to grant the patent. It was also this
patent system that was repealed by the Netherlands in 1869, a rare if not unique event in
European history. Under this patent system, Belgium was one of the first to industrialise
in the world, while the Netherlands only started to industrialise not long before the patent
system was abolished, raising questions about the relationship between patents and
industrialisation.
My aim is to study the patent system to help explain this unique event of its
abolition, as well as to investigate the relationship between the patent system and the First
Industrial Revolution and thus indirectly the start of modern economic growth. I do this
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Translated

tweet

by

Gwendolyn

Rutten,

https://twitter.com/ruttengwendolyn/status/1354686014602829826
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Twitter,

28-1-2021,

by taking the perspective that a study of the historical implementation of this patent law
can provide answers to better understand both the politics and the economics of this
historical patent system, as well as its historical fates in both the successor countries of
the United Kingdom of the Netherlands. The study thus contributes to economics of
intellectual property, (economic) history of patent systems, and the history of the Low
Countries.
In this overall introduction to the thesis, I will discuss the relationship between
institutions and innovation, and more particularly the role of patents. I then move into the
economics of patents, after which I will focus on the role that (economic) history plays to
empirically investigate the influence of patent systems on innovation and economic
growth. In the final section of the introduction, I will introduce the case of this thesis, the
methodology chosen and I will give an overview of the thesis’ three component parts.

1.2

The nature of innovation and the role of patent institutions

Innovation is political as well as economic. As Baumol (1990) stressed, innovation and
entrepreneurship are not inherently positive. It can be both constructive and destructive.
In a sense, an innovation is an attempt to change or even undermine the status quo. An
innovator can therefore be both an inventor that improves the lives of billions, as well as
a criminal that finds a new way to make money against the legal norms of society, or a
tax lawyer that finds a new loophole to enrich his clients and undermine the state’s
capacity to tax corporations. Moreover, inventions can have multiple effects, some
negative and some positive, and may require technological, social, ideological and
organisational adjustment and can change the balance of power. They can also have longrun unexpected consequences (Engerman and Rosenberg 2016). The inventor that invents
a machine or an algorithm that puts thousands out of employment has increased societal
productivity, but also caused major social upheaval.

2

In other words, the important question is not just the intensity of innovation, but
also the direction. Not all innovation is necessarily desirable, and its desirability depends
on the perspective of one’s position in society. The intensity and the direction of
innovation is dependent on both the capacity of an individual or a group to innovate, as
well as the incentives and constraints it must deal with. Both are influenced by how a
society is organised, by the formal and informal rules of a society, or as North (1990)
calls it, its institutions.
To the neo-institutionalist economics that North had helped found, the most
important institution that helped explain economic growth was the economic institution
of secure private property, and the political institutions that would reliably guarantee this
economic institution (North and Weingast 1989; Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson
2005). After all, secure private property would give the freedom and the guarantees to be
able to construct something new without fear of it being taken away nor the need to
maintain good relations with those in power. In later work, the attention shifted to whether
institutions allowed access to newcomers, or the difference between ‘inclusive’ or
‘extractive institutions’. Open access became defined as the key feature of both political
and economic institutions that would promote sustained economic growth (North, Wallis,
and Weingast 2009; Acemoglu and Robinson 2012), for which again property rights were
considered crucial. From this central position of property rights, it was only a small step
to claim that intellectual property rights such as patents are today, and have in the past
always been, crucial for stimulating (the right kind of) innovation (North 1981, 164).5
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Contrast this with Donges, Meier and Silva (2022), who do not focus on patents as property rights per se,
but rather on the transformation of extractive to inclusive institutions in Germany, and the difference
this made for innovation.
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The central position of property rights for the promotion of innovation is
controversial, because of the conflicting welfare and social effects of patents (Nicholas
2014). Patents are inherently controversial institutions, because they grant a temporary
exclusive right to the use and selling of a new practical application of an idea, in return
for making the invention public in a patent specification. This exclusivity can be an
enabling institution, because it could potentially allow the patentee to obtain monopoly
rents, to sell their invention or to license it to others, thereby being able to reclaim a
reward for the risks and investments taken. If the patent system is made predictable,
transparent, consistent and stable, it can thus create an incentive to future inventors to
carry out more innovation. As a significant secondary effect, the publication of patent
specifications permits technological knowledge to be made easily accessible and widely
disseminated.
However, patents are also an inherently disabling institution through this very
same exclusionary logic, because these monopoly rights do not allow others to use the
invention except by permission or license of the patentee. This is a major constraint on
the economic use of an innovation, as well as a potentially limiting factor for future
improvements of inventions already made. Furthermore, in our current era where more
than a million patents are in force at any time,6 it is a major source of transaction costs to
carry out the research of technological antecedents to find out if any patents are violated
– the ‘patent thicket’ or the ‘tragedy of the anticommons’ (Heller and Eisenberg 1998).
As a result, patent rights have historically seen periods of intense controversy. In
a brilliant and still influential article, Machlup and Penrose (1950) investigated a period
between 1850 and 1875 when economists, newspapers, lawyers, parliamentarians and

6

For example, the European Patent Office (2022) granted more than 130,000 patents in 2020, with an
upwards trend.
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captains of industry discussed openly the abolition of patents in France, Great Britain,
Germany and the Netherlands. They show that the type of arguments made at the time
were ‘modern’, in the sense that they were still highly relevant for the time they wrote the
article. They were themselves divided on the positive and negative sides of patents
(Penrose 1951; Machlup 1958). Indeed, it was Penrose (1951, 40), then rephrased by
Machlup (1958, 80), that coined the oft-quoted phrase:
If national patent laws did not exist, it would be difficult to make a conclusive case
for introducing them; but the fact that they do exist shifts the burden of proof and it
is equally difficult to make a really conclusive case for abolishing them.

The arguments made at the time are still echoing today. Reminiscent of this
‘patent controversy’, patents have in the last two decades been described as ‘intellectual
monopolies’ that need to be abolished (Boldrin and Levine 2008), or as a system to be
‘resisted’ (Halbert 2005). The patent system is ‘dead’ (Drahos 2005) or in ‘crisis’ (Burk
and Lemley 2009), or having ‘stopped serving the ideal of public benefit’ (Drahos 2005).
Its expansion over new territory has been described as a ‘second enclosure movement’ –
not intended as a compliment (Boyle 2003). Revue économique devoted a journal issue
on innovation without patents (Hilaire-Pérez, MacLeod, and Nuvolari 2013), while
Nicholas (2014) devoted a literature review on the desirability of patents.
This renewal of critical interest in the patent system is to some extent explicable
by its rapid globalisation since the 1990s. The Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) of 1994 has increased the stakes, while the internet
and the rise of personal computers have made copying and sharing easier, with serious
consequences for copyright, and to a lesser extent also for patents. Patent law has been
strengthened, and spread towards new fields over the last few decades, including to
software and biotechnology.

5

Biotechnology, ICT and pharmaceutics, the three industries that are heavily
reliant on patents today (Bostyn and Petit 2013, 7), are each controversial for heavy
concentration of market power (Angell 2004; Berkhout and Wester 2016). The current
COVID-19 pandemic is a particularly egregious case of the downsides of the patent
system, where the firms that have designed the vaccines on the basis of public money
have been able to extract huge profits on the back of their patents, while the resulting
limited supply of vaccines have resulted in major imbalances of vaccination rates across
the world. Indeed, at the time of writing (February 2022) – more than a year after the
vaccines were made available, the developed world had all vaccinated their populations
with rates from 70% to 99%, yet countries like Ethiopia (8.6%) or Nigeria (7%) had
barely even started (Ritchie et al. 2022). The difficulty to even introduce a patent waiver
or a forced open license obligation shows how strong the ideology of strong patent rights
and ‘intellectual property’ can be (Thambisetty et al. 2021). It also led to the controversial
social media post of the Flemish liberal leader quoted at the start of this introduction.
The utilitarian investigation of patents thus remains crucial to their legitimacy,
even though there are philosophies to justify and legitimise the creation and spread of
patents (Merges 2011). The complex mixture of positive and negative effects of patents
are difficult to disentangle, which is why academic research on the economic and societal
effects of patents is crucial.

1.3

Economics of patents: appropriating innovation

Whether, and to what extent, patents have a positive outcome depends greatly on the
assumptions made by the researcher. In an influential contribution, Arrow (1962) argued
that inventions were pieces of knowledge. Knowledge, once spread, cannot easily be
unlearnt or forgotten. If an inventor would try to make money on his invention through
sharing it with others, he would not be able to do so without some form of patent-like
6

protection, because a buyer of knowledge would usually first like to know the value of
the knowledge, for which the sharing of the knowledge would be required. Once shared,
however, they would no longer need to pay anything. Arrow thus assumed that knowledge
would be high-cost to invent, but low-cost to acquire once invented. This assumption has
been very influential to justify patent protection. In fact, the more difficult it is to acquire
knowledge already invented by others, the more the inventor is able to appropriate the
advantage their more advanced knowledge gives them. Indeed, if a lead-time exists,
industries do not need to obtain patents; they become an unnecessary expense.
Yet innovation is not free. It is a costly activity. In his response to Arrow’s article,
Demsetz (1969) argued against the idea that innovation is always worth pursuing, since
it requires resources to innovate; there is an opportunity cost. In theory, there should
therefore be a socially optimal investment in innovation rather than other activities.
Demsetz formulated an impossible trinity for institutional arrangements for innovation
that is difficult to solve satisfactorily: the best system would encourage experimentation,
make a selection of promising directions, all while having extensive use of the best
knowledge and practices. The advantage of patents vis-à-vis alternative policy initiatives
such as innovation prizes or government subsidies is their decentralised character. Market
forces encourage competition and experimentation, while a combination of preliminary
examination, patent fees and which firms survive on the market will make a selection,
although each with their own biases (Khan 2020). While the patent instrument aids
dissemination of technology by means of the compulsory specification, the major
disadvantage of patents versus other systems is the more-or-less strong monopoly on the
technology it grants to the patent holder. This limits both use and experimentation by
others.
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Yet, there are other ways of appropriating information, such as innovation prizes,
lead time and secrecy.7 Therefore, it is crucial to understand the opportunity costs of going
for a patent rather than the alternative – the ability to do so which vary across technology,
institutional setting, and time – can be lower and higher than the benefits that a patent can
bring. Indeed, in reality, the costs of learning are not zero as Arrow had assumed, so many
industries rely on lead time rather than patents or secrecy. Indeed, according to surveys
conducted by the OECD (2016, 11), the majority of modern-day innovation of businesses
is not patented.8 Moser (2005a; 2013) reached the same conclusions in her highly-cited
study of nineteenth century world fairs, where most entries were and remained
unpatented.
To evaluate a patent system’s effects on the stimulation, dissemination and
direction of innovation, it is crucial to analyse patent rights in an institutional and
economic context. Indeed, one question is to what extent current-day inventions – or at
Moser’s world fair – are patentable, as they might not always have fallen under the scope
of patent law or have conformed to the strict demands of novelty and originality
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Lead time can rely on secrecy, but does not necessarily have to be. They are related, however. Secrecy
relies on an active effort to keep others from learning the piece of information, whether through
economic or physical measures (security guards for example) or through law (such as confidentiality
agreements). Lead time merely refers to the head start of a firm or inventor over another, which can
or cannot be increased with investments into secrecy. Even if the invention is not kept secret it may
take some time for the competitor to find out how to replicate the same, or to produce the invention
with the same or better accuracy, quality, quantity or costs. By that point the original invented might
already have created the next innovation, keeping its head start. Since secrecy measures require
resources (hiring the lawyer or the security guard), it may in this case not be worth the effort of
investing in secrecy. Because secrecy requires resources, Lemley (2008) argued that it made sense
for a legal system to protect secrets, so that less resources need to be invested.
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However, they define ‘innovation’ as ‘the implementation of a new or significantly improved product
(good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organisational method in business
practices, workplace organisation or external relations, which are often not patentable.
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(Bottomley 2014a, 7). Schankerman and Pakes (1986) compared the total cost of
Research and Development (R&D) with the total estimated value of the patents, which
resulted in the result that patents can only cover a fraction of the cost that companies
invest in R&D.9
One of most important and oldest alternative forms of protection is simply trade
secrecy, the various means of protection of which – such as non-disclosure employment
contracts – the law also protects to some degree. Laws regulating trade secrecy could
indeed be seen as an alternative form of intellectual property (Lemley 2008). Bottomley
(2017) shows for the British case for the period before 1851 that judges did not wish to
undermine the patent system by making secrecy too attractive. The extent to which
inventors actually make use of patent law is thus partially dependent on the extent they
can keep it secret. Moser (2005a; 2013) found that when innovations in chemistry made
reverse-engineering a more viable strategy, chemists were suddenly using the patent
system much more often than they did before.
Moreover, patents can have alternative functions that do not rely on excluding
access per se. An important one is signalling (MacLeod 1988; Long 2002; Mokyr 2009a).
Hirshleifer’s (1971) response to Arrow and Demsetz’s article focused on the distinction
between the private and public value for information. A large part of the value of
information for a single individual is the competitive advantage that it brings to the
individual, for instance in speculation. When information enhances someone’s expertise
or reputation with regard to others, this can bring advantages on the commodity, labour
market or on capital markets. Much like certification and diplomas, patents can thus have
a signalling function.
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See also Griliches (1990).
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An evaluation of patent legislation is complicated, because it has many possible
so-called ‘policy levers’ – as well as alternatives to the law – that change or modify their
economic impact. The two best-known examples of policy levers are ‘length’ and
‘breadth’ (Scotchmer 2006, 97–119). A legal system can change the length of protection,
thereby increasing both the potential profits of inventors as well as the loss of efficiency
of the economy. It can also adjust the breadth of patents, which refers to how alike the
practices of competitors can be to the patented invention before it violates the patent. In
other words, how much the patent excludes other practical applications of the same idea.
A narrow patent does not exclude potential competitors from finding an alternative means
to achieve the same or better, while a broad patent forces competitors to obtain a licence
or find a completely different technique. Broader patents increase potential profits for
inventors and may decrease duplication of effort, at the cost of increasing the costs to
competitors or precluding them from competing at all.
However, as Scotchmer (2006) and others have also shown, the welfare effects of
varying a policy lever such as length and breadth will change depending on the specific
economic, technological and social context of a patented invention. For example, in a
technological field where incremental innovation is common, any specific patent for such
an incremental invention may need to have a smaller length or breadth than in a field such
as pharmaceutics where one patent usually covers one medicine. Philosophically and
legally, one of the most important principles behind the fairness and therefore the
legitimacy of patent law is the principle of proportionality, where patent examiners and
lawyers have to weigh the actual contribution made and the extent it has been made public
(the disclosure requirement) against the broadness of its claims (Bostyn 2001; Merges
2011). They have limited capacity to change a patent’s length, however.
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Indeed, several economists have argued that the rigidities of the patent system
lead to economically suboptimal outcomes, because it cannot customise the patent to the
economic and social context to optimise its effects (Hunt 2004; Scotchmer 2006; Burk
and Lemley 2009; Bessen and Maskin 2009; Chu 2011; Acemoglu and Akcigit 2012).
Others argue that patent systems should remain simple, one-size-fits-all and standardised
to maintain predictability, transparency and consistency (Kydland and Prescott 1977;
Jaffe and Lerner 2004). This disagreement is reminiscent of a ‘rules vs discretion’ debate
(Taylor 2017).

1.4

Patents in history: the empirical question

Whether patents are good for the economy and wider society is therefore an empirical
question, where the institutional specifics and economic context need to be taken into
consideration. For this, historical studies can prove crucial for three reasons.
First of all, history can involve ‘natural experiments of history’. Diamond and
Robinson (2011) mean this in a quite literal sense, in imitating experiment methodology
in finding specific historical cases that as closely as possible imitate a treatment and
control group. I use this term in a more wider sense that history allows for studies of
alternative configurations of patent institutions and the economic, social and political
effects of patent reforms. This way, historical studies can inspire and help inform the
decision-making and policymaking on patent reform today.
Secondly, historical studies can also help question the political or ideological
origins of our current innovation system. For example, Macleod (2007) has demonstrated
how commemorating inventors and innovators had a political and ideological dimension,
one that still has consequences for how innovators and inventors are conceptualised
today. Baudry (2015; 2019; 2020) has shown how the French patent system was justified
ideologically, and how scientists in France shaped the French patent system to their own
11

interests and ideological concerns. Through a long-term history of intellectual property
law, Sherman and Bently (2008) have retraced older ideas and conceptualisations of
various forms of what we now call ‘intellectual property’, historicising the currently
predominant ideas in the process.
Thirdly, historical studies can help understand the relationship, if any, between
the patent system and innovation, and thereby between patent systems and the onset and
sustenance of long-term economic growth. This long-term growth started with the First
Industrial Revolution, while the creation of more modern patent systems in the early
industrialisers of France, England and the United States occurred around the same time
as they industrialised, implying a potential relationship between the two (Khan 2005;
Bottomley 2014a; Galvez-Behar 2019). The study of this era may therefore help find
relationships between patents, innovation and economic growth.
Various important contributors to the historical empirics of patent system have
contributed their own overviews of the literature on the relationship between patents and
industrialisation (Khan 2008; MacLeod 2009; Mokyr 2009a; Moser 2013; Nicholas 2014;
Moser 2016; Bottomley 2014a; 2016; MacLeod and Nuvolari 2016; Donges and Selgert
2019c), and since in the individual chapters that constitute my thesis I discuss the relevant
literature at length, I will only present a short overview here.
Because the Industrial Revolution started in Britain, its patent system and the role
it may have played have understandably received a lot of attention. Dutton (1984) and
Macleod (1988) had been very negative of the British patent system, arguing it was slow,
cumbersome and expensive to apply for a patent, to search and find prior art, and difficult
to enforce a patent that was insecure in the courts. While Dutton was still moderately
positive about the contribution made by the British patent system to the industrialisation
process, Macleod argued the existence of the patent system would not have made a large
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difference. Bottomley (2014a; 2016; 2018) has revised this judgment in his work by
highlighting the auxiliary institutions of the patent system developing over the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries. He is much more positive of the role of courts, emphasises
the role of patent agents that knew their way through the system, and therefore much
simplified and sped up the patenting process even though the rules as such did not change.
He points towards the creation of technical journals that informed the public of newly
patented inventions, and published patent specifications out of the archives, thereby
taking over the publishing role and facilitating investigations into prior art.
It was the work of Sokoloff (1988) and his collaborations with Khan (1990; 1993)
and Lamoreaux (1996; 2000; 2001) on the United States that started a more quantitative
and cliometric approach to patents and industrialisation. This has since inspired and
informed research in the patent systems of Europe, besides the work that Khan has done
herself on the comparison between the United States, Great Britain and France,
synthesized and collected in her two books (2005; 2020). Indeed, we now have research
on Belgium (De Favereau 2011; Péters 2014), Germany (Streb, Baten, and Yin 2006;
Lehmann-Hasemeyer and Streb 2020; Donges and Selgert 2019a; 2019b; 2021), Britain
and its colonies (Nuvolari and Tartari 2011; Bottomley 2014b; Nuvolari, Tartari, and
Tranchero 2021; Graham 2020; Billington 2021), France (Hilaire-Pérez 2000; GalvezBehar 2008; Baudry 2015; Galvez-Behar 2019; Nuvolari, Tortorici, and Vasta 2021),
Italy (Nuvolari and Vasta 2015a; 2015b; 2017; 2019), Norway (Basberg 1997; 2006;
2015), Spain (Sáiz 2014; Pretel 2018), and Sweden (Andersson 2016; Andersson and Tell
2019).
Of these authors, Bottomley and Sokoloff, Lamoreaux and Khan are the most
enthusiastic about the role played by the historical patent systems of Britain and the
United States respectively. Through an investigation by comparing the wealth at death of
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British inventors with their siblings, Bottomley (2018) has shown that most British
inventors who invented something of value died with more wealth, providing an
indication that British society and its institutions – whether that includes patents or not –
allowed most inventors to reap benefits from their quality inventions. Khan and Sokoloff
(1990) argued that the American patent system allowed a widespread nonelite subsection
of the population to participate in patenting inventions. Lamoreaux and Sokoloff (1996;
2000; 2001) and Lamoreaux, Sokoloff and Sutthiphisal (2013) found that the widespread
patenting together with the characteristics of the patent system and court system allowed
for a market of technology to emerge. This was a market where patent rights were sold
and sublicensed allowed patentees to specialise in invention, while allowing companies
to purchase the most up-to-date technology.
Others are less sure about the contribution of the patent system. Much innovation,
even in Britain, was conducted outside of the patent system, for example through
collective invention (Allen 1983; Nuvolari 2004). Mokyr (2009a) argues that many
inventors were not motivated by financial profit, although some certainly were, which
reduces the possible impact the patent system would have made. For most inventors, that
patent system would not have led to riches, making its attraction like the lottery or the
American Dream: a few will be hugely successful, spurring the efforts of many.
Moser (2005a; 2013; 2016) has also done much to temper and nuance the positive
story of patents in history, by highlighting how patent institutions influence not just the
rate but the direction of innovation. In her research of the exhibits at the world exhibitions
in the United Kingdom and the United States in the latter half of the nineteenth century,
Moser has shown that the vast majority of the exhibits were not patented. She also showed
that industries varied largely in the extent they made use of the patent system, depending
on the patentability of their products, and their ability to keep the inventions secret.
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Indeed, she finds that after the development of the periodic table, which made it much
easier to reverse-engineer chemical products, chemistry inventions were much more
frequently patented. She also finds that the countries which lacked a patent system,
namely the Netherlands and Switzerland, were more likely to send in exhibits from
industries that relied on secrecy. The implication of her work is that the patent system did
not necessarily spur innovation, but rather diverted the inventive activity of society to
those areas that could exploit the patent system.
Another problem is that the direction of causality between patenting and
industrialisation can run in two directions (Greasley and Oxley 2007; MacLeod and
Nuvolari 2016). The existence of patents could have created the incentives to innovate,
as well as a means for technical knowledge to be made widely available (Cox 2020), both
stimulating inventions that could have had an influence on the innovations that stimulated
the industrial transformation. On the other hand, the increase of production scales, the
size of markets provided for and transportation speeds associated with industrialisation
may have increased the need for protecting invention – as well as created a need for
abstract symbols of reputation or quality that patents could help provide.
Patenting as such also has several self-reinforcing logics. Besides the technology
market highlighted earlier, simple knowledge of the system as well as defensive patenting
are self-reinforcing mechanisms. In her study of British patenting, Macleod (1988) has
shown evidence of patents following one another from the same community, as well as
evidence of inventors fearing their inventions being stolen, and therefore taking patents
defensively. If more economic actors make use of patents, the threat of someone
potentially stealing an invention and then patenting it becomes larger, leading to
additional defensive patenting.
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With regards to the Netherlands, very little research has been done about the
patent system of the Netherlands and that of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands. In
fact, all of what we know of the Dutch nineteenth century patent system is originating
from the work of Doorman (1947). A former employee of the Dutch patent office who
wrote an overview of Dutch patenting from the early modern period onwards, Doorman
was mostly negatively predisposed towards the patent system and the quantity and quality
of innovation in the Netherlands in the nineteenth century. He argued it was a system that
did not work very well, with a lot of arbitrariness built into it, and that the Netherlands
did not contribute much to general technological development at the time.
Maybe as a result, the patent system has been neglected in the economic history
of the Netherlands, only featuring in passing in the descriptive overview work of
Brugmans (1961) and in Mokyr’s work (1976) to compare Dutch and Belgian innovative
capacity in the years they formed the United Kingdom of the Netherlands. It has not been
analysed or used in analyses in any work on the technological or economic history of the
Netherlands to my knowledge. As I will argue in this thesis, this is a significant omission
because the fate of the Dutch patent system has been intimately linked with both the
economic and political developments of the Netherlands, and can thus provide an
improved understanding of the economic history of the Netherlands in the nineteenth
century.
By contrast, the post-independence Belgian patent system has seen more interest
in the form of two relatively recent PhD dissertations that each chose to approach the
Belgian post-independence patent system from the perspective of a specific industrial and
technological subfield, while also essentially being the first to really investigate the
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Belgian patent system in any depth.10 De Favereau (2011) focused on the use of the patent
system by the agriculture sector, while Péters (2014) studied innovation and the use of
patents in the zinc industry. Particularly Péters shows how the patent institutions of
Belgium were formalised over the first decades of the Belgian independence, but that the
system was ultimately reformed to more closely resemble the French system.
In terms of the use of the patent system, both De Favereau and Péters emphasise
that patenting in Belgium was popular and widespread. Indeed, they report that Belgium
had the highest patenting rate of the world compared to population in the mid- to latenineteenth century. Through their studies of specific industrial sectors, both authors find
that patents were used for a variety of purposes, often for highlighting the quality of the
product or the skills of the inventor rather than the protection or selling of the invention
itself. De Favereau finds that patent grants were demand-driven in following changes in
the wider economy. Péters finds that downturns in patenting do not necessarily imply
declines in innovative activity: indeed, some of the most important inventions were
patented in a time when the overall number of patents declined in that sector. He finds
that patents bursts were often related to the attempted solution of certain technical
problems.
The patent system’s abolition in the Netherlands has enjoyed (a bit) more
scholarly interest (Doorman 1947; Machlup and Penrose 1950; Schiff 1971; den Hertog
1976; Gerzon 1986; Stokvis 1993; Moser 2005a; van Gompel 2019). Except for
Doorman, however, these publications do not investigate the patent system that was
abolished or they rely on what the participants of the debate for abolition were writing
about the system. The intuition of this thesis is that our understanding of the unique event
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There have been some earlier publications on the Belgian patent system, but they are very limited in
scope. See Servais (1994) and Dorban (2005).
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of the abolition of patents is more likely to be accurate if we understand what law the
Dutch were actually abolishing. It is that intuition that has inspired this thesis.

1.5

Introduction to the case

This thesis studies the United Kingdom of the Netherlands (henceforth UKNL) and its
two most important successor states of the Netherlands and Belgium. The UKNL was
formed after the Napoleonic Wars as one of the buffer states against any future aggression
by France. The new polity was placed by the victors at the Battle of Waterloo under the
rule of Willem Frederik, Prince of Orange-Nassau, who was crowned king Willem I. He
found himself at the head after local elites in the Northern Netherlands had invited him
to take control when the defeated French left a power vacuum in 1813. The new state was
united by French law, as both the Northern and Southern Netherlands had been annexed
into France – the Southern provinces since 1795, the Northern Netherlands since 1810. It
had given Willem a more modern and relatively centralised state to build his new
kingdom on. Willem and his government built a semi-federal constitutional monarchy,
that in the end became close to an absolute monarchy, because Willem used the
constitutional space he had to concentrate power in his person (van Zanden and van Riel
2000, 109–14; Koch 2015). Belgium became a more full constitutional monarchy after it
split away in 1830, while the Netherlands transformed into one in the 1840s (Witte 2016;
Deneckere 2015; van Zanden and van Riel 2000, 209–35).
Figure 1.1 shows the extent of the UKNL.11 It united two regions that had been
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The Northern provinces were from top down: Groningen, Friesland, Drenthe, Overijssel,
Gelderland, Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland, Zeeland and Noord-Brabant. The Southern
provinces were Antwerpen, Zuid-Brabant, Limburg, West-Vlaanderen, Oost-Vlaanderen,
Hainaut, Liège, Namur (Henegouwen, Luik and Namen on the map), and Luxemburg.
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Figure 1.1 Map of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, 1816

François Bohn, Nieuwe kaart van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden en het Groot-Hertogdom Luxemburg,
1816. Image source: oudelandkaarten.nl (accessed 2022-02-10).

apart for centuries, as well as former polities such as Liège that had been independent for
centuries before they were annexed by France in the French revolutionary era. It united
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regions with cultural and linguistic differences. The Northern Netherlands (largely
current-day the Netherlands), a dominantly Protestant region, spoke Dutch. The Southern
Netherlands was Catholic, divided into two language areas of Dutch and French, but at
the time with a cultural dominance of French also in the Dutch-speaking areas.
Economically, the Southern Netherlands was less wealthy than the Northern
Netherlands, yet industrialising earlier. Table 1.1 shows how the Netherlands started the
nineteenth century more developed than the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
yet lost out comparatively speaking with the growth of its island neighbour. It only started
to catch up after 1870. Belgium, while starting less developed, was the only state that
consistently caught up with Great Britain. Another indicative form of evidence is
provided in Table 1.2, where the total installed horsepower of steam power per thousand
inhabitants is reported. Belgium was the only state in Europe that had a considerable
steam capacity, although still not comparable to Britain.
In 1850 the Netherlands still barely had any steam capacity – only by 1870 did it
start to catch up. Lintsen (1993, 105) writes that only 4% of the mechanical capacity in
the Netherlands was based on steam, while England had already more than 50% by that
point. Indeed, before 1850, the old wind and water technology stayed competitive in the
Netherlands. As Lintsen (1995) argues, steam before 1850 was not yet a general purpose
technology: it was largely limited to textiles, mining and metal-working, sectors that were
particularly large in Belgium. Belgium also had its own rich coal and other metal deposits
that were lacking in the Netherlands. Lintsen and Homburg (1995) argue that steam in
the Netherlands was mainly outcompeting animal-powered mills, while wind- and
waterpower mills stayed competitive until 1880. In the first half of the 19th century wind
and waterpower was more cost-effective than steam for the Netherlands, even though
they had their own technical characteristics, it was less predictable or scalable. What was
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competitive therefore depended on the technological application as well as the access to
waterways or coal transports, besides regulation.
Table 1.1 GDP per capita (UK=100)
Country
Netherlands
Belgium
Germany
France
Denmark
United Kingdom

1820
102
77
61
67
75
100

1850
96
79
63
69
76
100

1870
81
84
58
59
63
100

1913
82
86
74
71
80
100

Source: Van Riel (2018, 437)

Table 1.2 Installed horsepower of steam engines per 1000 capita
Country
Netherlands
Belgium
Germany
France
Great Britain

1840
0.6
9.8
1.3
2.6
23.2

1850
1.4
15.8
7.8
10.4
46.9

1870
36
69.2
63.2
48.1
128.7

1880
61.8
111.0
113.5
82.0
219.5

1896
122.6
183.2
153.2
153.6
346.0

Source: Van Riel (2018, 235). Note that in Table 1.1 the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland is
reported, while the installed horsepower of this Table is for Britain only. This is due to the sources used by
Van Riel.

Figure 1.2 gives an idea of how the UKNL, Belgian and Dutch patent systems and
patenting rates compared to France, England and the United States. It reports the numbers
of granted patents for new inventions divided by one million inhabitants, from the start
of the Belgian-Dutch patent law in 1817 until 1843, the year before France’s patent
reform. For Belgium, France and the Netherlands, only patents of invention are included,
so only patents for domestically originated new inventions. For Great Britain and the
United States, jurisdictions that did not make a distinction between patens of invention or
importation, all patents are included. However, the United States only permitted patenting
by the original inventor and did not allow foreign patenting until 1836, so in practice until
1836 the data will be comparable to patents of invention.
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Figure 1.2 No of granted patents of invention per million inhabitants in several states,
1817-1843
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Note: Calculations made by the author. For Great Britain I combined the patents of England and Scotland.
At this time no British patents existed yet: a patentee had to choose where to patent. Therefore, not all
patents counted here held for the entire Kingdom. In terms of substantive law, however, the English and
Scottish patents were more or less equivalent (MacQueen 2010; Bottomley 2014b). Sources: The Dutch
patents, and the Belgian patents before 1830: self-collected dataset on the basis of Doorman (1947) and the
Dutch national archives. The Belgian patents from 1830: Arnaud Péters (2014). The Scottish and English
patent data: Sean Bottomley (2014b). The French patent data: Institution National de la Propriété
Industrielle (2021). I calculated population statistics on the basis of historical censuses, for England,
Scotland, France, and the United States in Mitchell (2013), and for the Netherlands and Belgium on
historical census results from 1815 to 1824, as well as Vrielinck (2000).

At first glance, the data suggest that the United States and Great Britain had
initially a more active patenting population than either France, Belgium or the
Netherlands, but were caught up by France and Belgium. By the late twenties, the
patenting rates were comparable for Great Britain, France and Belgium, after which both
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France and Belgium slumped. They caught up again by the late thirties, with Belgium
surpassing both, even the United States. The Netherlands, however, stays relatively
constant, outside of a small burst of patenting in the late 1830s and early 1840s.
The graph also shows the effect of the patent reform in the United States in 1836,
when a preliminary patent examination was introduced. Before 1836, anyone who applied
for a patent could obtain one. Considering that in the Netherlands and Belgium there was
also a form of a preliminary patent examination that was not part of the other systems in
the comparison, its patenting rates are not entirely comparable to the other countries.
In this thesis, I make regular use of this type of patent statistics. In this light, it is
important to make a methodological note. Particularly when patents have been examined
on novelty, patenting rates have some relationship to innovation in a society, yet they do
not represent innovative activity in a straightforward manner. Not all inventions are
patentable, nor are all inventions that are patentable patented. Therefore, without other
information, an increase in patenting can mean: (1) lower thresholds put up by the patent
system, thereby creating a less strong filter to existing applications; (2) an expansion in
what is considered as patentable matter (an increase of patentability); (3) an increased
propensity to patent (a larger share of societal inventions are patented); or (4) increased
innovative activity. Moreover, patented inventions are very divergent in quality or value,
or even economic sector they move in. While Figure 1.2 is therefore indicative of a
comparable interest in the patent system, it does not necessarily show as much
information about the quantity or quality of innovation in the countries.

1.6

Composition of the thesis and contributions to the literature

This thesis consists of three intertwined papers, all in some way investigating the patent
system of the Netherlands and Belgium in the first half of the nineteenth century. It is the
first to map out the nineteenth-century patent institutions of the Netherlands and Belgium
23

in unison and comparison.
I show in the thesis that this patent system was unique because it granted a very
wide discretion to the patent administrators to adjust for the particulars of the applicant
and the invention to be patented. It examined the novelty of patent applications, refusing
patents for inventions that were not new. Its administrators could accept or refuse the
patent if necessary, determine the length within the boundaries of the law (5, 10 or 15
years), set additional conditions such as an open license clause or adjust the patent fees
downwards for those that could not afford a patent.
The comparison between Belgium and the Netherlands is interesting because the
two countries found themselves united as one kingdom between 1815 and 1830. As a
result, the 1817 patent system that the kingdom introduced was kept on in both countries
after the Belgian independence in 1830 until Belgium reformed its law in 1854 and the
Netherlands abolished theirs in 1869. While Belgium already industrialised during this
period and is thereby one of the earliest industrialisers in the world (Mokyr 1976), the
Netherlands only started to consistently industrialise from the 1860s onwards, so by the
end of the period of study (Riel 2018; van Zanden and van Riel 2000). Consequently, the
case of the Netherlands and Belgium provides a relatively ideal context for investigating
the relationship, if any, between industrialisation and the patent system.
My first contribution is to improve significantly on both the existing description
of the Dutch patent system by Doorman (1947) as well as the description of the Belgian
system by Favereau (2011) and Péters (2014) by focusing in-depth on the implementation
of the patent law in both polities. I show how the United Kingdom of the Netherlands
(1815-1830) used the discretion of the patent law to balance as best as it could the
incentives to the patent applicant with the accessibility of the invention to the rest. Its
administrators made estimations about how long a patent’s length needed to be for a
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patent applicant to recoup its investments and gain a just reward. It provided discounts
on the patent fees for poor patent applicants, regularly even making them free. It asked
local industry to advice on patent applications for foreign technology to help it make a
judgment as to whether it would automatically spread to the UKNL in the absence of a
patent, and as well to estimate the need for open licenses or other conditions.
I then show how the two countries diverged their application of the same patent
law. The newly independent Belgium inherited the patent law of the UKNL, continued
the policies set earlier, while making these policies more transparent. Despite having
identical patent legislation, the Netherlands, however, set their patent system on a path of
simplification and lack of investment. It did not publish any decisions or write an
instruction to the patent system – in contrast to Belgium. It stopped enforcing the working
clause, stopped the publication of patents, no longer intervened in patent length and later
also in fees. As a result, it became very open to patents of importation. And it became lax
with enforcing payment of the patent fees, so that most patents were not paid and never
went into force. The court system was also hostile to the patent system, reducing the
enforcement rights of a patent holders against infringers in one landmark case in 18451846. I thus argue that the abolition of the patent system should be seen as an evolutionary
rather than a revolutionary event.
One of the outcomes of this investigation is therefore to shed a different light on
the argument of Moser (2005a) how patent laws help direct innovation. If the Dutch
patent system was already not functioning very well by the time of the great exhibition
of 1851, as I argue, it would decrease the causal relationship between the existence of a
patent system and the shift in innovation from the textile sector towards the food sector
that Moser observes between the London exhibition of 1851 and the Philadelphia
exhibition of 1876. As a result, the difference between the patent and patentless system
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would have been less big than what Moser (2005a) has made it out to be. It makes it
questionable whether the presence or absence of the patent system really influenced the
direction of innovation. More likely it reflected the composition of the economy.
The second main contribution of my thesis consists of building two new datasets.
I built a dataset of all granted patents in the Netherlands between 1817 and 1869,
including for the territories that would subsequently constitute Belgium and Luxemburg
for the period between 1817 and 1830. My work thereby fills in a gap in the available
historical patent evidence for the nineteenth century.
Moving beyond the standard datasets in the field that contain only granted patents,
I also constructed a second dataset where I used the extremely well-preserved state of the
Dutch archives to reconstruct all patent applications as well as the entire patenting process
for the patent system of the UKNL between 1815 and 1830. This database is unique
within the literature for including both granted and ungranted patents, as well as details
on the administrative process that led to either. The process and methodology of building
both databases is explained in the second paper of this thesis (Chapter 3).
The contribution of my last paper (Chapter 4, co-authored with Chris Colvin), is
a quantitative study of patenting practices in the UKNL, using the patent database I have
constructed. In it, we show that regardless of the system being highly discretionary, there
is no evidence of discrimination between the Northern (Netherlands) and the Southern
(Belgium) part of the Kingdom. Rather, discrimination took place between requests for
patents of invention and patents for importation, that were each given a different
treatment. We show that for patents of invention, lower social classes were more likely
to obtain free patents and patent discounts than higher classes, which consequently made
the system relatively accessible. Merchants and factory owners were the most likely to
ask to patents of importation.
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As a result, the system of the UKNL had some of the desirable characteristics of
the United States patent system that Khan highlights: accessible patent rights that were
novelty tested, and therefore in principle relatively secure. Following her argument, the
patent system should therefore have aided in creating a ‘democratization of invention’,
and – indirectly – a stimulation of economy-wide long-term innovation. Considering that
Belgium, the heir of the UKNL patent system and its policies, patented per capita even
more than the United States did, confirms this idea. My thesis thus joins Bottomley
(2019), Nuvolari, Tortorici. and Vasta (2021) and Streb (2022) in questioning her
negative evaluation of the accessibility of European patent systems, and their capacity to
stimulate innovation over the long-run.

1.7

Chapter abstracts

Chapter 2. Rules versus discretion: patents and innovation in the Netherlands, 1817-1869
How flexible should patents of invention be? I answer this question by focusing on the
implementation of the Dutch patent law from 1817. This patent system allowed the Dutch
state to decide on the patent grant, length, and its costs on a case-by-case basis. The
system also allowed its administrators to impose various ad hoc conditions, such as open
license clauses. I analyse the implementation of the law through an in-depth study of the
patent dossiers and a comparison with Belgium, which shared the same patent law during
and after its brief 15-year political union with the Netherlands. I reveal how the Dutch
patent system radically changed its character in the ten years after the split with Belgium
in 1830. In contrast to Belgium, it no longer stimulated domestic inventors, stopped the
publication of patents, and failed to intervene in the patent length. I argue that the
administrators used the flexibility of the system relatively consistently and benevolently,
but that this flexibility made it vulnerable to the political importance and the resources
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allocated to the patent system. The Dutch neglect of its patent system after 1830 strongly
influenced its development, and ultimately led to the patent system’s abolition in
1869. The case study provides a learning opportunity for reform proposals that aim to
increase discretion in present-day patent systems.

Chapter 3. Reconstructing the patenting process: protecting invention in the United
Kingdom of the Netherlands, 1817-1830
This paper describes a new dataset of the patent system of the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands (1815-1830), a semi-federal state spanning the present-day territories of the
Netherlands, Belgium and Luxemburg. Based on rich surviving archives, I have
reconstructed the full administrative process for each application, thereby including both
successful and unsuccessful applications for patents, as well as innovation prizes and
bursaries. This provides a significant advantage over existing historical patent datasets
that only include granted patents, by making visible the influence of the patent system
and its administration on the selection of success. The dataset as a whole provides a
valuable inside view into the innovation and patenting process in a state comprising both
an early industrialiser (Belgium) and a late industrialiser (the Netherlands). Besides these
uses, its focus on administrative process can provide wider lessons for building similar
databases in other contexts.

Chapter 4. Patently peculiar? Patents and innovation in the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands, 1817-1830
(co-authored with Christopher L. Colvin)
How accessible was the patent system of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands
(UKNL)? The UKNL’s patent law of 1817 was remarkable because it combined a patent
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examination process with significant examiner discretion on patent length and cost. The
Belgian/Dutch case is an important addition to the literature because the southern
Netherlands (i.e., present-day Belgium) industrialised early alongside Great Britain in the
First Industrial Revolution, but the northern Netherlands (i.e., present-day the
Netherlands) did not. We make use of a new hand-collected database of all requested
patents, both rejected and accepted, between 1815 and 1830, when there was a political
union between Belgium and the Netherlands. Our unique data allow us to explore the
determinants of a patent application’s success, as well as the patent’s conditions chosen
by the state. We find that the wide discretion of the law to customise the conditions to
each patent did not seem to have led to unfair or inconsistent treatment. Rather, we find
that the discretion was used to economically optimise the patent length and costs. We find
that the patent system was accessible to the non-elite despite high patent fees, that similar
proportions of social classes patented in each region, and that both skills and market
orientation mattered. The outcomes of the patent system were largely comparable to those
found in the recent literature on France, Germany and Great Britain.
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2 Rules versus discretion: patents and innovation in the
Netherlands, 1817-1869
2.1

Introduction

How flexible should patents of invention be? In this paper, I critically analyse patents of
invention by focusing on the rigidity of their institutions. Several scholars argue that
rigidities of the patent system lead to undesirable or inefficient outcomes, both
theoretically and empirically (Hunt 2004; Scotchmer 2006; Burk and Lemley 2009;
Bessen and Maskin 2009; Chu 2011; Acemoglu and Akcigit 2012). At the same time,
patent institutions are made rigid because they are considered to solve a credible
commitment problem (Kydland and Prescott 1977; North and Weingast 1989; Levine,
Pearlman, and Bo Yang 2008), where the expectation of a consistent and predictable
reward is important for the promise of the rights of exclusive use of the invention to
incentivise innovation. It is these sorts of argument that have promoted an understanding
of intellectual property that is neither open to temporarily adapt rules nor granting
exceptions, as are visible today in the debate on waiving vaccine-related patents for
Covid-19 (Thambisetty et al. 2021).
In this paper I contribute to the literature by going beyond the simple dichotomy
between rules and discretion that have encouraged the rigidity of the patent system. I
argue it is fruitful to study the interactive dynamic between rules and discretion as a
crucial explanatory factor for understanding patent institutions and institutional change.
I develop this theoretical contribution on the dynamics of patent institutions by means of
a new historical case study of a highly flexible and discretionary patent system: the patent
system of the Netherlands between 1817 and 1869. In this patent system, the government
could decide whether to allocate a patent, and could choose the appropriate length, the
associated patent fees, and impose additional conditions. It thus performs a
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methodological role of an extreme opposite case study, providing an enlightening
comparative contrast to the rule-based institutions of today (Moses and Knutsen 2007).
In this high-discretion context, I show how the Dutch patent system had informal
rules of operation that significantly augmented the formal statutory rules. I study how the
Dutch patent system changed over time by comparing it to that of Belgium. Both were
part of the same state between 1815 and 1830 and kept their patent laws after their
separation. When in 1830 an industrialising Belgium declared itself independent from the
much more slowly-industrialising northern Netherlands, it kept the same patent law for
another 24 years. Therefore, the case allows (1) for the investigation of a discretionary
patent system, and (2) for a comparison of the diverging development of a patent system’s
implementation in two separate jurisdictions. Indeed, the outcome of this investigation
can help explain why Belgium fully reformed its system in 1854, while the Netherlands
abolished theirs in 1869. This raises two questions. Why did the two countries take a
different path? And what were their consequences in terms of the functioning of the patent
system?
To answer these questions, a historical perspective is required. By means of
systematic in-depth archival research in the patent dossiers, I reveal informal changes in
implementation. I show that this type of research on informal institutions helps to
understand institutions and institutional change more generally, as well as patent
institutions more specifically. Following Douglass North’s (1990) understanding of
institutions, I define institutions as the “rules of the game”, which can be both formal
(laws, policies) and informal rules (tradition, culture). By patent system I mean the formal
and informal institutions, as well as the various organisations that influence the obtaining,
communication and enforcement of patents. For example, a patent system is comprised
of the formal laws and informally grown practices: public organisations such as the patent
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office and the courts, as well as private organisations such as patent agents, patent lawyers
and technology journals. I argue that including the informal side of a patent system is
necessary to avoid a biased view of the functioning of any patent system, whether
historical or present-day. In so doing, it is related to a history literature that emphasises
and investigates an expanded understanding of the patent system (Galvez-Behar 2008;
Bottomley 2014a; Baudry 2015; Pretel 2018).
By systematically tracing how the Dutch state dealt with incoming patents, I show
how the Dutch patent system radically changed its character in the ten years following its
split with Belgium in 1830: it no longer provided preferential treatment to domesticallydomiciled inventors, it stopped the publication of patent specifications, and no longer
intervened in the patent length. Interestingly, it removed protectionist measures against
the importation of technology, such as an enforcement of the working clause, the
obligation to submit a specification in the Dutch language, and investigation of incoming
patents on other considerations than novelty. By contrast, an industrialising Belgium
reinforced the discriminatory measures against the importation of technology, and kept
on investing in the patent system with resources and formal policy changes until the
reform of the system in 1854.
By analysing the debates that started in the Netherlands after this Belgian reform,
I show that few participants in these debates knew how the patent system actually
functioned in the present or had functioned in the past, because the fluid nature of the law
had allowed the state to change the system relatively easily without creating formal policy
documents. Furthermore, the relatively low domestic use that was made of the patent
system did not create a critical mass of knowledgeable supporters. I conclude that the
underlying causes for the development of the Dutch patent system and the historically
unique event of its abolition were down to the low political importance given to the Dutch
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patent system after the split with Belgium, combined with the low economic importance
due to the late industrialisation of the Netherlands.
In making this argument, the contribution of this paper is threefold. Firstly, I
contribute to the literature on patent institutions that critically assesses the “one-size-fitsall” aspect of most patent systems. In her overview of the economic theoretical literature,
Suzanne Scotchmer (2006) demonstrated that varying the length or the scope of a patent
will have different welfare effects. Crucially, she shows that the size of these welfare
effects depends on a range of factors specific to the market in which the patent operates:
the elasticity of demand in a market, how many markets a patent operates on, the market
structure, and the extent and speed to which innovation builds on earlier innovation (its
cumulativeness). Empirical studies have revealed industry sectors to indeed vary
significantly in these factors. Furthermore, they stress technological factors matter as
well: how many patents relate to an end product, how costly it is to imitate and to invent,
and the extent to which trade secrets or lead time can be used as alternatives to patenting
(Moser 2005b; Bessen and Meurer 2008; Burk and Lemley 2009).
Yet, Scotchmer rightly points out that current-day patent offices and courts have
a limited mandate and ability to adapt the patent to the economic and social circumstances
of the invention, with economic inefficiencies as a result (Scotchmer 2006, 117). For
example, it is difficult for patent examiners to prevent exaggerated profits or market
power, except by influencing the patents’ claims of what exactly it excludes others to
imitate or to do (its scope or broadness, in the sense of how much of economic life it
touches).
To which extent should patent systems then take into account the specific
conditions for each patent? Echoing other “rules vs discretion” debates, Jaffe and Lerner
(2004, 203–5) argue that patent institutions should not differentiate across industries,
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because market players will attempt at evasion (redefining the industry of an invention)
and persuade governments to use their discretion in their favour to the disadvantage of
society. My research provides evidence of a highly discretionary system in which the
administrators attempting to balance the needs of society and of the inventor on the basis
of the economic conditions that controlled a patent’s invention, and were relatively
successful in consistently accommodating for this in their application of the patent system
without using the discretion to the disadvantage of society.
With regards to the economics that opposes discretion due to the credible
commitment problem (Kydland and Prescott 1977; Levine, Pearlman, and Bo Yang 2008;
North and Weingast 1989), I show that the creation of informal or semi-formal rules
alleviates some of the critiques. In the argument of Kydland and Prescott (1977), patent
rights need to be relatively secure for the promise of patent rights to remain credible,
predictable and attractive to potential innovators before they will start risking time,
energy and resources into a new idea. Therefore, Kydland and Prescott stressed the need
to limit discretion through simple enforceable rules that a state can be held accountable
to, while North and Weingast (1989) stressed the need for a set of underlying political
institutions that would constrain future policymakers to keep promises made today.
I show that over time, the administrators in the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands created consistent practices that made the system more predictable.
Administrators attempted to estimate up-front how long a patent needed to be to
recuperate the investment costs as well as a just profit, with the possibility of an extension
that had to be justified if this time proved too short. Patents were rarely granted extensions
to enhance the predictability of the system. Patents were very rarely annulled, so that the
patent right was reasonably secure. After independence, in the Belgian case, these
informal practices and their changes were communicated with the public, enhancing the
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predictability of the system. Particularly in Belgium, the number of patents requested and
granted expanded enormously, showing that its discretionary system as such was not a
constraint for patents or innovation to be attractive.
In the second contribution to the literature, I demonstrate the necessity of
investigating the informal side of rules and discretion operating within patent institutions,
to help understand their change and development over time. Lehmann-Hasemeyer and
Streb (2020) have already shown how important this informal side can be by revealing
how the state of Württemberg in the nineteenth century was secretly discriminating
against foreigners regardless of the formal rules in place. I go beyond by using the actual
patent dossiers as a source for seeing development of the patent system’s institutions,
taking inspiration from an older body of historical work by MacLeod (1988) and Basberg
(1997).
Indeed, the problem of economists’ distinction between rules and discretion is its
lack of regard for the dynamics of implementation. Studies by political scientists of the
implementation of formalised laws and policies tend to find that policies are usually not
exactly followed “on the ground” (Hupe and Hill 2016). Not only does this mean that the
rules in practice may be different in practice from what black letter law would say (related
to North’s distinction between formal and informal institutions), but also that the
discretion used ‘on the ground’ can even change the rules by introducing new practices
or by undermining the old rules (Lipsky 1980; Hacker 2004; Streeck and Thelen 2005;
Mahoney and Thelen 2010). Lipsky’s (1980) foundational research on civil servants
reveals that limitation of resources plays a crucial role. He found that even wellintentioned civil servants use ‘coping mechanisms’ such as stereotyping to deal with
caseload stress. Similarly, patent offices under more financial pressure are more biased
in their examination and grant of patents (Griliches 1990, 1690–93; Burk and Lemley
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2009, 14–15, 22–25; Lemley and Sampat 2012). Control of others requires self-control
(Baecker 2006): a patent office that wishes to consistently change economic behaviour in
a certain direction needs to control its own actions. This requires resources.
Related to resource allocation is a principal-agent dilemma of accountability:
those who implement policies answer to politicians or the general public, not those who
are affected by their implementation, thereby being immune to possibly corrective
information ‘in the field’ when the affected consist of politically disenfranchised or
weakly organised groups (Lipsky 1980). As Anne Murphy (2013) points out in a
corrective on North and Weingast’s work, the political strength of economic actors can
be an important functional check upon the implementation of the rule. Thus, in line with
her argument, it matters greatly who takes patents and how much political power they
have.
Thirdly, I contribute through an in-depth analysis of a little-known and special
patent system. The Dutch patent system is almost completely ignored in the historical
literature. It does not figure in important works on industrialisation and technology in the
Netherlands (K. Davids 2014; H. de Jong and van Zanden 2014). The classic textbook by
I. J. Brugmans (1961, 155, 222, 312) is the only example I know that mentions the patent
law of 1817 in passing. What we know of the actual functioning of the patent system
during the nineteenth century is therefore entirely based on the work of Gerard Doorman
(1947). This is an obvious gap in the literature that is relevant to fill, considering the
debate on the role of patent institutions in the industrialisation of other countries,
particularly Great Britain and the United States (Khan 2005; Mokyr 2009a; Moser 2013;
2016; Bottomley 2014a; 2016; MacLeod and Nuvolari 2016; Donges and Selgert 2019c).
That to understand the patent system, one needs to study the state’s implementation is
clear from the recent article by Stef van Gompel (2019), who discusses the functioning
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of the law of 1817 in his recent review of the abolition debates of the patent system in the
Netherlands, but takes the nineteenth century observations in published sources at face
value for his understanding of the law, sources that often did not know how the law really
worked in practice. As a result, van Gompel copies their mistaken understandings and
negative opinions. The Belgian system from 1830 onwards has seen two relatively recent
doctoral studies by De Favereau (2011) and Péters (2014), that however seem to be little
known or discussed outside the Belgian context.12 I draw on their work for my
understanding of the Belgian system after its independence.13
The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. I analyse the origins and
creation of the patent law, placing it within its international context. I argue that the patent
system was part of a political project in which the government of the newly-established
state of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands attempted to enhance its legitimacy by
creating its own unique law. In the second section, I discuss the elements of the patent
law as well as their implementation during the period up to the declaration of
independence of Belgium (1830). I show how the government used the wide discretion
that the law provided, and how this practice developed over time.
In the third section, I discuss how Belgian independence in 1830 was a break-off
point. The resulting changes to the overall political, institutional and economic structure
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I have at least never encountered a discussion of their work in the literature on the economic history of
patents.

13

Unfortunately, the type of work that I have done in the Dutch archives is impossible to do in the Belgian
archives after 1830, because the ministerial archives for the patent system are lost. De Favereau
(2011) only focused on the formal side of the patent system. I have relied more on Péters’s (2014)
work, who tried to reconstruct the patent system as a whole. Since he did not have access to the
administration’s archives except for the patent official dossiers, he tried to reconstruct its process
amongst others on the basis of provincial archives. While very insightful, they are incomparable to
the ministerial reports to the King that are priceless sources of information of the development of
thinking on the patent system.
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of the new successor-states of the Netherlands and Belgium had a major influence in the
development path of the patent institutions in each jurisdiction. In this section, I compare
and contrast the overall Dutch development with that of Belgium, pointing towards the
relevance of political salience and economic structure to explain this divergence. I show
how the implementation of the patent law changed within the Netherlands after the
Belgian independence, and how the interaction between rules and discretion turned it into
a radically different system. In the last section, I discuss how the peculiar characteristics
of the Dutch patent law and its historical development helps explain the unique event of
the abolition of the patent system in the Netherlands.

2.2

The origins of the 1817 patent law

The patent law of 1817 was a nationalist project introduced in a context of state-building.
After the Napoleonic Wars, the Congress of Vienna had created the United Kingdom of
the Netherlands (henceforth UKNL), a new state spanning the territories of present-day
the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg. It united several former states into a new
polity dominated by the Northern Netherlands. The new state was experimental in
territorial reach as well as its constitutional basis, so that a legitimacy had to be
constructed. The UKNL united two regions that differed in their dominant religions
(Catholic in the South, Calvinist Protestant in the North) and languages (a cultural
dominance of French in the South, Dutch in the North), mutually conflicting economic
ideologies and economic policy traditions (industrial protectionism in the South,
commercial protectionism in the North) and different political cultures and memory
(Verschaffel 2015; Deseure and Smit 2018; Kossmann 1986, 115; van Zanden and van
Riel 2000, 115–21). The only thing that bound all the former polities together was a
shared French law, because all the former polities had been annexed into France during
the Revolutionary and Napoleonic period.
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Although a semi-federal constitution was adopted, the new King saw himself as
the ruler ‘before the constitution’, so that the new constitution limited the power of the
new parliament more than the powers of the new King. In fact, Willem I’s reign came
close to an absolute monarchy (van Zanden and van Riel 2000, 109–14; 178–79; Van de
Perre 2015, 11–13; Deneckere 2015). Yet from the start, his regime was crippled by a
huge state debt he inherited from the old Dutch Republic and the taxes by Napoleon. As
a result, economic growth was a strong priority of the new King. To have the means to
stimulate this growth while maintain his legitimacy, Willem I obfuscated his public
finances, creating a time bomb under his government, which helps explain the Belgian
independence (van Zanden and van Riel 2000, 34–35, 117, 122–23).
In this state-building context, Willem’s government wished to replace the French
patent law to reintroduce national traditions and distance the UKNL from France.14 The
minister drafting the patent law looked for inspiration to England and France due to the
industrialisation taking place there, while also looking to the original Dutch traditions,
which were quite distinct from the French and English systems.15 By infusing these
traditions of the Dutch republic into the French patent law, the minister utterly changed
the meaning of the French law.
The French law of 1791, itself inspired by British law, officially offered the state
no possibilities for discretion: any person that would either invent, improve or import an
invention would be granted a patent for the term of five, ten or fifteen years that they
sought, as long as they paid the high fees. The law gave the judicial system the central
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Report to the King by the Commissioner General of Education, 30-11-1815, no. 234, in NL-HaNA, entry
no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4042, Dossier Sebille. For the nationalist legal movement in the Northern
Netherlands, see Berg (2012).
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Letter of Repelaer van Driel to the Minister of the Interior, 1 July 1816, no. 640, in NL-HaNA, 2.04.01,
inv.no. 4039.
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enforcement role. Patents would only be nullified if a judge decided the patentee had
withheld or given incorrect information, or failed to put into production the invention
covered by the patent within the first two years since its grant (working clause), sought
another patent abroad for the same invention, or the patent was contrary to law or public
safety. Patents were open to access during their term, and would be published after their
expiry. Secrecy of the description during the patent term was optional, but had to be
justified by the patentee with a strong argumentation. Inventors had the option of
requesting a monetary or nonmonetary prize as an alternative to a patent. These prizes,
rewards and the like would be financed through the creation of a special ring-fenced fund
based on the incoming patent fees, from which only the administration costs of the patent
system would be subtracted.16
However, as Baudry (2015; 2019) has shown in his work, the French law of 1791
quickly developed informal practices of its own that accompanied the law. France
originally attempted to distance itself from the system of the ancien régime that had a
sophisticated examination of patents with a central role for the French Academy of
Science (Hilaire-Pérez 2000; Baudry 2019; 2020). Baudry shows that while officially an
examination of patents was explicitly prohibited by law, relatively quickly an informal
examination of all incoming patents emerged by a committee composed of scientific and
industrial experts at the Ministry of the Interior. This informal examination was
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‘31 Décembre 1790 = 7 janvier 1791 – Décret relative aux auteurs de découvertes utiles (L.3, 120; B. 9,
338; Mon. du 1er janvier 1791.)’, in J.B. Duvergier, Lois, décrets, ordonnances, réglemens, avis du
conseil-d’état, publiée sur les éditions officielles du louvre; de l’imprimerie nationale, par badouin;
et du bulletin des lois, 2nd edition (Paris: A. Guyot, 1834), pag 136-139 ; ‘Loi du 14 = 25 Mai 1791
– Décret portant règlement sur la propriété des auteurs d'inventions et découvertes en tout genre. (L.
4, 824 ; B. 14, 164; Mon. des 3 mars, 2 avril, 17 mai 1791.)’, in Duvergier, Lois, décrets, ordonnances,
réglemens, pag 360-364
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significant, as Baudry calculates that the applicants of about a fifth of all patent requests
between 1828 and 1839 had withdrawn their application after this informal examination
process. Another fifth of those remaining had a negative advice yet persisted in their
patent application leading to a patent grant. The experts shaped the applicants’ patent
specifications and drawings to meet a certain standardisation. Baudry (2015, 226–29)
even found that this committee sometimes granted free patents if strict conditions of
novelty, utility, and the applicants’ poverty were met. This informal practice does not
seem to have been known by the governing class of the UKNL however, as an explanation
of the French legal practice to the King showed.17
With regard to the Dutch traditions, the Dutch Republic had developed an initially
flourishing and then declining patent system in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
(K. Davids 2000).18 No formal law had guided the Dutch Republic’s developing practice
of granting patents. It was fully based on the Republic assuming the royal prerogative of
before, so on the basis of full discretion. Yet over time it introduced certain practices,
such as a patent examination, the requirement for a patent specification, a working clause
(the invention protected by the patent had to be put on the market or used by the inventor
within a set time), and open license clauses. Much like the developing English practice,
patents were not published by the state during the early modern period. Unlike the English
practice, however, specifications were sent back to the patentee, not centrally deposited.
Also unlike the English system, Dutch courts could not nullify a patent (C. A. Davids
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Report to the King by Special Commissioner Dewez, 28-1-1815, no. 1634 ‘Brevets d’invention’, in NLHaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4042, Dossier Sebille; Letter of Duc d'Ursel to the Governor of the
Province of Liège on the patent renewal application of Faux, 10-10-1815, 3956, in NL-HaNA,
2.04.01, 4040, dossier Faux.
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See appendix A for more detail on the patenting traditions in the early modern period Northern and
Southern Netherlands.
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2008; K. Davids 2000; Doorman 1940; MacLeod 1988). During the drafting of the law
of 1817, the minister of the interior argued from this tradition when he wrote his colleague
from the ministry of education that he did not see the need for a law, because in his
perspective, the granting of a patent is such a context-specific and important process, that
it is impossible to define beforehand a law with general rules that would fit each situation
well enough. He saw the granting of patents as the prerogative of the King, so that the
law ‘would only need to consist of a single article’.19
Indeed, when the final draft and an explanatory report were sent to the King, the
Minister of Education had explicitly introduced a government discretion on whether or
not to accord a patent.20 Besides nationalism, one explanation for this choice came from
the simple fear of losing control. The drafting ministers had likely introduced this
discretion as a safety valve to prevent the grant of patents for very small or insignificant
inventions or improvements, in order not to overburden the economy nor to threaten the
legitimacy of the patent system. When the Minister of the Interior and the Council of
State (Raad van State) commented on Repelaer van Driel’s draft, they both attempted to
clarify which inventions were open to patenting, suggesting the addition of ‘which seem
to us sufficiently important’ or ‘significant improvements’, although neither of these
suggestions made it into the final draft.21
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Translated from letter of Willem Frederik baron Roëll, the Minister of the Interior, to the Commissioner
General [commissaris-generaal] of Education, Arts and Sciences [Ocker Repelaer van Driel], 30
December 1815, nota nr 71, in NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, inv.no. 4039.
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Translated from Concept report from the Minister of the Interor and the Commissioner General to the
King, dated 23 October 1816, no. 2542, attached to letter of Repelaer van Driel to the Minister of the
Interior, 5 Nov. 1816, no. 2369.
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Translated from Letter of the Minister of the Interior to the Commissioner General for Education, Arts
and Sciences, 15 nov. 1816, No. 5; ‘Rapport van den Raad van State nopens het Ontwerp van Wet
op de Octrooijen van den jare 1817, 13 Dec. 1816, in NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, inv.no. 4039.
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However, the introduction of discretion into the model of the French law changed
its meaning. In the report to the King, the ministers argued that the main principle of the
new patent legislation was that it was a contract between inventor and the state, where
the inventor ‘exchanges his property for secure benefits’.22 The use of the metaphor of
the contract was deeply tied in the rhetoric of the French system of 1791 and was around
the turn of the nineteenth century also accepted in the English and French systems, as
Baudry (2020) has shown. In the French system, it was a contact understood to be
between the inventor and society, founded on the patent specification. The informal
examination attempted to steer the inventor and aid the public that were apparently more
ignorant than hoped for, but the informal examination did not undermine the basic
foundation.
However, in the context of the Dutch system, the contract obtained a different
meaning when it introduced the facultative nature of the patent grant. Indeed, the
‘contract’ between inventor and society seemed to have become a voluntary one from
both sides: the state was understood to represent the interests of society and therefore both
the inventor and the state could determine whether entering this contract was justified.
This allowed the government to justify to allow itself the decision on whether or not to
grant a patent. The idea of a contract justified the state to make counterproposals to the
number of years that a patent applicant requested, change the patent fees or add additional
conditions in line with the importance or the significance of the secret that the inventor
gave up, even though this was not explicitly mentioned in the law. Of course, the
negotiation power for the contract was unequal favouring the state, as the state made the
take-it-or-leave-it offer, while in the French system it was the applicant that could always
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Translated from ‘Concept report from the Minster of the Interior and the Commissioner General to the
King.’
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choose to ignore the recommendations by the informal examination process. In fact, as
we will see in the implementation of the law, the government’s thinking was led most of
all by a twin idea of economic policy and economic justice: rewarding an inventor for
their efforts, while aiming to incentivise innovative activity in a way that best serves
society.23
An implication of this change was a reintroduction of some form of preliminary
examination. After all, the decision to grant or not to grant can be arbitrary or systematic
to a greater or lesser degree, but in all cases need some thought and reasoning process. 24
This choice made the actual functioning of the law strongly dependent on the philosophy
and organisation of its administrators, as well as the development of bureaucracy.

23

This very philosophy resurfaced in the reintroduction of the patent law in 1910! When Triebels’
dissertation (1916) tried to define the legal philosophy behind the Dutch patent law of 1910, he
defined it as aiming to fulfil the twin purposes of finding a just reward to the efforts made by the
inventor, and to create incentives to invent and disseminate technology. For this, legal metaphors of
property or the contract were unnecessary: ‘[the government] thus sees the granting of patents as a
measure of economic policy, where practical interests should be a guideline, not a pure legal
construction, or even less a [legal] fiction. That is why it took from various foreign laws what seemed
to it most practical, and therefore our Dutch patent law takes a special place [among them]. […]
Although she aligns in most regards to the German patent law, she diverges from the law in important
respects. And these divergences are the consequence of the perspective of the composers of the law.
For example, the rule on the inventor’s wages, the right on the mentioning of their name, the
arrangement of the compensation for the open license clause, the consequences of nullification.’
[Triebels (1916, 125–26), translated by author]. Even though Triebels speaks about the law created a
century later, the philosophy defined by him fits perfectly the perspective of the creators of the Dutch
law in 1817. The composers of each century copied what they saw as the most advanced law at the
time, on which they made their own changes that fitted more their own philosophy.

24

That the law would lead to some sort examination was also recognised by the parliamentary committee
that discussed the new law, when it concluded that a preliminary examination, if done by a secret
jury, would not contrast with the legal requirement to keep patents secret until their expiry.
(Administration Centrale de la Pasicrisie 1860b, 6 (1er janvier 1817-31 décembre 1818):84).
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Another important amendment made to the French system was the requirement to
publish the descriptions of patents only when they would expire, with the option of
keeping them unpublished even afterwards, implying the introduction of secrecy.25 The
French law also stipulated publication after expiry, but allowed everyone access to the
patents in force at the ministerial archives.26 The Dutch law simply left out this access
option. As Arnaud Péters (2014, 148–49) argues, this severely limited the use of patents
in the way we currently understand and justify them: without immediate access, the public
cannot verify whether the patent is indeed new, and cannot conduct research or make
improvements on the basis of patented technology.
This choice of secrecy was not unusual for the time, however. German states in
the first half of the nineteenth century also generally opted for secrecy during the patent
term. Donges and Selgert (2019b, 83) argue this was most likely both to protect national
industry against industrial espionage from other countries, and to make it easier for the
individual inventor to avoid patent infringement at home. The United States also did not
publish patents until after expiration in the early nineteenth century (Bottomley 2019, 27).
Indeed, in the Dutch case it is also likely to have been introduced for protectionist
concerns. When six years later a different Minister of Education was thinking about how
to implement the legal requirement to publish the first expired patents, he proposed to
give access only to the other producers in the Netherlands that would have an incentive

25
26

Several drafts, consisting of nine articles found in NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, inv.no. 4039.
‘31 Décembre 1790 = 7 janvier 1791 – Décret relative aux auteurs de découvertes utiles (L.3, 120; B. 9,
338; Mon. du 1er janvier 1791.)’, in J.B. Duvergier, Lois, décrets, ordonnances, réglemens, avis du
conseil-d’état, publiée sur les éditions officielles du louvre; de l’imprimerie nationale, par badouin;
et du bulletin des lois, 2nd edition (Paris: A. Guyot, 1834), pag 136-139.
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to keep it secret to foreigners themselves. Although his interpretation was deemed
contrary to the law, it reveals the sort of thinking of the time.27
In the end, the law maintained certain elements of the French system, such as a
ringfenced fund and high patent fees linked to a five, ten or fifteen years period. But even
though the law had been inspired by the French example, the law that was enacted was
different in character. The law created a novel fusion out of the Dutch tradition of old
with the legal framework of the French law, and changed the interpretation of the social
contract through its double aim of economic policy and justice. The next section will
analyse what the patent law and system exactly looked like in the UKNL period, while
the sections afterwards will analyse why and how it changed when the state split up.

2.3

The patent system in the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, 1817-1830

The patent legislation of 1817 consisted of the law of 25 January 1817, and a regulation
of 26 March 1817.28 The second codified the practical rules of the first, much like France
had done in 1791. In this section I go through the various aspects of the patent system as
it functioned in the first thirteen years of its existence. I discuss both the formal patent
institutions as formalised by the law, as well as the implementation and interpretation in
practice I painstakingly reconstructed on the basis of my archival research. I discuss (1)
who could obtain patents and the procedure of obtaining a patent, (2) the examination
process, (3) the patent’s length and costs, (4) the request for a reward as an alternative to
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See Letter of the Minister of Education tot the King, 29 Augustus 1823 (663), in NL-HaNA, entry no.
2.02.01, inv. no. 2452, 18-03-1826 (150), dossier Koninklijk Besluit publicatie octrooien.

28

Gebroeders Belinfante (1867) published a collection of the legislation, literature and a summary of case
law. Patent agent Urling (1845) published an English translation of the law in 1845 in his manual to
foreign patent laws.
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a patent, (5) the conditions attached to patents and their enforcement, and (6) the
procedures around the publication of patents and enforcement.
As a whole, I show that the law gave the state a wide discretion on patents, that
the state increased even further: it decided on what constituted patentable material,
whether or not to grant the patent, the length and the associated fees of the patent as well
as their prolongation, whether to grant a patent and/or a premium, whether to impose
additional demands, how it would enforce them, and whether to publish them after expiry.
As a result, the actual implementation of the law became even more crucial than with
other patent systems for how the system functioned in practice. While this wide discretion
could have led to arbitrariness, I show that a relatively consistent practice slowly emerged
up to 1830, in which the state always tried to balance the benefits to society with a
justified reward for the inventor.

2.3.1 Eligibility and procedure
When faced with the patent law, potential patent applicants first had to consider what type
of patent to obtain and whether they were eligible to a patent. Like the French law of
1791, the law distinguished patents into three types: patents of invention, improvement
and importation. The first was for original inventors from inhabitants of the UKNL; the
second were improvements added upon existing patents; and the third allowed the import
of technology from abroad, even by persons other than the original inventors. According
to the Dutch definition importation simply implied first to import on its territory, without
interest in who was the original inventor.29 Yet for invention and improvement, the
system had a first to invent/use system, so that others that already used or invented an

29

NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4082, Report to the King on a complaint by Donath & co about a copied invention
of toilets, 8-9-1819, 58/1391.
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invention before it was granted could challenge the patent and ask the state to declare it
null and void, or the permission to keep on using the invention without being harmed by
the new patent. However, in practice, the second option was the route preferred by the
state, so that it did not have to go into potentially controversial fights on who was first.
With regards to improvement, the holder of the original patent as well as others
could request patents of improvement. The law defined that in the latter case, the
improvement could not be used unless by permission of the original patentee. The
opposite held as well. Designs or ornaments were explicitly mentioned as improvements
unworthy of a patent.
In terms of eligibility, married women or minors could not apply for a patent
without permission of their husband or guardian, although this was not made explicit in
the law.30 Indeed, in the patent data the only women I found were widows or unmarried,
except for one woman whose husband was acting on her behalf. Foreigners had to choose
a domicilie in the Netherlands, a person with whom correspondence about the patent
would be pursued. These persons were usually lawyers (some of whom were very slowly
becoming patent agents, such as the still existing company Vriesendorp and Gaade).31
However, even consuls working for France, Great Britain or the United States, as well as
factory owners and guesthouses figured amongst them.32 A third factor was language.

30

As analysed by Antoine Perpigna (1847, 23) in his manual to inventors. He pointed out that even though
the barring of access to minors and married women was not mentioned in the law, the law did not
make an exception to the general rule.

31

Government solicitors had an exclusive license to directly address the state on behalf of others. No one
was allowed to address the state except either in person or through a government solicitor
(Octrooibureau Vriesendorp & Gaade: 1833-1933 1933).

32

As shown from the registries. The patent registries can be found under NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.23.01,
inv. no. 1236-1240. Unfortunately, the patent registry from 1829-1839 is missing. Gerard Doorman
has been more or less reconstructed it on the basis of other sources.
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From 1823 patent applicants had to write their patent application in Dutch if they applied
in a Dutch-speaking province. This was a result of a language policy decree by Willem I
in 1819, by which he intended to promote the creation of a nation-state around language
(Vosters and Janssens 2015).33
Figure 2.1 The patent application process (law in orange)

Once eligible, the procedure was relatively simple according to the law. I outline
the process in figure 2.1, with the process as outlined by law in orange: the potential
patentee would deposit his or her request at the provincial government. The province
would then send the patent request within ten days to the national level. There, the
responsible minister would write an advice to the King, who would decide whether or not
to grant the patent or to ask for a second opinion from the academies of science in
Amsterdam or Brussels.

33

The ledgers on all communication (index op de verbalen) shows this policy was enforced by sending
patent applications back to the patent application for translation. The ledgers summarized all the
documentation that went through the hands of the ministry. See NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, inv. no. 41904196; 4925-4954.
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In practice, however, the ministry was the central node in the system, and obtained
as much information as it needed. It hired patent advisors to aid it in certain cases. By the
late 1820s, it also started to consult two informal advisors that were professors from
Brussels. Particularly one, responsible for mechanics, was consulted on almost all
dossiers in these final years of the UKNL government.34 It asked the provincial governors
to send additional information about a patent applicant, to establish the reputation of the
patent applicant and their ability to shoulder the patent fees.35 When patents were deemed
incomplete or the descriptions or drawings insufficient, it would be sent back to the
province for correction. This included patents that were not fulfilling the language
criterion.36 Lastly, the ministry sometimes asked for information from the Chambers of
Commerce, an advisory organ consisting of the largest commercial and industrial
businesses in a city.37 The government started to consult these local trade interests more
systematically for new patents of importation in the Southern Netherlands after 1827,
when a few patents of importation had led to significant protests of local industry (Péters
2014, 154–55). These requests were using a standard formula: Chambers of Commerce
were asked whether the invention was already in use or would soon be, if the patent should

34

Having seen all patent dossiers before 1831 made me reach this conclusion.

35

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4716, 24-11-1840 (98), Brief van den Minister aan den Heere
Staatsraad Gouverneur van Zeeland (verzoek meer informatie om persoonlijke omstandigheden W.
van der Os te Vlissingen). This letter refers to an instruction sent to all provincial governors on 12
may 1817 (897), to send a report with known background information of the inventor alongside with
the patent request. However, provincial administrations often did not do so, so this investigation was
usually started when applicants asked for a free patent.

36

As becomes evident from reading the ‘index op de verbalen’.

37

See appendix B of for an overview of the development of the Chambers of Commerce.
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be granted, and if so, under what additional conditions, so they will be ‘in line with the
interests of our manufacturers’.38
During this application process, potential patentee’s application could in practice
be threatened by protests by others, although there was no formal procedure outlined by
the law. The archives show regular attempts by competitors to prevent patenting taking
place. One example is something akin to a caveat being entered by G.M. Röntgen from
Rotterdam for a saw machine he intends to patent. He indeed obtains a promise on the
15th of March 1821 that the state would not grant any patent for a saw machine without
hearing him first. Only two weeks later, G. van der Maaden, from the same town of
Rotterdam, requests a patent for a saw machine. The state informs Röntgen of the request,
asks whether he wishes to pursue his requests, and has already appointed the patent
advisor to investigate the case, when G.M. Röntgen writes back that he has already struck
an accord with van der Maaden, allowing van der Maaden to obtain the patent. Yet in
1824 we see a request for a transfer of the patent from van der Maaden to Röntgen.39 This
conflict is representative for others: competitors, usually from the same town, wrote to
the state to warn the state about an imminent patent request that should not be allowed,
or to resist a patent request that was still under review.40 Since neither a competitor nor a

38

Translated from NL-HaNA, entry. no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4536, 17-8-1830 (10F), letter of the Administrator
of Education to the governor of the province of Liège, ‘brevets d’invention etc.’. See also for example
NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4350, 14-08-1827, 17F, Letter to the Governor of East-Flanders to ask the
Chamber of Commerce of Ghent for advice.

39

As becomes evident from the ‘index op de verbalen’ of 1821 and 1824.

40

Such as the patent request by Spineux, that was contested by Wathier, or the patent request of Lesueu de
st. Victor and Cecile de Faverij, that was contested by Ansman in 1818. In both of these cases, the
competitor came from the same town. See NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4057, 3-6-1818
(108/483), Advisory report to the King on patent request de st. Victor and de Faverij, and NL-HaNA,
entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4059, 4-7-1818 (193/757) advisory report on request Spineux. Doorman
(1947, 35) gives a list of patents contested by competitors on the basis of ‘notes from the patent
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potential patentee would have normally been able to retrieve this sort of information from
the state, they would probably have heard in their networks that the other would likely
demand a patent: revealing evidence of either corporate espionage or quite open
networks!

2.3.2 Examination process
The development of an examination process allowed an early development of a relatively
modern examination system, before the United States (1830s) and around the same time
as Prussia (1815), the two other most well-known early examples of an examination
system (Hovenkamp 2016; Bottomley 2019; Donges and Selgert 2019b).41 With the
development of a modern examination system I mean the development of principles of
rejection and acceptance like novelty, nonobviousness and utility, and the associated
principles that lead from this, such as the concept of the inventive step and the prohibition
of the patenting of general principles of nature. In the patent dossiers, I regularly found
this sort of reasoning.
The legislation had a very broad definition for what was patentable, namely
‘inventions or real improvements in any branch of art or industry, new within the realm’,
but this definition was narrower in practice. Because the grant of patents was
discretionary, it facilitated the government to define and change what inventions exactly
could be protected under the law. A legal handbook from 1865 reasoned that since only
the selling and production of products was protected by the law, the definition would only

advisor’ (‘Aantekeningen van den adviseur’), a document that is unfortunately no longer traceable in
the archives. From the ‘index op de verbalen’, however, these correspondences can be reconstructed.
41

In fact, even in France an informal examination of patents emerged quite quickly after the law was
created, as is analysed in recent PhD dissertations by Jérôme Baudry (2015; 2019) and Catherine
Koblentz. (2016).
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incorporate corporal products and not procedures such a ‘singing method’ or a ‘new way
to seed the land’ (De la Bassecour Caan 1865, 1:217). However, this did not prevent the
UKNL from granting a patent for a life insurance scheme in 1818,42 nor a method to teach
writing to (semi-)illiterates in 1829.43 That a handbook writes purely on reasoning and
not on practice reflects how little writers on the patent system actually knew about it. The
first (and only) handbook in the Dutch language on the patent system was not much more
than a (negative) commentary on the law by someone who did not know how the patent
system worked in practice (Stoffels 1851). The only other book that existed was a bundle
of law and jurisprudence, published two years before the abolition of the patent law
(Gebroeders Belinfante 1867).
In fact, my archival research has revealed that some fields were indeed excluded
entirely from constituting patentable subject matter. Like current-day practice, or the
contemporary practice of informal examination in the French system (Baudry 2019),
general principles of nature were excluded, so that the patent examiners rejected a patent
for the principle of increasing the heat for melting iron.44 In line with this, any broad
patents for newly invented technical principles were rejected as well, only allowing
patents for the specific applications of that principle.45 Nor did patent examiners allow
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NL-HaNA, 2.02.01 Algemene Staatssecretarie, inv. no. 593: Besluiten, wetten enz. van het algemeen
bestuur, de soevereine vorst en de koning, met bijlagen, 1-4-1818, no 76: Koninklijk besluit verlening
octrooi van Rooijen levensverzekering.

43

Patent granted on 14-10-1829 (KB no. 89) to F. Keppene for ‘invoering… wijze om met spoed en goed
te leeren schrijven.’ (import … method to learn swiftly to write well). See NL-HaNA, entry no.
2.04.23.01, inv. no. 1237 registry 1824 januari – 1829 september, nrs. 154-440, patent no. 432.

44

NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4143, Report to the King on melting iron by Huart, 27-11-1822, no. 1984.

45

NL-HaNa, 2.04.01, 4218, Report to the King on Thomas Jackson for a patent of importation of an
invention by Brown, 1-11-1824, no 133A.
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patents for broad categories of objects, but only the specific method or the machine to
make them.46
Besides the rejection of broad patents, certain subfields were excluded entirely:
medicine, plants, and chemical and food recipes were excluded by definition. This had a
variety of reasons. First of all, patent examiners reasoned in the image of ‘industrial arts’,
that these were too different from industry or machinery.47 For medicine, the state argued
that patents for medicine would interfere with the law that required medicine to be tested
before it could be sold by pharmacists.48 For food, the examiner declared that ‘it was
never the intention of the law that patents would be granted for the preparation of food’.49
Indeed, recipes and compositions did not fall under the scope of the law because they
could not be enforced: ‘Inventions that cannot be guaranteed by the law should therefore
not be seen as falling under the spirit of the law.’50 Indeed, from this general principle
derived the rejection of chemical inventions such as perfumes and liquors, in contrast to
the acceptance of distillation apparatuses that were used to make them.51
Concern for enforcement was important for the patent examiner. In one of the
reports that were filed to report on how well the patent system was performing in 1821,
the patent advisor Bernard Koning discussed an alarming case of a patentee for a new
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4175, report to the King on the request of X. A. Godart to be provided with the
exclusive right to sell firestones, 31-3-1824, 109/310.

47

For plants, see NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4145, advice to the King on a new way to cultivate the land by Moreau
de Billaing, 28-12-1822, 2194.
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4039, dossier Lebrun, royal decree 17-8-1817 (KB no. 117); NLHaNA, Entry no 2.04.01, inv. no 4135, Report to the King on Fr. Van Laere, 12-6-1822, no. 1032.
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4091, Report to the King on L. Stevens 28-3-1820, no. 7/435.
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Translation by me. For the original see NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4106, 21-1-1821, no 39/112, report to the
King on Rumfordsch Soeppoeder by van Brussel.

51

NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4135, 12-6-1822, no. 1032, Report to the King on Fr. Van Laere.
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process to prepare lye for the manufacturing of soap.52 Other manufacturers obtained his
invention through espionage and stealing one of his workers, who then even obtained a
patent himself. When the first patentees went to a lawyer to get their rights addressed, the
lawyer responded that it was not worth trying, because ‘how to obtain the proof? After
all, no factory owner will let someone enter his factory or workshop to do research’.53
This problem of enforcement was the main reason for the ministry to start an initiative to
design a better patent law in 1829, that was cut off by the Belgian revolution a year later.54
The state sometimes excluded patents on the criteria of usefulness. Here, it was
less consistent than the other principles of rejection, revealing how the law was still
embryonic and unclear whether it would follow the principles of the French registration
system or an examination system. Particularly early on, examiners regularly rejected
patents for inventions that it considered technically impossible, not useful, or not a real
improvement on existing technology, with the idea to protect both the inventor and the
public. It was particularly strict with perpetual motion devices.
Yet, as time moved on, examiners moved more towards the principles of a
registration system, where the system places the risk for taking a patent for an invention
at the inventor. To increase that risk, the law had imposed high patent fees on the patent
applicant, so that if an invention would not work, it was the inventor who would be at a
loss. Although it would not allow patents for inventions that were not novel, the state was
willing to grant patents for inventions which it suspected to be unfinished, impractical or
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4108, 22-2-1821, no 294, Letter to governors of East-Flanders, Antwerp, Hainaut,
Zuid-Brabant, and Liège, as well advisor Bernard Koning for the Northern Provinces.
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Translated from report Bernard Koning, 15-3-1821, in NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4137, 4-8-1822, no 1332,
decision to file the reports regarding the patent system.
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4474, 15-7-1829, no 119A, letter to W. Garnier and de Guchteneere.
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unprofitable. However, it was reluctant to grant them for free.55 Indeed ‘free patents
should be multiplied the least as possible, because the imposition of the payment of these
duties gives the simple and nobody insulting means to protect against the countless patent
requests for worthless and chimerical inventions.’56 High patent fees were an elegant
solution inherited from the French patent law to reduce the administrative burden on the
examination of patents while at the same time protecting it against the complaints of
disgruntled rejected inventors.

2.3.3 Length and costs
An applicant could apply for five, ten, or fifteen years patent. Patents of importation were
an exception, as they were limited by the length that the original foreign patent was still
in force. Patents of improvement could either be fitted in length to the original patent, or
go beyond.
However, the state did not necessarily accept the initial request of the applicant,
and regularly reduced the proposed patent length. To make this judgment, the state
attempted to make an estimation of a just reward for the invention, estimating the length
of time the inventor would need to recuperate the costs and obtain a justified reward, but
not to go beyond with the public interest in mind.57 After a patent had been granted, a
prolongation of the patent length up to the maximum length of fifteen years was possible,
but had to be ‘justified with good reasons.’ Once again, it was for the government to
decide whether these justifications were sufficient, which it did on the basis of the same
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4206, report to the King on a watermill by van den Bosch, 31-5-1824, 153A.
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Translated from NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4256, Report to the King on L. Embach to make his patent on a
musical instrument free, 29-10-1825, 137A.
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The first time the advisor makes the advice to shorten the number of years, he explicitly formulated this
principle. See NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4040, Dossier Hartsink & Blanckenay 17-6-1817, Report to the
King on a manner to produce lye by Hartsink and Blankenay, 17-6-1817, no. 1172..
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estimation of whether the patentee had and could have been able to recuperate costs. The
government also had to grant permission to any transfers of a patent made, that also
incurred a payment of nine guilders. The only exception to this was an inheritance, for
which informing the state and a similar payment of nine guilders was sufficient.
The patent’s length directly corresponded to the size of the patent fees. A fiveyear patent would cost 150 guilders, a ten-year patent 300, while a fifteen-year patent
would require a payment of 600 guilders. Although the law had the option to impose a
higher tariff on a ten- or fifteen-year patent ‘based on its importance’, in practice this
legal option was never used. Even without this, a patent was rather costly, since the
national average daily wage for unskilled workers in agriculture and industry in the
Northern provinces was about one guilder per day in 1819/1820 (van Zanden and van
Riel 2000, 84). In fact, these fees were in absolute terms almost equal to the cost of a
fifteen year patent in France or the Austrian empire. It was two-thirds of the price of an
English patent (see also Table 2.1) (Hancock 1850).58 Considering the fact that the UKNL
(and then later the Netherlands and Belgium) would have been a smaller market, the costs
for a patent were rather high in international comparison. However, this was compensated
by the fact that state introduced the option of reducing or waiving patent fees when an
inventor did not have the means to pay.
The patent fees were lump-sum payments that had to be paid up front, for which
there was only a limited ability to pay in instalments.59 In 1827, the King decreed fees
had to be paid within three months, to be calculated from the grant date. The law did not
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See Stephen Billington’s (2018) work for a calculation of the patent costs in terms of current-day prices
as well as the average nominal British wage in 1850.
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An example is H. A. Delvaux, who requested and was granted permission to collect his patent on the
payment of a fourth of the total sum, if he would pay the full sum within a year. See NL-HaNA, entry
no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4536, 18-8-1830 (14F).
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include a clause on what happened on non-payment of fees, and there had been several
patent holders that had not paid the patent. As a result, the state waited until the two years
of the working clause had expired to annul the patent. From 1827, all patent applicants
had to sign and send a declaration to make a payment in three months.60 If a patent had
been requested by multiple inventors, the state handed out the patent as soon as it received
payment from one of them.61
Table 2.1 Prices of a patent compared across countries in 1850
Country
USA (domestic)
Prussia
Bavaria
Netherlands, Belgium
France
Austria
Scotland
USA (foreign, not UK)
England
USA (foreign, UK)

Patent length in years
14
5,6 or 8
5, 10, 15
5, 10, 15
5, 10, 15
5, 10, 15
14
14
14
14

Average cost in 1850 pounds
13
15
12, 15, 20
23, 37, 70
31, 52, 73
25, 45, 75
75
77 10s
110
120

Source: W. Neilson Hancock, On the Cost of Patents of Invention in Different Countries: A Paper Read
before the Statistical Section of the British Association at Edinburgh, August 2nd, 1850 (Dublin: Dublin
statistical society, 1850). Hancock says he retrieved the prices noted here from publications from two patent
agents, Newton and Son, and Robertson and Co. Considering that Donges and Selgert (2019b) report much
lower prices for Prussia, and that the mutual proportion in differences in fees between 5, 10 and 15 years
for the Netherlands and Belgium do not reflect the fee structure of the law of 1817 (150, 300, 600), it is
likely that the fees reported also reflect the hiring of a local agent and other associated costs. The publication
of Newton and Son (1846) does not specify many fees, which suspects that Hancock has mostly relied on
Robertson and Co. Unfortunately, I have not been able to find a leaflet or book by Robertson and Co, which
makes it difficult to fully determine on what the fees reported above are exactly based.
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.02.01, inv. no 2794, 17-08-1827 (151). See for the instruction to the provinces
also NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4353, 1-9-1827 (23F), Missive van de Minister aan den Heeren Staatsraad
Gouverneurs van de provincies (‘Octrooijen voor uitvindingen en invoeringen van uitvindingen’).
From the latter it becomes evident that it had been the Algemene Rekenkamer (Netherlands Court of
Audit) that had pushed for this initiative.
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4040, Dossier Hartsink & Blanckenay, 17-6-1817, Letter to Governor of NoordHolland on patent Hartsink en Blankenay, 26-7-1817, no 1487.
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The proceeds of the high fees for patents went into a ring-fenced fund. According
to the law, these had to be spent on ‘the promotion of arts and industry via the grant of
premiums, rewards etc.’.62 In practice, the government used the fund mostly to finance
the administrative costs of the patent system, to reduce or waive the costs of obtaining a
patent, as well as for premiums and rewards for inventions as an alternative to the patent
system. The ministry deemed it just to waive patent fees to poor patent holders because
the law’s intention was to stimulate invention, not to tax it.63 This was in stark contrast to
the implementation of the French law between 1815 and 1817, where a like request was
refused because it did not fit the traditional implementation of the law.64
To be able to judge the ability of a patent applicant to pay his or her dues, the state
depended on information from the local and provincial government levels.65 Indeed, this
favour was only granted to domestic patentees for new inventions, thereby implicitly
discriminating against foreigners. As the law did not officially allow the possibility of a
free or cheaper patent, the government decided in 1825 to use the patent fund to grant a
‘reward’ for an invention that was equivalent to the patent fees as a way to circumvent
this.66 Via the same fund, it also made patents of improvement free or less expensive.67

62

Translated from art IX of the law.

63

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4042, Dossier Asmore & Wathier te Luik, Report to the King, 39-1817, no 1889.

64

Letter of Duc d'Ursel to the Governor of the Province of Liège on the patent renewal application of Faux,
10-10-1815, 3956, in NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4040, dossier Faux.

65

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4716, 24-11-1840 (98), Letter of the Minister to the Governor of
Zeeland to request information on W. van der Os in Vlissingen). This letter refers to an instruction
sent to all provincial governors on 12 may 1817 (897), to send a report with known background
information of the inventor alongside with the patent request. An example of a refusal on the basis of
knowledge of an applicant’s wealth is NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4536, 17-8-1830 (12F).

66

Entry no 2.04.01, inv. No. 4269, Report to the King on L. J. L. Vernimmen’s request, 27-12-1825 no 4F.

67

As was described by patent agent Urling (1845, 25). This also becomes evident from the patent registries,
as well as the ‘index op de verbalen’.
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2.3.4 The alternative to a patent: subsidies, rewards and loans
When inventors did not request a patent at all, but wished to receive a reward instead,
their invention came under additional scrutiny.68 For the early period, it was usually for
this occasion that the academies of science were invited to investigate the invention.
Much like the French Academy during the ancien regime (Hilaire-Pérez 2000), they
would visit or invite the inventor to test the invention.69 From the ledgers it becomes clear
that the consultation of the Academy of Brussels only took place in the first two years of
the patent law, while the Koninklijk Instituut of Amsterdam was frequently consulted
until the mid-1820s, after which consultation becomes very infrequent. In fact, this was
in line with a more general learning curve with regard to rewards. In the beginning, the
state granted inventors subsidies to develop their ideas and to put these to testing on costs
of the state. Already by 1819, the minister warned the King that making this a consistent
policy would deplete the patent fund too quickly.70 As many of the inventions put forward
for support for testing and development were perpetual motion devices, by 1822, the
ministry demanded that only when an applicant could show support from a scholarly
societies or renowned scientists it would consider their application for a premium.71 In
1825, the ministry recommended the King to promote patents as an alternative to

68

Translated from NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4039, Dossier F. Bijl, Letter to the Governor of Zuid-Holland, 5-71817, no 1373.

69

The patent files contain plenty of examples of inventions tested by the academy of science in the
Netherlands or Brussels. Examples are NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4040, dossier Adriaan
van Diemen, 5-10-1816. (a request for a premium and patent for tile supporters); NL-HaNA, entry
no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4040, Dossier Donkier de Donceel, 21-10-1817 (request for recognition for a
new method for making bread); NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4058, 17-6-1818 (no 139/600)
(increase of reward for van Mons).

70

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4073, report to the King, 13-4-1819, no 598.

71

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4128, Decision on request S. L van Dordt, 9-2-1822, no. 235.
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subsidies and rewards.72 Rewards and subsidies were usually around the same level as
the patent fees, between 200 and 500 guilders, although also loans for a larger sum (1000,
2000 etc) were granted. The government generally preferred to give a patent (that would
cost it nothing) than a reward for an invention for which its use was uncertain.73

2.3.5 Conditions attached to a patent
The new patentee had several legal conditions attached to the patent. Firstly, the working
clause made it so that every patentee had to start producing the good or use the process
described by the patent on the territory of the UKNL within two years. This reduced the
attractiveness of patenting to foreigners, as they could not merely export their goods and
know themselves protected. However, the state did not implement these rules very
strictly, as extensions on the two-year deadline tended to be granted. When a patentee
from Paris asked for an extension of the deadline, the government informed him that the
‘Government would not declare his patent null and void out of own initiative, unless
another individual would request it to do so, in which case it would first involve the
patentee to make his case.’74 The UKNL enforced the working clause by demanding the
provinces once every set of years to investigate whether all patentees in their provinces
had put their patents into practice. The first round was in 1823, the second in 1827
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no 4246, Rapport to the King on an invention to propel steamships by
James Collier, 4-8-1825, no 31A.

73

Example here is a method to produce a blue paint that was a surrogate for indigo. While profitable during
the time of the Napoleonic continental system, the government doubted the usefulness of this
surrogate during peacetime. See NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4055, 14-4-1818 (94),
Minister aan J.L. Franquinet.

74

Translated from NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4101, Report to the King on Desforges request for extension of the
working clause, 24-10-1820, no 85/1536.
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(Doorman 1947, 35). These rounds then first led to a correspondence with the inventor to
hear their explanation, before the patent was indeed declared null and void.
Secondly, after being granted a patent, the patentee was no longer permitted to
ask a patent for the same invention abroad, otherwise he or she would void the patent for
the Netherlands. This clause had been copied from the French law, but had never been
put in action. In the actual implementation of this clause, the ministry admitted that if
patent holders would have wished so, they could easily have circumvented the clause by
using another person’s name abroad, and that the existence of a foreign patent would not
really threaten the industry of the UKNL.75 More regularly, a patentee requested
permission to request a patent for the same invention abroad, which was to the best of my
knowledge always granted.76 The clause was ridiculed in the literature (Urling 1845, xxii,
5; Stoffels 1851, 138–39).
Besides the working clause and the protectionist clause above, which were
enshrined in the law, the state used the discretionary nature of the patent law to introduce
additional ad hoc conditions. Between 1825 and 1830, the UKNL regularly demanded
open license clauses, which would mean that anybody could demand access to the
invention, in return to a specific or ‘fair’ payment. This practice started with patents
requested by G. M. Röntgen in 1825. It was probably the outcome of a conflict between
him and John Cockerill, both admired and supported by the King, in which Willem I
decided to prevent the establishment of a monopoly on steamboat technology by Röntgen
in the Netherlands. That he had almost been able to gain this position, was due to the fact
that Röntgen had been sent earlier as a military officer to England, to learn the latest
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4293, report to the King on a request by Jacquot and Geets, 18-7-1826, 89A.

76

There are several cases of this in the index op de verbalen, for instance to Bles in 14-2-1824, Dickson in
28-4-1828, Embach in 30-4-1829, to Bourguignon in 23-12-1829.
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technology from the navy shipyards there. Röntgen had also been hired as one of the two
patent advisors for the ministry since 1824, thereby gaining a first view on patent requests
for steam technology. Cockerill did not wish to be restrained by a monopoly and
dependence on Röntgen, so had asked the King to intervene (Ramaer 1918; Koch 2013,
395–97). From this point onwards, the state would introduce open license clauses when
it thought the technology would likely be too disturbing to competitors of the market, thus
attempting to prevent that a monopoly of a very useful invention would turn into a
monopoly on the market. Within the same time frame, the UKNL would also sometimes
demand a stricter working clauses than were required by the law.

2.3.6 Grant, enforcement and publication
Once the patent was granted and paid for, the grant of the patent would be announced in
the Staatscourant, the official publication of the Netherlands, with short details of the
patentee, the title, the length and the additional conditions attached, and a copy sent to
the patent holder. Besides the protection that the patent itself offered, several patentees
used their patent to put the state insignia on their factory or patented products, which
would have had commercial value (see Figure 2.2. for an example of signalling).77
Besides this tangential right that was sometimes taken or granted, the patent allowed the
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In a report to the King on this issue in 1822, several patentees are listed that had already done this without
explicit royal permission. The minister noted that both France and Great Britain allow the same
practice, and sees the patented inventions as a worthy cause for the use of the state insignia as a sign
of state protection. The Council of State did not agree, however. In the end, the King decided to allow
producers to use the state insignia ‘in exceptional cases, when their contribution to national industry
merits this distinction.’ I know that in the case of Van Houten, the inventor of cocoa powder, who
requested both a patent and deposited a trademark, that his trademark used the state insignia (Dam
2012, 20). See NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4133, Report from the Minister of Education to
the King (verzoek van F. J. Schröder), 14-5-1822, 1e afdeling no. 853; and NL-HaNA, 2.02.01, 1453,
Royal Decree on Schröder, 6-7-1822, no. 123.
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patent holder to enforce his or her patent with a civil law procedure. Unlike some other
countries such as France, the criminal law route was not an option (Péters 2014, 148).
Figure 2.2. Examples of patents as signalling

Stamp on a letter by Claude Valentin Moureau

Letter to the King by Jean-Pierre Mathieu,

Deswez of Rotterdam, who obtained a patent of

cutler, dated the 11th of November 1829,

importation for elastic rolls for printing. See NL-

showing a stamp advertising his quality with

HaNA, 2.04.01, 4120, 24-9-1821, no 1592.

his patent, in NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4498, 25-111829, 25F

If parties other than the patent holder suspected a violation of the patent law, they
could address the government to enforce the law. The patent archives contain requests to
the ministry made by competitors to annul a patent already granted. Whether judges could
do the same was unclear from the law, as is also clear from the fact that this was a right
fought over by lawyers in Derosne en Cail v. Rupe en Zoon, an important legal case in
the 1840s.78 However, in fact, already in 1818 the ministry and King had decided that a
list of reasons for annulment listed in article 8 of the law were the prerogative of the
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It was attempted to be tested in court, but it was merely one of the arguments of the lawyers, one that
was not judged upon by the judges (‘Provinciaal Geregtshof in Noord-Holland. Zittingen van 29 Mei
en 26 Junij 1845. Voorzitter Mr. W.D. Cramer. Derosne en Cail tegen J.H. Rupe en zoon’ 1845).
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King’s government, while a conflict on who was first with an invention would need to be
fought at court.79
The law stipulated that the state had to keep patents secret until their expiry, after
which the state would publish them. However, the government could choose not to
publish a patent if it had important reasons not to do so. Between 1827 and 1831 the
Dutch state published announcements in De Staatscourant concerning which patents had
expired or been nullified and were therefore open for use (Doorman 1947, 35). Unlike in
England or France, access to the patent specifications was rarely if ever demanded or
given. In a request for access to a patent in 1837, the civil servants that were to advise the
minister on this request could not remember any earlier occasions on which it was
granted.80 The only earlier attempt was made by the same individual, which was refused
access to a patent in force without permission of the patent holder.81 With regard to
publishing the patent specifications themselves, the king decided to make extensive
preparations to publish the patent specifications started in 1824. 82

However, the

independence war with Belgium cut short these initiatives short and pushed the topic far
off the agenda.
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4040, Dossier de Heer & comp, report to the King on resistance of de Heer en
Compagnie against patent Hartsink & cie and Blanchenay, 19-1-1818, no 150.
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4644, 3-3-1837 (139), Ministerieel Besluit t.a.v. verzoek Bake.
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4319, 1-2-1827 (100A), Ministerieel Besluit t.a.v. verzoek Bake.
This dossier also holds an essay by Bake on the deficiencies of the Dutch patent legislation. Bake
was not even just any individual: he was a UKNL government representant at Cockerill.
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.02.01, inv. no. 2452, 18-03-1826 (150), dossier Koninklijk Besluit publicatie
octrooien; NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.02.01, inv. no. 2770, 12-07-1827 (108), Koninklijk besluit t.a.v.
bekendmaking octrooien; NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.02.01, inv. no. 3235, 31-07-1829 (11), Koninklijk
besluit t.a.v. bekendmaking octrooien.
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2.4

Revolution and recalibration: divergence after the Dutch-Belgian split

The Belgian declaration of independence in 1830 directly and indirectly led to changes
in the political system of both the successor states of Belgium and the Netherlands.
Belgium chose to become a constitutional monarchy with a strong role for parliament in
1830, while the cold war standoff between the two countries and the loss of Belgian tax
income put so much extra strain on the finances and the political system of the
Netherlands that Willem I abdicated in 1840. Under Willem II, the Netherlands became
a constitutional monarchy itself after the new King promoted the formulation and
acceptance of a liberal constitution when he became scared of the revolutions in the year
1848 (van Zanden and van Riel 2000).
These political crises and resulting changes had a major influence on the patent
systems that emerged out of breakup of the UKNL, even though both new polities kept
the same patent law and started from more or less the same practice.

2.4.1 The Belgian revolution
In its implementation of the patent system, Belgium largely kept on following the same
path as before its independence, with the main difference that it codified and announced
publicly some of its implementation policies. Yet when the government reformed its
patent system in 1854, it chose to drastically change the patent system into a patent system
more akin to France, abolishing state discretion almost entirely, making patents public
within three months of the patent grant, and introducing yearly renewable patent fees
(Administration Centrale de la Pasicrisie 1860a). The patent fees were progressive, in the
sense that the first year would cost 10 francs, the second 20 francs, the twentieth 200
francs, thus combining accessibility of the patent system with increasing expense for
patents. As a result, patent holders were incentivised to relinquish their patents for
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inventions that would not work or were not a commercial success. How did the
development of the patent system contribute to this development?
Péters (2014, 154–55) gives an overview of the decisions of the Belgian
Government. One of the first actions taken by the Belgian temporary government was to
appoint two new patent advisors of its own to handle the patent system. In fact, these were
the very same two professors that I found in my archival research to have been informally
consulted already earlier during the UKNL system. In 1833, the Minister for the Interior
issued a communiqué in which he specified how patents of importations should be treated:
they were only to be accepted for inventions that would not be easily imported without
patents, could only obtain a maximum of ten years length and were to generally have an
open licence obligation. As my research shows, these rules formalised certain outcomes
of the consultation of the Chambers of Commerce for patents of importation and
administrative practices before independence.
In 1837 Belgium published an instruction to civil servants, which permitted
payment in terms, announced a stricter supervision on the clarity of descriptions, as well
as a renewed effort to enforce the working clause. Because of the strict rules against
importers of technology, several importers pretended to be inventors or improvers
instead, which was again fought against by a communiqué in 1840 which declared their
patents null-and-void. However, by that point, the number of patent requests had risen so
much that the Chambers of Commerce could no longer cope, so waiting times became so
long that it sometimes reached two years. As a result, the Chambers of Commerce were
progressively less consulted (Péters 2014). Crucially, M. Varlet, a high civil servant from
the ministry of the interior, published a guide to patenting in Belgium (1838), where he
discussed the law of Belgium while providing a commentary that included the more
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informal practices that had emerged, such as the differential treatment of patents of
importation, as well as the ability to obtain patents for free.
By 1841 the function of the Chambers of Commerce as well as that of the advisors
had been taken over by a committee of three members tasked with investigating all
patents. This committee had a set of conditions to test on: clarity of the patent
description/specification, novelty, danger to public health and lastly the potential damage
to the general interests of Belgium and its industry (Péters 2014, 129).
Yet, by the late 1830s, and particularly during the 1840s, the law became
increasingly criticised within Belgium. The patent costs were deemed too high, the lump
sum unfair. Regardless of the strict rules against them, patents of importation remained
highly controversial, and there were debates on whether the patent length should be
eternal. The discretionary power used to exclude certain patents, led to protests from
foreign as well as domestic inventors. When in 1848 a liberal government came to power,
it took an initiative to review all aspects of intellectual property, from trademarks to
patents (Péters 2014). It led to the reform of 1854, which standardised the system and
abolished discretion.
The development of the Belgian patent system seems to have closely followed the
industrialisation taking place there. As with improving transport and more industrialised
production increased the interest for more formal protection of intellectual property, the
increasing use being made of the patent system creating a large group of people being
inherently interested in the fate of the patent system. The simple increase of the caseload
stimulated the formalisation and standardisation of policies, as well as the phasing out of
the role of the Chambers of Commerce, who as local representatives of trade and industry
were not professionally employed for this purpose. As increasing formalisation of
international patent systems and decreasing transport times facilitated patent importation
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from abroad, the reward of a patent for a simple import became more and more
disproportional, particularly considering Belgium had a strong domestic use of the patent
system (see also Figure 2.3 and 2.4).
Figure 2.3 No. of granted patents of invention per million inhabitants, 1817-1854
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Notes: This graphs only includes patents of invention, so excludes patents of importation and improvement.
The Dutch data (1817-1869) and Belgian data (1817-1830) comes from my own dataset. The Belgian data
after 1830 behind the graphs in this paper are based on Arnaud Péters (2014, 963–64). I obtained and
extrapolated yearly population statistics on the basis of census data reported by Vrielinck (2000, 91–92).

To gain an idea of the relative use of the patent system in both countries, I built a dataset
of all granted patents between 1817 and 1869 in the Netherlands, combining it with
figures for Belgium reported by Péters (2014). In Figure 2.3, I report the number of
granted patents of invention per million inhabitants of the Netherlands and Belgium from
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1817 up to the patent reform of Belgium in 1854. Of course, before 1830 this is
historically inaccurate as before 1830 the two states were the UKNL; I have provided
these data for reasons of comparison.
The relative number of patents was slowly increasing over the short lifespan of
the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, with Belgium only obtaining a clear difference
in its patenting rate by 1829. After the shock of 1830, the number of patents in each of
the successor states radically declined. However, while Belgium recovers relatively
quickly and then rapidly expands by the late thirties, the Netherlands recovers and has a
short boom in the late 1830s and first half of the 1840s, which afterwards peters out.83
The boom of Dutch patents seems to fit an initial boom of industry until 1845
found by Van Zanden and Van Riel (2000), based on artificial stimulants, which may help
to explain the short boom of patents in the late 30s/early 40s. They find that the years
1845-1865 led to industrial stagnation once these stimulants were removed and the
country underwent a painful structural transformation of state finances and economic
liberalisation. It lends strength to the idea that industrialisation leads to a use of the patent
system, rather than that patents lead to industrialisation, considering both polities had the
same law, but while the Netherlands only industrialised by the 1860s, Belgium was
already industrialising from the late 1820s.
Figure 2.4 reports the share of patents for import of technology, a crude measure
of the extent of dependence of the country to borrow technology abroad. While during
their shared existence as the UKNL the Netherlands and Belgium had comparable shares
of importing, with Belgium even more, this completely transformed after the Belgian
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The landmark case of Derosne et Cail v. Rupe en Zoon of 1845-1846 may have had an influence on the
consistently low patenting rate of after 1845 (see later in text), although Figures 2.3, 2.6 and 2.7
shows that the boom of patenting already declined before that point.
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independence: we observe a strong difference between the Netherlands and Belgium from
the time of independence in the extent the patent system was used for import of
technology, a difference that furthermore quickly widened over time. The share of the
number of patents for foreign technology became more and more skewed, until from the
1850s onwards, 90 per cent of patents taken in the Netherlands were for foreign
technology, while in Belgium this stayed somewhere between 30 and 50 per cent,
comparable to what it had been before independence for the two countries taken together.
Figure 2.4 Share of patents of importation of total patents
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2.4.2 The Dutch minimalistic application
In contrast to Belgium’s overt legislative activity and complete overturn of the system by
1854 stood that of the government of the Netherlands, which was much less active, even
uninterested in its patent system. The lack of funds in the government overall reduced
even more its interest to invest in the patent system. Any changes were behind-the-scenes
and reactive: in fact, only discernible from careful archival analysis. The minimalistic
implementation and the lack of use and knowledge of the patent system contributed
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towards its demise, in 1869, when the Netherlands did away with patents entirely for more
than forty years.
An almost immediate change after the Belgian independence was the performance
of discretion. Before 1830, the discretion on patent grants was left to ministry officials,
who sometimes requested the advisor to further investigate or write a report on a patent
request. In my own research I have found that the two advisors Belgium appointed in
1830, Jules Kindt and Charles Étienne Guillery, were not actually new. Informally, they
already performed a central role in the UKNL patent system from the late 1820s onwards,
more often than Lipkens and Röntgen who were the official advisors (see also Table 2.2).
The archives show that by the late 1820s, almost all patent applications were standardly
forwarded to these two professors.
This process of standard forwarding was taken over by the Netherlands within a
year after the Belgian independence. The ministry now forwarded every patent to
Lipkens. While in the beginning patent advisors were inventors themselves, by 1828 the
process was led towards engineers and university professors, with Jules Kindt, A. Lipkens
and Charles Étienne Guillery (see Table 2.2.). After 1830 alone in this task, Lipkens led
the professionalization and transformation of advice given in the Netherlands. From 1834
he took the initiative to create a library for the patent advisor, containing patent and
technical literature from France, England, central Europe and the United States (which
later became the library of the Engineering School of Delft).84
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.02.01, inv. no. 3877, Koninklijk Besluit 10-01-1834 (86); inv. no. 4026,
Koninklijk Besluit 14-05-1835 (42); inv. no. 4335, 6-2-1838 (85). NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.02.04, inv.
no. 112, Koninklijk Besluit 17-07-1842 (71). That the accumulated library became the library of Delft
becomes clear from a biography of Johannes van den Berg, who made an catalogue for this library in
the late sixties and early seventies of the nineteenth century (Ramaer 1927).
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Table 2.2 List of advisors in the UKNL and the Netherlands
Name

Start year

End year

Background

B. Koning

1817

1828

Reverend, inventor of a new method of gas production

G.M. Röntgen

1824

1841

Military officer, entrepreneur, inventor of steam engines

Jules Kindt

1827

(1830)

Teacher at the Royal Atheneum (elite high school) of
Brussels, later professor at the University of Brussels
(Informal advisor of the UKNL patent system, in 1830
confirmed as official advisor for mechanics by the
Belgian revolutionary government)

Charles-Etienne Guillery

1829

(1830)

Teacher at the Royal Atheneum (elite high school) of
Brussels, later professor at the University of Brussels.
Informal advisor of the UKNL patent system, in 1830
confirmed as official advisor for chemistry by the
Belgian revolutionary government)

A. Lipkens

1828

1846

Land registry engineer, founder and director of
Engineering School Delft

G. Simons

1847

1856

Professor at Engineering School Delft

W.L. Overduyn

1841

1868

Assistant patent advisor, Professor at Engineering
School Delft

E.H. von Baumhauer

1869

1869

Professor at University of Amsterdam

Sources: (Almanach de Poche, de Bruxelles, Pour l’année 1831 1831, 137; Recueil Encyclopédique Belge
1834, 4:300; Almanach administratif et industriel de Bruxelles, pour l’année 1835 1835, 380–81; Jacques
1884; van Leersum 1911; Jorissen 1912; Ramaer 1912; Heyrmans 1914; Ramaer 1918; 1921; Doorman
1947, 37, 83; Steene 1963, 80–81).

The patent registries and the patent files reveal that Lipkens changed the
procedures singlehandedly. The patent files show that somewhere during the 1830s,
patents were only structurally examined on novelty. During the same decade, the last few
open license obligations were imposed. By the 1840s, standard pro formas appear, where
the patent advisor declares that the patent has not appeared in (foreign) patent directories
nor the literature. Yet, sometimes patent advisors still made exceptions, which reveals the
power that the patent advisor and the government still had. For example, patent advisor
Simons recommended to stop granting patents for the use of chemicals in the refinery of
sugar, because he had received several patent applications for minor changes in
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technology that he deemed would force the inventors to cross-license and would leave
the industry worse off.85
In his guidebook for the English market to patenting abroad, patent agent R.W.
Urling (1845, xi–xxii) praised the relative ease of obtaining a patent of importation in the
Netherlands, which according to him compared favourably to a more interventionist
Belgium. Varlet (1838), before him, had already noticed that the Netherlands was no
longer making a distinction between patents of invention and importation in its policy
implementation. A. Perpigna (1847, 23) came to the same conclusion in his patenting
guide aimed at a French audience. The ministerial ledgers, registry and dossiers show that
the Netherlands no longer treated domestic inventions and foreign inventions any
different, no open license clauses were demanded any longer, and it limited its evaluation
of other considerations than novelty, thereby not posing a hindrance to the importation of
foreign patents. Now one country with one language, the language policy was disposed
after the Belgian independence. In fact, the patent files became full with patent
description in French, English or German that were directly copied from the foreign
patent specifications, so demanding a patent in the Netherlands would not have cost much
more effort than hiring a lawyer.
In 1866, we get a rare picture into the actual working life of a patent advisor, when
Overduijn is asked to give information to the minister after a Member of Parliament had
sown doubt about a patent.86 As part of this letter, Overduijn gave a review of the
procedure he had taken. He had already been hired as an assistant to Lipkens in 1841, so
he was speaking for a long period of experience. He wrote that he would give a positive
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.02.04, inv. no. 628, Koninklijk Besluit 15-8-1850 (59).
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.23.01, inv. no. 983, 8-12-1866 (52), Letter of patent advisor Overduijn to the
Minister of the Interior.
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recommendation whenever there was some justification possible. Showing the pressures
of the middle man, this was not only ‘due to comments made by you [the minister],
whenever unfavourable advise was expressed’, but also the applicants that responding to
a rejection would only try again, leading to more hassle and unpleasant correspondence.
Overduijn therefore followed a set of guidelines when to reject: ‘1. In the cases described
by the law, 2. When interfering with already existing patents, 3. When interfering with
public property, such as trying to patent the sole use of natural forces or products, 4. When
the invention is shown impossible, incompletely described, or of complete irrelevance
etc...’87. These principles were more or less in line with what had already been developed
as a practice in the 1820s, but more reticent in using discretion. He only used his
discretion when he could cite the law (1), protect the applicant (4), or when it would lead
to opposition by other patentees (2) or general society (3).
When the Dutch parliament and government tried to make headway through the
financial chaos left behind by Willem I, they decided to abolish all special funds in one
radical motion. The stipulation on the ringfenced fund was thus scrapped from the law of
1817. The proceeds of patents became now akin to a tax, to be used for general purposes.
This had negative consequences for the ability of inventors to request free patents or
premiums, making the patent system much less accessible for inventors with few means.
When the fund was abolished in 1844, the fund contained almost 80.000 guilders even
after expenditures had been distracted, which revealed how little the fund had been put to
use over the years to grant loans or premiums.88 As an indirect consequence, no prizes or
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Translated from NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.23.01, inv. no. 983, 8-12-1866 (52).
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‘Wet van den 10 Februarij 1844, houdende regeling van uitgaven ten laste van op te heffen bijzondere
fondsen’, Staatsblad van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden, 1844, no. 8; Kamerstukken Tweede
Kamer, 1843-1844, no. XIII Uitgaven ten laste van op te heffen bijzondere fondsen, no. 6, voorloopig
verslag, pag. 223.
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premiums were handed out for inventions, nor were patents made free after the abolition
of the fund. The abolition in 1844 also links in with the decline of domestic patenting
rates after 1845 observed earlier. Thus, the abolition took away a major part of the state
discretion and part of what made the Dutch system different. Although Péters (2014) and
Favereau (2011) do not comment on the patent fund, we know that Belgium continued its
application of free patents and premiums until the patent reform, as the Statistique
Générale de la Belgique (1852, IV État agricole, industriel et commercial:148) reports.

Figure 2.5 Percentage of patents paid for in the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands (1817-1830) and the Netherlands (1831-1869)
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Notes: To estimate the total numbers paid for, I use the patents that were published in the Staatscourant as
an indicator, corrected by the early patents (before 1830) that I know were annulled due to lack of payment.
While I cannot guarantee full reliability for the early period (there might be a few more annulled patents),
my research has thus far revealed that the state would generally withhold announcement until the patent
was paid for.

The Dutch state also neglected the patent law in other ways. It stopped the
enforcement of the working clause, except when asked (Doorman 1947, 35).
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Furthermore, it no longer demanded immediate payment after three months, allowing
applicants to pay until up to two years later, until the expiry of the working clause (Urling
1845, 25).
Figure 2.5 shows what consequences the lack of enforcement of payments had. It
reports the share of patents for importation and for invention that were paid for in the
United Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Netherlands. As is visible, patents were
generally paid for until the early 1830s, when a decline started, which was particularly
stark for patents of importation.
We do not know how exactly this compares to Belgium, yet I suspect that
something similar must have occurred there to at least some extent. Arnaud Péters has
made a calculation of the total patent income over the number of patents of the same
period. If we then divide this number by the number of patents between 1831 and the
reform of 1854, the average income was 73 francs per patent. Considering 150 guilders
translated to 317 francs, this implies that, assuming everyone took five year patents, only
23% paid for them. In reality this must have been even less, considering that many would
have been granted patents for longer terms. To what extent this was due to an extensive
use of the patent fund to make patents free or due to a lack of payment for patents like the
Dutch case, cannot be said until further research would have been done. However, the
Statistique Générale de la Belgique (1852, IV État agricole, industriel et commercial:148)
explained the difference between the expected payments and the real incomes that the
Belgian government no longer expected patentees when they came to collect their patents,
offering extensive payment facilities to pay over time. On top of this, it writes that the
government liberally handed out free patents of invention for useful inventions.
Indeed, it is likely these two facilities were widespread knowledge in Belgium in
a relatively early stage. The Belgian Government had already publicly announced the fact
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that one could obtain payment in instalments in the ministerial instruction of 22nd of May
1837, integrally published in the guide to patenting by Varlet (1838). Varlet did Belgian
patent applicants a great service by putting the more informal practices that had grown
over time on paper and sharing them with the world. He explicitly explained how the
Belgian government aimed to stimulate patenting regardless of the patent fees: the high
patent fees were meant as a filter to useless patents, not as a tax. He confirmed that the
government never asked the higher variation of patent fees.89 The patentee was allowed
to obtain payment in the future or in instalments, and even to renege on their patent and
not pay the remainder if the patentee then discovered his invention was less useful than
expected. On top of this, he declared that useful patents of invention and improvements
were granted free patents and even sometimes premiums on top if the patentee really had
no ability to pay or put the invention into practice (Varlet 1838, 65–66). It is difficult to
say to what extent there was a direct causal relation between on the one hand this
ministerial instruction and the book by Varlet, and on the other hand the number of patents
granted, but the Belgian number of patents doubled between 1837 and 1838, from 133 to
280.90
When patent advisor Lipkens brought the topic of publishing specifications back
up in 1837, the King of the Netherlands decided that this publication would be
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Something that Dutch commentaries on the patent system that were published later, were still mentioning.
See van Delden (1843, 87) who wrote his dissertation in Latin. Stoffels (1851, 129–30) wrote the
first commentary in Dutch, and made the same mistake. He declares the imposition of higher fees
based on the importance of the invention an absurdity and discusses it at length, yet does not know
he is talking about a tariff that was never implemented!
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appendix C.
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postponed.91 In the end, it became an indefinite postponement. Without a strong
parliament, or interest groups pressuring for this publication, and with the state being
severely strapped for cash, it was an easy way to cut costs. Indeed, it contrasted with
Belgium, which did start to publish patent specifications regularly after the first series of
patent it had granted itself had fallen into the public domain by the late 1830s.92

2.4.3 The problem of the enforcement in court
As we have seen earlier, already before independence, patent administrators in the United
Kingdom of the Netherlands were aware that enforcement was one of the main
weaknesses of the patent system of 1817. In a report on the functioning of the patent
system in the early 1820s, the patent advisor Bernard Koning had learnt that a Dutch
industrial relied on the state to enforce his patent for him, as Dutch lawyers did not give
his case much of a chance because of difficulties to prove the use of a patent’s protected
technology by competitors. After all, they were allowed to bar anyone the entry to their
factories.93 This enforcement problem had informed the initiative to reform of the law in
1829.94
Indeed, besides the comparatively low patent numbers, the reluctance of Dutch
lawyers on the chances of patent holders to enforce their rights may help explain why
there are only three court cases known to have occurred on the Dutch patent law between
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NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4474, 15-7-1829, no 119A, letter to W. Garnier and de Guchteneere.
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1817 and 1869 (Gebroeders Belinfante 1867; Doorman 1947, 40–42; den Hertog 1976).95
This contrasts the Netherlands strongly with Belgium, for which Péters (2014, 226) has
been able to find 105 cases between 1830 and 1874. This paucity of court cases would
not have helped in improving the clarity for (potential) patent holders how strong their
rights would be.
When an important court case was finally held, in fact, the Dutch courts
interpreted the law in a direction that made its enforcement less attractive. In this case,
Derosne en Cail, a renowned multinational of sugar machinery, had sold Rupe en Zoon a
machine used for the refinement of sugar (Fernández-de-Pinedo, Castro, and Pretel 2019).
During the sales process, Derosne en Cail provided the company with information about
the machine, and indeed Rupe en Zoon ordered a machine. However, when Rupe en Zoon
required more of the same machine, they had let a local machine worker build copies for
their own use rather than buying additional machines from the patent holders. When
Derosne en Cail found out, they sued for patent infringement. A similar case took place
in Belgium around the same time.
While the lawyers in this case discussed several questions, judges from the lowest
to the highest court were judging only on one question: did the law of 1817 permit
imitation for own use? The law was not formulated sufficiently clearly, since it banned
‘production and selling, which the defence interpreted literally. They argued that because
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On the basis of a search through Weekblad van het Regt I have been able to find a few more cases that
are connected to the patent system, but do not deal with the patent system directly, as well as several
additional cases of the 1870s in the Weekblad van het Regt thus far not discussed in the literature,
but they are after the Dutch repeal of its patent law during the years that the patents taken before
repeal still had legal force. Weekblad van het Regt was a Dutch legal journal published from 1839
until 1943. It provided its readers a weekly update of jurisprudence by giving minutes and reports of
the court cases that had occurred in the state’s courts
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the punishment for imitation was confiscation of the ‘yet unsold’ items as well as
compensation for the sold ones, the court interpreted the word ‘and’ as signifying the
protection of the law covered only production for selling, while production for own use
was not explicitly prohibited. The courts reasoned that patents were a privilege, therefore
constituted an exception to the law. They should therefore be interpreted as narrowly as
possible, particularly since the search for fraud would violate the constitutional principles
of freedom and inviolability of the home.96
At around the very same time, a similar case came to court in Belgium. Here,
however, the court reached the exact opposite conclusion as the Dutch courts had, arguing
that the legislator had not made any explicit exceptions on the law, and did not seem to
have intended to make any. It argued that allowing imitation for own use would seriously
limit the patent’s usefulness.97
The conclusion of the Dutch judges has led Schiff (1971, 21) to speculate ‘the
ruling seems to reflect a growing general anti-patent feeling of the time’ to conclude that
the lawyers must have had a liberal bias. Other commentators, both at the time and today,
agreed that a Dutch patent had become almost worthless, and attributed this decision to a
bias against patents that started to develop at the time (Stoffels 1851, 135; Doorman 1947,
40–41; 48; den Hertog 1976).
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‘Provinciaal Geregtshof in Noord-Holland. Zittingen van 29 Mei en 26 Junij 1845. Voorzitter Mr. W.D.
Cramer. Derosne en Cail tegen J.H. Rupe en zoon’, Weekblad van het Regt 7, no. 662 (22 December
1845): 405–6. ‘Hooge Raad der Nederlanden, Burgelijke Kamer, Zittingen van 5 en 26 Februarij en
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Derosne en Cail tegen Rupe en Zoon’, Weekblad van het Regt 8, no. 691 (2 April 1846): 1–3.
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Indeed, having conducted a background check of the lawyers involved in the case,
one thing that becomes evident is their high status and prominence within liberal circuits.
The chairperson of the case at the provincial court had a few years earlier been mayor of
Amsterdam, while the two brothers defending Rupe en Zoon were amongst the most
prominent in Dutch politics and society. Their father had been a member of Parliament
and was the chairperson of the highest court of the Netherlands (Hoge Raad) while their
uncle was a renowned liberal lawyer and politician who pushed for constitutional
reform.98 Once an appeal had been requested, it led to the strange situation that the son of
the Court’s president was the defending lawyer! The lawyer defending the opposite side
at the Hoge Raad was a prominent lawyer of an elite Jewish family, the founder of
Weekblad voor het Recht as well as Themis, two legal professional journals (Zwarts
1924).
Whatever the outcome, the Dutch government could have used its lawmaking
powers to repair the damage. However, it did not really care that much about fixing the
patent system. Whether intentional or not, it did made sure that for Derosne en Cail the
episode itself did not end badly, as the government granted it a lucrative exclusive right
to supply the sugar machinery for Java for fifteen years that very same year (Fernándezde-Pinedo, Castro, and Pretel 2019, 6). Whether there is a relationship between the lost
court case and this monopoly right is unknown.
However, it was exactly the contrast between the colonies and the Netherlands
mainland that the lack of interest for the Dutch patent system revealed itself. The state
had introduced a colonial patent regulation in 1844 for the East Indies and for the West
Indies based almost verbatim on the Dutch patent legislation of 1817. When in 1850 an
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‘BS Huwelijk Met François Cornelis Donker Curtius’, WieWasWie, 21 January 2019,
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inventor wished to patent a sugar refining process with the use of existing machines, it
was able to persuade the government to change the regulation to allow him to patent a
process. But in fact, by doing so, the regulation had to explicitly prohibit the use of an
invention. In one strike the government had countered the case of 1846. However,
throughout the entire episode the case of 1846 was not mentioned, and the government
did not take initiative to implement a similar reform in the Netherlands.99
Whether Derosne en Cail v Rupe en Zoon make much of a difference for patenting
or its enforcement at the time has never been empirically studied, even though it was cited
later as crucial during the abolition debate. In fact, the case was barely discussed in the
newspapers, which makes it unlikely that many would have known about it before asking
for a patent.100 That is, at least until Stoffels (1851) published the first commentary on the
Dutch patent law in the Dutch language. Although the book did not show any evidence
of insider’s knowledge to the patent system, its negative commentary on the patent law
would perhaps have discouraged potential patentees to apply for a patent.
Superficially, there does not seem to be a strong immediate effect in the trend
observable in the graphs above. The decline of the number of granted patents of
inventions had already set in earlier than the legal case. However, one could argue that
the court case seemed to correlate with an ending to a slow recovery of domestic patenting
rates for new inventions between 1843 and 1845, as after 1845 the small recovery for
patents of domestic new inventions terminates and declines even further to a rather low
level.
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One way to test whether the court case made any difference is to compare
patenting patterns before and after 1845. For example, one could suspect that certain
technology classes would be more susceptible to reverse-engineering, and would after
Derosne et Cail v. Rupe en Zoon be less likely to obtain or pay for a patent.101 It would
therefore be expected to lose out comparative to other technology classes that are less
susceptible to reverse-engineering, such as chemistry or food technology. To test this, I
ranked the technology classes before and after 1845 according to the numbers of patents
granted in table 2.3, as well as according to what share of each technology class the patent
fees were paid for. Note that these figures include both domestic and foreign patents, and
both patents of invention as well as importation.
Maybe surprisingly then, the legal case did not appear to have made a difference
for the ranking of technology classes of patents granted before and after 1845. The lists
of rankings based on absolute patent numbers before and after 1845 are very similar to
one another. Indeed, the Spearman and Kendall’s Tau-b correlations report a very strong
correlation.102
With regards to whether patents were actually paid for, we see a strong contrast
of ranks before and after 1845. Indeed, the Spearman and Kendall Tau-B correlations
report only an insignificant and weak correlation between which patent technology
classes were most paid for before and after 1845. However, the types of patents that are
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Spearman and Kendall Tau-b correlations are standard ways to calculate correlations between ranks.
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no correlation whatsoever. See (Cleff 2019, 94–104)
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most paid for before the legal case of 1845 are actually the technology classes where
reverse-engineering is less easy. For example, machinery and transportation do not even
figure in the list. This surprising result becomes more understandable in light of the
abolition of the patent fund that occurred around the same period. After the abolition of
the patent fund in 1844, poor patent applicants could no longer obtain a patent for free,
so that their patents were less likely to be paid for. Indeed, considering there is likely a
positive correlation between larger or more expensive inventions and those susceptible to
reverse-engineering such as machinery, the ranks of payment before 1845 are likely
influenced by the patent fund in a way that helps to explain the differences in ranking.
Table 2.3 Top 10 classes patent requests and percentage paid 1830-1844, 1846-1869
1830-1844
Rank
Machinery
Transportation
Manufacturing
Food
Construction
Utility
Agriculture
Metal
Chemicals
Textiles

N
153
112
104
64
57
50
47
46
45
39

Rank paid
Power
Mining
Food
Agriculture
Utility
Chemicals
Metal
Commodities
Manufacturing
Apparel

%
88.9%
87.5%
81.3%
80.9%
80.0%
77.8%
76.1%
75.8%
74.0%
73.3%

1846-1869
Rank
Machinery
Transportation
Manufacturing
Food
Utility
Textiles
Construction
Agriculture
Chemicals
Metal

N
526
337
313
259
226
168
166
150
133
110

Rank paid
Manufacturing
Chemicals
Food
Instruments
Utility
Paper
Machinery
Agriculture
Metal
Electricity

%
35.1%
34.6%
34.4%
33.3%
32.3%
32.3%
31.0%
31.0%
30.7%
30.0%

Notes: I calculated rank correlations according to the most standard statistical procedures:
N granted 1830-1844 and 1846-1869: 0.928 (Spearman); 0.801 (Kendall’s Tau-b)
% paid 1830-1844 and 1846-1869: 0.171 (Spearman); 0.142 (Kendall’s Tau-b)

All in all, the evidence of technology classes questions the strong conclusions on how the
case made the patent system ‘useless’ to patent holders, and whether it was this case that
explains the decline of the patent system. Considering that I found that the case did not
have any direct effect on the technology class composition, it is unlikely that the case as
such had a direct effect on the considerations of patent applicants whether or not to apply
for a patent. The evidence on payments even points to the opposite to what we would
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expect, although in this case some caution is warranted by the fact that the abolition of
the patent fund was interfering, Indeed, if the case of Derosne et Cail v. Rupe en Zoon
had an effect on the decline of general patent numbers, it would have been indirectly
through stimulating negative discourse on the patent system that in turn discouraged
future patent holders to apply.

2.5

The abolition of the Dutch patent system

In 1868, the Dutch parliament discussed a bill to repeal the patent system of 1817. It was
the culmination of an intense national debate that had started after Belgium had reformed
their law, which that took place in the context of a wider European debate against patents
(Machlup and Penrose 1950).103 Although the Belgian reform is widely seen as the
starting point, the first stirrings of dissatisfaction with the law had already been earlier.104
The parliamentary debates were fierce, yet a strong majority of members of parliament
were in favour of abolition. In the Second Chamber (comparable to the British House of
Commons), 49 members versus eight voted to repeal the patent legislation, while in the
First Chamber (akin to the House of Lords) only one member voted to against the bill.
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For an overview of the Dutch debate as well as a list of commentaries see Doorman (1947, 43–54),
Hertog (1976) van Gompel (2019).
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J. R. Thorbecke, the leader of the liberal party and minister of the interior, had asked the patent advisor
in 1850 on whether to reform or abolish the patent law. See Letter from J.R.Thorbecke to J.L. De
Bruyn Kops, 16 December 1865, in (Hooykaas, Kooijmans, and Swart 2002, VII: 1862-1872:132).
From 1845 onwards, the biggest society for the promotion of industry in the Netherlands
(Maatschappij ter Bevordering van Nijverheid) were discussing how to reform the patent law, which
culminated in an advice in 1854 to abolish it entirely. See (‘Handelingen der 70e algemeene
vergadering van de Nederlandsche Maatschappij ter Bevordering van Nijverheid, gehouden te
Haarlem op den 20sten Julij 1847 en volgende dagen’ 1847, 76; 123–24; ‘Handelingen der 27e
algemeene vergadering van de Nederlandsche Maatschappij ter Bevordering van Nijverheid,
gehouden te Haarlem op den 18den Julij 1854 en volgende dagen’ 1854, 282–93)
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When the time came to debate the issue in parliament, all the major societies for
industrialists in the Netherlands were openly in favour of the abolition of patents.105
How should we explain the enthusiasm to abolish the patent system, rather than
to reform it? There was a wide consensus that the patent law was dysfunctional, with even
proponents of patents agreeing that in any case the current law needed to be reformed at
the least.106 What the participants in the debate both inside and outside parliament did not
know or did not mention, is how much the law they so severely criticised was a mere
shell of its potential. They did not really know the practice of the Dutch patent system,
because the Dutch state never announced decisions to codify the patenting practice. Nor
did they know how it changed over time. Reading the formal rules of the patent law, they
complained of the arbitrariness of the Dutch system’s discretion, without knowing that
the actual practice was based on certain principles, and was relatively consistent.107 In the
explanatory memorandum that accompanied the bill to abolish, the state complained of
foreign patentees abusing the patent system to test out the market and hinder Dutch
domestic industry, and argued a good patent law could not be designed. 108 However, the
Northern Netherlands had made the law very open to foreigners, had chosen not to publish
patents and grant access, had allowed the practice of not paying to emerge, and had done
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Handelingen Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, 1868-1869, 106e Zitting, 22 Juni 1869, pag. 1467,
Bijblad van de Nederlandsche Staats-courant; De Bruyn Kops in Handelingen Tweede Kamer der
Staten-Generaal, 1868-1869, 105e Zitting, 21 Juni 1869, pag. 1467, Bijblad van de Nederlandsche
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As was clear from the chagrin of the patent advisor that he expressed in his letter to the minister. See
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the Minister of the Interior.
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away with free patents that would have aided domestic patenting. The fact that Belgium
had the same law but had implemented it differently was lost on the participants of the
debate.
I argue that there was not a strong enough political and economic faction of patent
owners that could defend their (potential) interests. The neglect and decline of the patent
system combined with the late industrialisation of the Netherlands meant that few were
interested or experienced in the use of the patent system, so that almost no historical
knowledge of the patent system had formed. So few used the patent system that few knew
its inner workings, something that could have compensated the lack of formalisation of
the informal administrative practices, or could have made the political class more
interested in reform, or the lawyers more sympathetic to its principles.
This was a contrast to Germany. There, chancellor Otto von Bismarck also had
made a proposal in 1868 to abolish the patent system (which was followed with much
interest by the Netherlands and aided in their resolve to abolish theirs). 109 Of course, the
German case was different than the Netherlands, considering the German empire united
previously independent states that had various widely differing patent laws still on the
books (Donges and Selgert 2019b), and had different legal traditions and a different
economic structure. There, important industrial leaders W. Siemens and A. W. Hoffman
responded to the threat of patent abolition by creating a successful industrial lobby to
keep patents and create a new law (Gerzon 1986, 5–6), which simply did not happen in
the Netherlands. As Gerzon (1986) analyses, the movement to reintroduce patents only
emerged after the abolition had already taken place, and never gained momentum.
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NA-NL, Toeg.nr. 2.04.23.01, inv.nr. 1244, (report on Germany, no title, date unknown).
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An indication of this lack of domestic momentum for patents can be found in the
lacking presence of machine-building companies in the Netherlands. Symbolic of the
Industrial Revolution, since machine powered production increases everywhere, it was
normally a technological field that tends to obtain patents, since reverse-engineering is
easy to do with machines. Yet in the Netherlands, a domestic machine building industry
and capacity emerged only slowly. The machine-building companies that were there midnineteenth century were related to the ship-building industry, the railway industry and
sugar refining. Machines for textiles, for example, were imported from abroad.
Manufacturers in the textile region of Twente had little confidence in domestic producers,
so obtained their machines from Great Britain. Only by the late nineteenth-century, after
the abolition of patents had already taken place, did a more widespread domestic
machine-building industry develop (Jonge 1976, 178–80; Camijn 1987, 63–67; Jansen
1999, 91–96). Another factor was that more traditional methods, such as windmills,
stayed competitive in various fields until very late in the nineteenth century (Jonge 1976,
218; Jansen 1999, 94, 98). Belgium, by contrast, already had a flourishing machinebuilding industry during the time it was still part of the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands.
My contribution is an innovation with regards to the current literature on the
Dutch patent abolition. Van Gompel (2019), as well as previous contributors to the debate
(Doorman 1947; Machlup and Penrose 1950; Schiff 1971; den Hertog 1976; Gerzon
1986; Stokvis 1993), all argue that the patent law of the Netherlands was a malfunctioning
or bad law, because they based themselves on what the participants in the debate said in
the 1840s, 1850s and 1860s. As I have shown, this was not necessarily the case, but had
grown historically to be this way.
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While both Stokvis and van Gompel pointed towards the political economy of a
lack of domestic opposition due to a lack of domestic patent holders, they did not analyse
the role that the neglect of the patent system played in creating this lack of domestic patent
holders. All authors also emphasise the particularly strong free trade movement in the
Netherlands that made many people believe a good patent law could not be designed,
patents being antithetic to freedom of industry. However, they do not acknowledge that
the lack of experience with a patent law meant that many of the arguments remained
theoretical, as most participants in the debate barely had any experience to back their
arguments on, nor did they have the experience of a well-functioning patent system that
could counteract the arguments. The example of Switzerland was regularly cited as an
example of a country that did not have a patent law at all, yet was able to industrialise
(Schiff 1971), without actually comparing whether Switzerland or the Netherlands were
in any sense comparable. In a sense, the Belgian reform to move to a French style patent
system was more radical than the Dutch abolition of an already neglected law. After all,
while the Belgians were discussing their patent system in a context of strong use of the
patent system, thereby impacting on the livelihood of its citizens, the Dutch could have
done anything without much consequences.

2.6

Conclusion

This paper shows that the Dutch-Belgian patent law of 1817 was an interesting case of a
patent system that allowed its administrators a large discretion, and therefore much
flexibility in formulating a patent policy. Under the United Kingdom of the Netherlands
this discretion was used to the full extent: the government manipulating the levers of
patent definition, patent length cost and even rewards and premiums to promote industrial
development, and to adapt these levers to the economic specifics of each patent. Being
such an extreme case of discretion-based patent system, it can be an inspiration for patent
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reform to make patent systems more adaptive to industrial sector or the specifics of an
invention.
Yet, this paper has also shown how much these sort of discretionary patent
systems can evolve as a consequence of changes in the economic and political context.
The Belgian revolution had led to a split of the state into two polities that had a different
experience with industrialisation. Belgium continued on the path of government
discretion, although it codified some of the rules and practices that had emerged by means
of publishing official policy decisions. In the end, economic and political pressures due
to the wide use on the system contributed to a radical reform in which Belgium abolished
much of the discretion of the patent system.
The Netherlands, by contrast, neglected its system and developed a policy of nonintervention due to severe budgetary pressures on the national government and lack of
political importance granted to the patent system. Discretion on the patent grant became
rarely applied, the patent administrators mostly focusing on the novelty of the invention.
No longer did administrators attempt to balance the needs of society with the needs of the
patentee. Patents for importation were granted as easily as patents of invention. The
working clause was no longer enforced except passively, payments were not collected
until up to two years after the patent grant. There were no longer any interventions in the
patent length or its costs, and the imposition of open license clauses was stopped. A
problem of enforcement that emerged out of the patent law was not solved. In fact, a court
case in 1845-1846 worsened the problem, which was not corrected by new legislation.
From this perspective the outcome of reform versus abolition seemed almost a natural
consequence. After all, while the Belgian state and population remained heavily invested
in the patent system, the little use made of a neglected patent system made it easy to take
the step to abolition. The Dutch state could do with it what it pleased.
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Why did the two countries take a different path then? And what were their
consequences in terms of the functioning of the patent system? For the first question, I
think part of the answer may very well lie in an endogenous virtuous/vicious cycle
between patents and industrialisation, rather than a one-way process, much like Christine
Macleod and Alessandro Nuvolari (2016, 81) suspected in a footnote of their literature
review on the relationship between patents and industrial revolution. A dynamic increase
of certain economic or technological fields that have a higher propensity to patent will
increase the overall number of patents, while not necessarily implying the economy as a
whole is more innovative. The increasingly sophisticated infrastructure both inside and
outside government initiatives around patents then improves its utility as an incentive and
reward to invention, while also decreasing its costs. So while the Belgian economy may
have generated a need for patents, which then led to pressures to systematise and balance
the needs of industrialists and inventors, the Dutch lacking behind in industrialisation
may have lowered the need for a well-maintained patent system.
Of course, economic processes do not occur in a vacuum. I argued that the
response of Dutch and Belgian politicians and civil servants to the political crises between
1830 and 1840 had a decisive influence on the development path of its patent systems
vis-à-vis one another. While the Belgian government was happy enough to keep on
investing in the patent system, in the Dutch case solvency of the state was a more urgent
concern. The lack of funds and the nigh bankruptcy were the backgrounds of a minimalist
approach taken to the patent system.
The case study shows evidence of a known weakness of a highly discretionary
system if there is a lack of transparency, which thereby hurts its legitimacy (Taylor 2017).
Indeed, because the United Kingdom of the Netherlands was a secretive state, and it did
not make public its patent policies, nobody could know about the patent practice except
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if they were working in the government, had repeatedly entered into contact with it to
request a patent, or would have heard or read experiences of the system.
The state did not make declarations of its policies, while the only guidebooks to
the system that showed some insight in how it diverged from actual legal wordings were
foreign ones! By that point, the system had already radically changed. The fact that it
took painstaking archival research to establish this practice, points to the fact that most
likely, most inventors did not actually know how the system worked. The archives are
rife with patent requests made by individuals completely ignorant of the law on patents,
thus forcing the state to send back their applications together with a copy of the law, or a
reference where one can obtain a copy of the law. If many did not know what the law
was, how would they have known what practice surrounded the law? It was Belgium that
was the positive counterexample, with a publication by a high civil servant explaining the
patent system and its practices already in 1838.
Thus, the institutional reforms and changes introduced by the two states had an
influence on the number of patents mostly by changing the attractiveness as well as the
predictability of the system. So for example, the introduction of payment by instalments
by Belgium in 1837 will have aided the growth of patents, while the abolition of the patent
fund will likely have had a negative influence on the number of patents requested and
paid for by domestic inventors in the Dutch case. The predictability of the Belgian system
was higher due to the announcement of public policies in Belgium as well as the wider
use made by the system. Even though in practice, the examination process of the
Netherlands became at least as predictable as Belgium’s, the lack of knowledge
contributed to delegitimising its patent law. Indeed, several participants in the debate on
the abolition of patents had to rely on rumour and the law, which was not a reliable source
for what happened in practice.
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Overall, the historical case of the Netherlands offers potential lessons for any
reforms of the modern-day patent institutions that aim to increase the state capabilities
for discretion. With all the tools of patent length, broadness, costs and additional
conditions to its disposition, the patent system was much better able to calibrate the patent
rights granted to the inventor according to the economic circumstances. Thus, being better
able to balance the need for an incentive and a reward to the inventor with the needs of
society. The creation of consistent semi-formal policy rules can balance the costs and
benefits of both rules and discretion, particularly if they are made public. However, the
case also provides lessons in the vulnerability of a discretionary system: discretion
requires more economic resources and political investment. If both are lacking, the system
is likely to malfunction and disappear.
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2.7

Appendices

Appendix 2A. The patent institutions in early modern Netherlands and Belgium
The territories of current-day Netherlands and Belgium had not shared fates since the
independence wars of the late-sixteenth century. The rebellious provinces of the Dutch
Republic declared themselves united in 1579 and independent in 1581, but were never
able to reconquer the Southern Netherlands of current-day Belgium until the peace in
1648 cemented the status quo. While the Northern Netherlands had thus become an
independent republic, The Southern Netherlands remained part of the Habsburg Empire,
first under Spain and after 1713 under Austria due to the outcome of the Spanish
Succession war. Their experience with patents of inventions thus differed as well. Letters
patent for inventions were developing in the Habsburg Netherlands by the mid-sixteenth
century, a timing similar to France and England. By 1570, the practice of granting a patent
for an exclusive right on an invention had developed as a standard option for rewarding
inventors (Doorman 1940, 19). Gerard Doorman has found twenty-three Dutch patents
for the period 1560-1580, several of which were granted to Italians (Doorman 1940, 13).
After independence, the Dutch Republic developed a rapidly flourishing patent
system. When the Republic stopped attempts of finding a new ruler in 1588, it took over
any royal prerogatives, including the one to grant patents. Although there were a few
patents granted before, by 1589 the practice became regularised (Doorman 1940, 19). In
the decentralised Dutch Republic each of its provinces was allowed to grant patents (there
are even a few cities known that granted patents), while an inventor could also obtain
patents from the Estates-General that would hold for the Republic as a whole. However,
the patents granted by the Estates-General did not override any provincial patents, and by
the 1640s, patents granted by the Estates-General included regularly a clause that they
had to be confirmed (and could thus be rejected) by individual provinces (Doorman 1940,
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32). Initially, the Estates-General had almost a monopoly on the granting of patents, with
the number of Estates-General patents increasing from nine in the 1580s up to a high
point of 118 in the 1620s. After this high point, the number of patents granted by the
Estates-General declined, with the provinces (particularly Holland) taking over. Except
during the first decade of independence, Holland granted almost no patent up to the 1630s,
but by the 1660s rivalled the national level with 36 patents compared to 38. Afterwards,
it consistently granted more patents than the Estates-General, although the practice was
in decline. For the entire eighteenth century, Holland granted only about a hundred
patents, compared to a mere 26 for the Estates-General) (Doorman 1940, 32; K. Davids
2000; C. A. Davids 2008). To compare, the number of patents per decade in eighteenth
century England fluctuated between 21 (1700s) and 89 (1720s) until an enormous
expansion from the 1760s onwards. The 191 patents of that decade rapidly expanded
every decade, reaching 643 patents in the 1790s, and continuing its swift increase
afterwards (Harrison 2006, 16).
As the practice of granting patents came from royal prerogative, a foundational
law did not bind the Dutch practice. Without such a law to bind it, it worked more like
the British or French practice of the time, where certain consistent administrative
practices developed, but that were not set in stone (K. Davids 2000; MacLeod 1988;
Bottomley 2014a; Hilaire-Pérez 2000). The Dutch patent right as such could not be
challenged in court, and could only be nullified by the estates that had created it The
patent right granted was tradeable, and there was no principled distinction between
domestic and foreign inventors. The latter just had to live in the Republic when making
the application. Reflecting the lack of a law, patents could be granted for any number of
years, from six to fifty, although fifteen became regular.
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With its newfound freedom, the Dutch Republic created a relatively modern
practice that consisted of two main pillars: examination based on a specification and a
working clause. The Dutch Republic made consistent requests for patent specifications
around 1590, almost one and a half century before England. However, this practice was
abandoned by 1635, yet reintroduced in 1771. The specification could include a
description, drawings or a model, and often inventors had to present their invention to a
high-status individual or at a session of the Estates. Committees appointed by the Estates
would make a proposal whether or not to grant a patent, for which novelty was the most
important criteria. Drawings were usually sent back to the inventor alongside the patent
(to be used in court when necessary), and models and descriptions were kept safe and
secure from the public. Therefore, the purpose of the specification was ‘not to make them
public, but to know at the time of the patent grant as well as in a potential court case what
the patent was about’ (translation from Doorman (1940, 22).
Alongside the demand for a specification, the Dutch republic introduced a
working clause, which it consistently included in patents by 1617. The working clause
had the purpose of ensuring patentees would put in practice their inventions within half a
year or a year. This was to let the society profit as soon as possible from the invention, to
ensure indirectly that the invention protected would actually work, and to give other
inventors a chance if it was not the case). If an earlier patent had not been put in practice
in time, a new patent for an improved version of the same invention could swipe away
the old patents. According to Doorman (1940, 24–25) and Karel Davids (2000), the
introduction of the working clause had several far-reaching effects. Firstly, trust on the
working clause replaced some of the need for the examination on the basis of a
specification beforehand. The market would prove whether the invention would work or
be new after all. Secondly, it explained the fact that many patents figured several
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individuals, likely financiers and producers besides the inventor. Besides the working
clause, an open license clause was frequently inserted in patents up until 1625, which had
the result that the inventor had to grant access to the invention on the payment of a
reasonable compensation (or a compensation that was set in the patent) (Doorman 1940,
26). Over the course of the seventeenth century, however, this system seems to have gone
into decline. Patentees tended to geographically cluster more to the big cities, and the
number of patents taken declined, so that by the end of the eighteenth century, there was
not much remaining of the once flourishing practice (K. Davids 2000, 268–69, 273–79;
C. A. Davids 2008).
For the Southern Netherlands, we do not yet know much about the practices of
granting patents and other privileges there, as it has not seen systematic research yet – to
the best of my knowledge.110 M. N. Briavoinne (1839, 2:180) noted that ‘many’ privileges
were granted during the seventeenth and eighteenth century, particularly for import of
technology, although he does not write more explicitly about their number nor their
character. Reinhard Pisec (2018) writes that in Austria in the early modern period,
privileges were (much like elsewhere in Europe) an act of grace by the sovereign. Up
until the eighteenth century, economic privileges mostly held the right to be the only seller
of a product, the right to create a factory or economic concessions. With Emperor Joseph
I (1705-1711) came monopoly privileges for inventions. Empress Maria Theresa (17401780) abolished the granting of exclusive privileges, however. Yet, the empire still
apparently granted rewards to inventors . Indeed, we know that the Austrian Netherlands
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Indeed, both Péters (2014) and de Favereau (2011) do not discuss the Belgian situation in the period
before the French revolution, while nevertheless spending attention on antecedents in Venice,
England and France.
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granted inventors and entrepreneurs of new industries in Belgium monetary rewards and
premiums, at least between 1752 and 1765 (Dorban 1987, 153).

Appendix 2B. Chambers of Commerce in the Netherlands and Belgium, 1815-1875
When it comes to the Northern Netherlands, Chambers of Commerce were mostly
imported from France. In France, traders and the state itself had a need for representation
of mercantile interests alongside the guilds. An oft-cited predecessor of the chambers of
commerce was created there in Marseille in 1599. However, it was only called a Chamber
of Commerce fifty years later. Over the seventeenth century, some cities took initiative
for a local Chamber of Commerce. Yet in fact, many cities had only created their Chamber
in the early eighteenth century, when the king had established a Conseil de Commerce by
royal decree in 1700/1701, an institution seating in Paris that represented Chambers of
Commerce at the state level, so that many cities were incentivised to create their
Chambers of Commerce to be represented. Under the ancien régime, Chambers of
Commerce were intermediate institutions which occupied themselves with representation
of private interests, giving advice, hearing complaints, enforcing laws, collecting taxes,
and managing commercial institutions such as ports (Lemercier 2001, 44–66).
In the Dutch Republic, there had not been much need for these sort of institutions,
because mercantile interests were already strongly represented amongst the political
elites. For example, Amsterdam had shortly experimented with a Chamber of Commerce
from 1663 onwards, but it was already no longer in function by 1667. Rotterdam too had
a short-lived chamber between 1677 and 1683. It was only during the Dutch revolution
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in 1795, when guilds were abolished, that Rotterdam and Dordrecht took initiative to
create separate chambers of commerce, factories, and finance.111
For the Southern Netherlands (current-day Belgium), it was a different story
altogether. There, all commercial towns had informal associations of traders, with
formalisation in some towns by royal decree. In Bruges a Chamber of Commerce
developed from the stockbrokers’ guild (in 1665), in Brussels from the drapers’ guild
(1703), while Tournai obtained a Chamber of Commerce during its French rule (1674).
Ghent obtained an independent Chamber of Commerce in 1729. Many an informal
association afterwards wrote a request to the royal house to obtain the same privilege as
Ghent’s Chamber of Commerce did, but none were formalised. Their tasks were to hear
complaints and demands of traders, as well as give advice to the state on how to promote
trade and economic growth (François and Vancoppenolle 1995, 11; Lemercier 2001, 44–
45).
The French revolution and its consequences for Belgium and the Netherlands
changed the situation in both territories. In France, the Chambers of Commerce had been
abolished alongside with the guilds in 1791. It was only in 1802 and 1803 that they were
re-created in a new national form. While the original Chambers of Commerce had been
local institutions, the new Chambers were to fulfil a need of the French national
government to ‘know the wishes of merchants and canalise their pressure groups, how to
know what state the economy was in, to control the low or high circulation of news, or to
inform oneself of the credit/reputation of a person’.112 In other words, they were explicitly
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Stadsarchief Rotterdam, P.A. Siepman en E. Wiersum, 72-01, Inventaris Archieven van de Kamer van
Koophandel te Rotterdam e.o., 1927, 1982, 2008.
http://collecties.stadsarchief.rotterdam.nl/Publiek/detail.aspx?xmldescid=180628183 (accessed 228-2019). See also Gerwen et al. (1990, 11)
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Translated from Lemercier (2001, 19)
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national institutions, to serve the national state. To control their activities, they were
forbidden to make any publication without authorisation, were only to have official
contact with the national government, and were also prohibited to contact any other
Chamber of Commerce. They selected their own members through the principle of cooptation, which guaranteed stability (Lemercier 2001, 76–81). By that point, Belgium had
already been annexed by France, so Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent, Bruges and Ostende
obtained their own Chambers of Commerce in 1803. When France annexed the
Netherlands in 1810, it instituted Chambers of Commerce a year later in Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, Dordrecht and Emden.113
Not long after the Southern and Northern Netherlands were united under one
kingdom, King Willem I decreed to keep the Chambers of Commerce, add industry to
their constituents (Chambers of Commerce and Industry, hereafter Chambers of
Commerce) and subject them to a new regulation. They remained national institutions,
although serving both the national state as well as the cities they were housing in, being
obliged to provide information and advice to both when requested, and having the right
to make proposals to the national or local government to improve commerce. 114 While
originally they were supposed to pay for themselves out of a locally imposed tax, three
years later, the King decreed they were to be financially supported by the city that was
their seat and official territory. From that point onwards, their advice to the central
government had to go via the provincial governor.115
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Regionaal Historisch Centrum Groninger Archieven (RHC GrA), J. Ellerbroek-Wellinga, Inventaris
Archief van de Kamer van Koophandel en Fabrieken te Groningen, 1979 (bewerkt 1989),
https://www.groningerarchieven.nl/archieven (accessed 22-8-2019).
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‘8 octobre 1815. Règlement organique des chambres de commerce’ in Pasinomie vol II (1838, 374–75)
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RHC GrA, Inventaris Archief Kamer van Koophandel en Fabrieken te Groningen. See also Gerwen et
al. (1990, 17)
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This discrepancy between whom the Chambers served and whom they would get
their finances from could give problems. In the case of Utrecht, the governor of the
province took initiative to request a Chamber of Commerce for the capital of his province,
which was granted in 1842. However, the municipality did not want to finance the
Chamber of Commerce. As a result, the Chamber of Commerce was abolished again a
year later.116 Differing from the French model, the Chambers of Commerce in the United
Kingdom of the Netherlands served all levels of government.117 By 1819, twenty-three
cities across the kingdom had a Chamber of Commerce and Factories.118
Like the French Chambers, the Chambers of Commerce had a strong stability of
membership. Copying the French, the royal decree of 1815 made members step down in
thirds every year, so that an individual term would be three years, but that the composition
of a Chamber would not change significantly from one year to the next. Furthermore, the
selection of these new members occurred via a mild form of co-optation: it was the
Chamber of Commerce itself that proposed three candidates for each member that had to
be replaced, amongst whom the King could decide. There was no limit on the renewal of
terms. Thirdly, members were recruited amongst the most important traders and factory
owners of a town, of which there was of course a limited quantity. Limiting it further, the
origin of each member was also predefined by the King: two-thirds had to come from
commerce (including insurance), while a third had to come from industry, with the
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Het Utrechts Archief, 1826-1, Dick Goosen en W.B. Heins, Inventaris Kamer van Koophandel en
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Namely: Amsterdam, Antwerp, Mons, Bruges, Brussels, Tournai, Dordrecht, Gent, Gouda, Kortrijk,
Leiden, Leuven, Liège, Maastricht, Middelburg, Namur, Ostend, Rotterdam, Schiedam, Vaals,
Verviers, Vlissingen and Ypres. See the announcement of appointments in the Nederlandsche
Staatscourant 1819, no 32, 6 February 1819.
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exception of Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Amsterdam had to have 39 members (7 from
industry), Rotterdam 21 (5 from industry), while all the others would have 9 or 12
members. For these two larger cities, the regulation had also decreed the specific origins
of each member. For instance, for Amsterdam the regulation defined that three members
had to come from the trade with Russia, Prussia, Danmark, Sweden and Norway, two
from the German trade, two from Great Britain and Ireland etc. A vacancy from a
specialisation had to be filled by someone of the same specialisation.119 As a result of all
these limitations, we know from the Southern Netherlands that certain families and
individuals dominated their local Chamber of Commerce (François and Vancoppenolle
1995, 19).
That the Chambers were chosen by the King did not necessarily mean they were
his sycophants however. Chambers of Commerce in the French-Belgian-Dutch model
had to (sometimes awkwardly) balance between representing local and even private
commercial interests and serving the state with information, advice and (sometimes)
administration. After the introduction of the provincial governor as an intermediary step
for correspondence between the Chambers of Commerce and the national state level, the
most important traders in Amsterdam and Rotterdam were so offended that they refused
to take a seat in the Chamber of Commerce. When the Northern and Southern Netherlands
were still united, the Northern Chambers of Commerce were vocal opponents to Willem
I’s protectionist measures to benefit the burgeoning industry of the Southern Netherlands,
which they thought would harm the commercial interests of the Northern trading ports
(Gerwen, Seegers, and Verstegen 1990, 18–19).
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After the Belgian independence, the regulations of the two countries started to
diverge. Belgium’s new government took initiative immediately after independence to
start drafting new rules for the Chambers of Commerce, which were however only
decreed in 1841 (François and Vancoppenolle 1995, 17). The new rules consisted mostly
of small improvements and clarifications on the previous regulation of 1815: it introduced
shared payment of the costs for chambers of costs by all three levels of government, as
well as a limit of 40.000 francs. While it kept the old method of appointment, it did
introduce a limit on renewal (only a third of the leaving members could be renewed). The
number of members were now set between nine and twenty-one members, and each
Chamber of Commerce was now supposed to cover a share of the total territory of
Belgium, rather than just the town where it was located, so that the whole of Belgium
would be officially covered. In addition, the Belgian practice of being asked to evaluate
inventions imported from abroad was also officialised as one of the possible functions of
the Chamber of Commerce.120
Because the Belgian state did not change the method of selection, however, the
Chambers of Commerce stagnated and declined, until in 1875 the Belgian state chose to
abolish them. In the parliamentary report outlining the reasons for abolition, the
parliamentary rapporteurs analysed how the co-optation system made the Chambers
unrepresentative (because the local trade and industry had not voted for them) while also
stagnant in type of membership. Regions that developed new industries were not easily
represented in the Chamber of Commerce. Industrial sectors had by that point developed
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M. Ranwet, ed., ‘757 - 10 septembre 1841 - Arrêté royal relative à l’organisation des chambres de
commerce (Bull offic., n. LXXXIII.)’, in Pasinomie, ou collection complète des Lois, Décrets,
Arrêtés et Règlements Généraux en Vigueur en Belgique, vol. 11 (Règne de Léopold Ier-année 1841),
Troisième serie (Bruxelles: Bureau de la Pasinomie, 1841), 552–53.
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their own associations to represent them. Thus, the advice and opinions of the Chamber
of Commerce were lacking in legitimacy: ‘One understands the existence of these bodies
in countries where neither the right of association, nor the right of gathering, nor the right
of petition exists. One does not understand them in our own constitutional regime’.121
Ironically, not long after, new Chambers of Commerce were created by local traders and
industrialists as informal associations outside the state (François and Vancoppenolle
1995, 24).
The Netherlands took a different path. In 1848 its King chose to introduce a new
liberal constitution out of fear of the revolutionary activity taking place across Europe.
The new constitution had strengthened the parliament vis-à-vis the ministers, and the
ministers vis-à-vis the King. It had also introduced direct representation of the lower
house by means of a district system with a census-based electorate. In these
circumstances, the Chamber of Commerce of Rotterdam took the window opportunity to
propose a reform of the Chambers of Commerce along similar lines.122 With the liberal J.
R. Thorbecke as Minister of the Interior, who had also been the most important mind
behind and drafter of the new constitution, the Chamber found a ready ear: ‘an
arrangement of the matter in this direction seems also in the interest of the government.
The government will then see the Chambers as the true representation of trade and
industry. When the government obtains the advice of these Chambers and take decisions
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in mind of these, it will be liberated from the reproach to have taken advice from
representatives that are not recognised as such by the interested parties.’123 In 1851, a new
regulation was proclaimed by royal decree.
The new regulation liberalised the Chambers. They became more representative
institutions, based on a constituency of those that paid a minimum quantity of the socalled patentbelasting, a yearly tax to have the right to have a business.124 Like before,
the Chambers of Commerce would be based in a municipality, be territorially limited to
that municipality, and be financially supported by that municipality. Exceptions to this
could be made, if a strong industry and commerce was present in several neighbouring
municipalities, in which case a Chamber could be shared. Its members would have a term
for three years, while one-third would be elected every year in November. The number
of members as well as the minimum height of tax paid to be an elector was to be
determined for each Chamber of Commerce based on local circumstances, as well as
whether a municipality would obtain a Chamber of Commerce. To be elected as a member
in the Chamber, the only conditions were to be at least thirty years of age and have
managed a commercial enterprise or factory for at least five years, or have been active in
supporting services such as brokerage and insurance. The restriction of the patent tax did
not hold here, to enlarge the number of possible members. The rights to be an elector
were largely based on the general rules for political electorship: one had to be Dutch, have
full citizenship rights, not be bankrupt or filing for bankruptcy, to which was add the
payment of a minimum amount of patentbelasting for a commercial or industrial
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Rather confusingly, patents of invention were in Dutch called octrooien, but sometimes also patenten
(when referring to the British system).
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enterprise (not all patent tax payers were included). Its new tasks were to advice the local
and regional government requested and unrequested, and to diffuse information to the
merchants and factory-owners of their municipality. The national government could ask
them directly for advice and information, but if the Chamber would wish to address the
national government, it had to go via the provincial government, unless there was
urgency.125
The regulation changed how the Dutch Chambers of Commerce perceived their
own role and the actions they would take. Since their recruitment was no longer based on
government permission but on local entrepreneurs, they were freer to act on behalf of
local and private interests. Indeed, four years after the promulgation of the decree, on 17
December 1855, the King’s Commissioner (Commissaris des Konings, the head of a
province in the Netherlands) complained of the actions of the Chamber of Commerce in
Rotterdam.126 This Chamber of Commerce had sent a letter to all the fellow Chambers of
Commerce to rally them against regulations on steamboat transportation, desiring free
and open competition. The King’s Commissioner was horrified by the fact this could set
a ‘dangerous precedent’, ‘by which the Chambers could become tools of opposition
against existing laws and regulations, and could be used as a way to organise general
petitions.’ According to the King’s Commissioner, the regulations had only allowed the
Chamber of Commerce to get into contact with others for obtaining and giving
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‘Besluit van den 9 November 1851, houdende vaststelling van een Reglement, bevattende algemeene
bepalingen betreffende de Kamers van Koophandel en Fabrijken.’ Staatsblad 1851, no 142; Rapport
aan de Koning door de Minister van Binnenlandse Zaken (Reglement Kamers van Koophandel), 6
october 1851, no. 282, in NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.02.04: Kabinet des Konings, Kabinet der Koningin,
inventory no. 701, 9 november 1851, 9 november 1851, Koninklijk Besluitnr. 31, Staatsblad no 142.
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NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.23.01, inv.no. 832, 31-12-1855 (no 349, 6e afdeeling), ‘Bevoegdheid der
Kamers van Koophandel en Fabrieken’, brief van de Minister van Binnenlandse Zaken aan den
Staatsraad Commissaris des Konings in de provincie Zuid-Holland, incl. bijlagen.
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information, and for giving advice to the government, not for opposition.

127

In his

response, the Minister did not wish to reprimand the Chamber of Commerce for his
action, considering it was a legitimate use of the regulation, also because it would be hard
to define a legal criteria on what was and what were not legitimate actions.128 It was
around the same time that the Chambers of Commerce were petitioning for reform or
abolition of the Dutch law for patents of invention.
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‘Waardoor de kamers werktuigen zouden kunnen worden van oppositie tegen de bestaande wetten en
verordeningen, en als een middel zoude kunnen worden gebezigd, om algemeene petitionementen te
organiseren.’ See letter of the Commissaris des Konings of Zuid-Holland to the Minister of the
Interior, 15 december 1855, kabinet no 2161, exh 17 december 1855 n 106/6 e afdeling, attached to
NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.23.01, inv.no. 832, 31-12-1855 (no 349, 6e afdeeling), ‘Bevoegdheid der
Kamers van Koophandel en Fabrieken’, letter of the Minister of the Interior to the Commissaris des
Konings of the province Zuid-Holland.

128

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.23.01, inv.no. 832, 31-12-1855 (no 349, 6e afdeeling).
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Appendix 2C. Data
Figure 2.6 Patents per million inhabitants, all patents, 1817-1853
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Figure 2.7 Patents per year, absolute numbers, 1817-1853
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Table 2.4 Number of granted patents per year per patent type
Year

Invention

1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860

2
6
4
6
5
6
1
1
11
6
5
14
5
8
4
5
6
14
10
17
13
14
34
44
23
28
17
19
23
16
10
9
13
13
11
12
18
9
19
8
5
10
10
20

Netherlands
Improv
Import

Total
1
1
2
2
1

2

1

1
1

2
2
2
4
1
1
1
3

1

2
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
4
1
9
14
15
27
20
43
84
93
74
93
72
66
80
66
78
57
53
52
95
74
131
111
129
156
116
126
111
142

3
7
6
8
6
6
5
2
12
10
8
15
6
9
8
6
16
29
25
44
33
57
120
139
99
125
90
85
104
83
91
66
66
65
106
86
149
120
149
164
121
136
121
162

110

Invention
4
5
4
2
6
8
4
16
24
13
33
25
69
42
9
20
28
27
33
47
68
149
138
197
145
121
110
116
157
168
239
183
214
252
291
323
360
385
628
604
563
641
682
678

Belgium
Improv
Import
1
2
1

1
3
2
2
2
2
6
1
4
5
7
8
10
21
44
31
48
65
57
47
50
70
55
76
57
67
116
96
102
106
161
283
188
234
245
207
267

3
1
3
1
4
8
5
11
5
3
9
14
27
7
3
6
9
15
21
19
44
87
93
100
92
102
97
130
167
188
178
73
129
139
219
253
390
482
877
786
719
643
662
774

Total
7
8
8
3
10
17
9
29
31
18
44
40
96
54
13
30
42
49
62
76
133
280
262
345
302
280
254
296
394
411
493
313
410
507
606
678
856
1028
1788
1578
1516
1529
1551
1719

1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

5
11
18
17
21
18
8
9
7

1

1

163
156
143
131
140
121
134
167
74

168
167
162
148
161
139
142
177
81

704
697
816
702
674
718
841
814
943

Note: the Belgian figures before 1831 include three patents from Luxemburg.
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224
205
230
229
215
270
301
260
269

846
822
811
617
766
779
870
952
836

1774
1724
1857
1548
1655
1767
2012
2026
2048

3 Reconstructing the patenting process: protecting
invention in the United Kingdom of the Netherlands,
1815-1830
3.1

Introduction
Pursuing history-informed strategy research calls for datasets that trace over time
how organizations, groups and/or individuals, by taking decisions and acting in a
particular historically embedded context, and by mutually interacting, have achieved
specific organizational outcomes such as growth, survival and sustainable
competitive advantages or failed to do so.
Argyres, De Massis, Foss, Frattini, Jones and Silverman (2020, 355)

An important question within economic history is how much the development of
intellectual property has contributed to industrialization, and thereby to modern economic
growth (Mokyr 2009a; Bottomley 2014a; MacLeod and Nuvolari 2016; Khan 2020). The
answer to these questions has profound consequences for the justification of the existence
of intellectual property rights today (Boldrin and Levine 2008; Merges 2011). To help
answer these questions, a strong initiative within historical research has been to create
and improve datasets of historical data on patents and other indicators related to
innovation. These datasets enable the study of the influence intellectual property rights
such as patents have on the quality, quantity and direction of innovation (Moser 2005b;
Nuvolari and Tartari 2011; Brunt, Lerner, and Nicholas 2012; Bottomley 2018; Nuvolari,
Tartari, and Tranchero 2021). A common disadvantage of these datasets is that they use
the outcomes of patent systems – granted patents – which do not enable researchers to
study the influence the patent system and its administration has on selecting success.
In an important recent contribution, Lehmann-Hasemeyer and Streb (2020)
demonstrate how crucial it can be to include the state administrative practices when it
comes to patent legislation, as well as institutions more generally. By building a dataset
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that includes metadata of each patent granted in Württemberg in the mid-nineteenth
century, they are able to show that this German state secretly and illegally discriminated
against foreigners by demanding higher patent fees. Through statistical analyses, they
infer from these data what would have been the likely reasonings applied by the patent
administrators to discriminate.
In this paper I go beyond their contribution, by introducing a new hand-collected
dataset of applications for patents and prizes for invention in the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands (1815-1830), a semi-federal state uniting the territories of present-day
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg. Its territory united both an early industrialiser
(Belgium) as well as a late industrialiser (the Netherlands). Using the well-preserved
ministerial archives deposited at the National Archives of the Netherlands, I have been
able to reconstruct the entire administrative process for each application, from the first
letter of application to the Ministry to its acceptance or rejection. In the dataset, I also
capture any subsequent administrative proceedings, such as payments of fees or rewards,
transfers or prolongations. My dataset even includes protests by competitors and
correspondence concerning technical advice sought from governmental and nongovernmental bodies. As Figure 3.1 shows, the total number of new patent requests each
year was twice as large as the number of patents granted, implying that the government
administration had a significant influence over the outcome of patent applications.

This dataset on administrative process is particularly interesting because the
patent law of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands gave patent administrators a wide
discretion. Unlike the system used in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
Dutch administrators had the power to decide on whether or not to grant a patent.
Furthermore, when they did decide to grant a patent, they could select the specific
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conditions, including the patent’s length, cost, and legal conditions (such as an open
license obligation). This discretion was much stronger than the relatively rigid patent
systems of today, and stronger than the historical patent systems of other leading
European countries at the time.129 The patent system of the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands is therefore methodologically an extreme case, on which to investigate the
influence of a wide discretion in patent systems in practice (Moses and Knutsen 2007).
Figure 3.1 Requested and accepted patents (1817-1830)
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The dataset provides several advantages with regards to the current databases
described in the literature for other European industrializing nations of the nineteenth
century such as Germany, Italy, Great Britain and France (Donges and Selgert 2019b;
2021; Lehmann-Hasemeyer and Streb 2020; Streb, Baten, and Yin 2006; Nuvolari and
Vasta 2017; 2019; Nuvolari, Tortorici, and Vasta 2021; Hanlon 2021; Kügler 2021).

129

In another working paper, I analyse how the formal and informal institutions of the Dutch and Belgian
patent systems were created and developed over time.
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Besides providing complete patent data for the territory that now comprises the
Netherlands and Belgium for the early nineteenth century for the first time, my dataset is
unique in providing an inside-view into one of the earliest nineteenth-century patent
systems. It therefore facilitates an investigation of the development of intellectual
property rights before the crystallization of modern conceptions of intellectual property
around the mid-nineteenth century (Sherman and Bently 2008). It also enables
investigations into the influence of a patent office on the direction of innovation. Besides
these uses, its focus on administrative process can provide wider lessons for building
similar databases in other contexts.
By building this database, I go beyond the existing literature on the Dutch and
Belgian patent systems. Gerard Doorman (1947) wrote the pioneering work on the Dutch
patent system. The heart of his book was to print a full list of granted Dutch patents,
including technological commentaries and other archival finds for each patent when he
could find them. Doorman’s list was subsequently used by Joel Mokyr (1976) to construct
simple descriptive statistics for the year 1817-1830, where he counted the number of
patents by a self-defined set of industry sectors and by later country (the Netherlands or
Belgium) to argue that Belgium had a major technological advance over the Netherlands.
My more complete and regionally divided patent database moves beyond simple patent
counts and can thus provide a more fine-grained analysis of the origins of Belgium’s
industrialization and innovation vis-à-vis the Netherlands.
For the Belgian context, unpublished dissertations by C. De Favereau (2011) and
Arnaud Péters (2014) are the main references, and cover the patent system from the
Belgian independence in 1830 onwards.130 De Favereau focused on the use of the patent

130

Arnaud Péters’ thesis has been published (Péters and Bissery 2016), but this book on the zinc industry
in Belgium cut out his analysis of the Belgian patent system.
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system in the agricultural sector, while Péters focused on its use in the zinc industry. As
the Belgian patent system was hitherto almost unstudied, they reconstructed its
functioning on the basis of published material and provincial archives. 131 They were
forced to use these sources, as Belgium’s national archives unfortunately no longer hold
material on the national patent administration, except for the granted patents themselves.
My study contributes to theirs by providing a view of Belgian innovation before the
country’s independence. This can also provide indications of what happened postindependence, as the implementation of the patent system already started diverging
between the North and the South two years before the Belgian declaration of
independence in 1830.
My paper links with recent initiatives within management science to integrate
historical approaches, as well as initiatives within political science. As property rights
involve firms as well as state organizations, both fields provide inspiration. Argyres, De
Massis, Foss, Frattini, Jones and Silverman (2020, 355) synthesize a recent movement in
management science to integrate historical approaches in theory-making. As one of the
many fruitful approaches, they call for building historically contextualized datasets that
can help understand learning processes in institutions and organizations.
On the other side of the social science divide, in political science and sociology
historical approaches have gained weight to understand why institutions develop as they
do. The work of Mahoney, Streeck and Thelen emphasize that implementing
organizational bodies can change the direction and character of policies through

131

There are of course numerous nineteenth-century Belgian publications on its patent system. More
recently, Michel Dorban (2005) and Paul Servais (1994) have published short chapters that discuss
the Belgian 19th century patent system, preceding the two dissertations by Faverau and Péters. These
are much less thorough, however.
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cooperation or obstruction – for understanding these processes historical approaches are
crucial (Fioretos, Falleti, and Sheingate 2016; Streeck and Thelen 2005; Thelen 2009;
Mahoney and Thelen 2010; 2015). To be able to find historically contextualized
explanations for why a policy occurred as it did, Kay and Baker (2015, 13) stress that
causal process tracing needs as rich a dataset as possible, to be able to discern the best
fitting theoretical explanation.

3.2

Data

The archives of the Dutch patent system offer significant advantages of consistency and
completeness. The Nationaal Archief in The Hague hold the entire well-organized
archives for the Ministry of Education of the Netherlands. It was this ministry that was
responsible for administering the patent system. As its archives have not been divided up
after the Belgian independence, it offers a complete picture of the entire geographical
spread of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands. The Dutch national archives also hold
the royal decrees on the patent system, which in the Netherlands included the reports that
led to the decision.
This completeness strongly contrast with the condition of the Belgian archives. In
Brussels one can find some royal decrees that concern patents dating from 1824 onwards,
which all date from after Belgian independence. Unfortunately, in Belgium one will
search in vain for any source material on the administrative process at the national level
before and after its independence in 1830; the patent files only contain the copy of the
royal decrees and not the (crucial) report that explain the reasoning or the background
process. Most Belgian ministerial archives from after independence have been lost
entirely, including that of the Ministry of Education. Thankfully, however, Belgian
provincial archives have been kept in a better condition, as Péters (2014) has shown by
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relying on the provincial archives of Liège to reconstruct parts of the administrative
process after 1830.
The patent system as it existed in the United Kingdom of the Netherlands involved
multiple actors, each potential locations for archival material (see also Figure 3.2). The
process as outlined by the patent law in 1817 was relatively simple: the provincial
administration served as a “front desk” of the patent system, handling all the
correspondence and payments with applicants, as well as the hub for communication with
local actors on behalf of the Ministry of Education.132 The province would forward an
application to the Ministry of Education, which then handled all internal government
communications surrounding a patent application on the national level. It was the
Minister of Education’s responsibility to correspond with other interested parts of
government, the Royal Institute of Arts and Sciences in Amsterdam, the Royal Academy
of Arts and Sciences in Brussels and local Chambers of Commerce. The Ministry also
hired technical advisors to help evaluate the value and novelty of patent applications.
Ultimately, the Ministry was responsible for preparing a report to the King. The King
usually followed the recommendation set out by the Ministry in his decision-making.133

132

The United Kingdom of the Netherlands had three main levels of governance: the national level, which
moved every half year between Brussels and The Hague, the provincial level, which had a royallyappointed governor and a provincial representational council, and the local level, which at this time
was still a mixture of various organizational forms from the feudal era (of which the distinction
between cities and countryside was most important). The local level was only made uniform in the
Northern Netherlands after the constitutional reform of 1848.

133

It is unclear when it was Willem I himself and when it was his extensive bureaucracy in the state
secretariat (staatssecretarie) that reviewed the patent decrees. Willem I was infamous for being an
extremely hard worker whose delegation skills were underdeveloped. He had a tendency to take state
decisions even on a microlevel (Koch 2013, 370–81). However, since there is little evidence from the
patent data of the King taking a decision different from the advice prepared by the Ministry, except
in some complicated cases that set new precedents, it is likely that it was processed largely
automatically by his subordinates.
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Figure 3.2 Diagram of the patent application process

Patent request
Provincial Government
Info

Info
Advice

Ministry Education
/ Advice
King

Advice

Local governments , Local Chambers of Commerce
Technical Advisor, other Ministries, Local Chambers of
Commerce

Royal Institute Amsterdam / Royal Academy Brussels

Decision
Provincial Government
Payment
Patent recipient

Note: In red the process outlined by the law, and in white the additional processes I found in the archives.

For the purposes of building a relatively consistent database of the administrative
process of patenting, I have investigated several of these locations in the Netherlands and
Belgium.134 By far the most important of these is the Ministry of Education, as it kept
concept copies of reports and letters it sent out, as well as the original letters and reports
it received. Since the provincial Governors tended to forward (copies of) the originals of
the communication they had received to the Ministry, the ministerial archives offer a
relatively complete picture of the entire processes around patenting. The advisors’
personal archives are mostly lost – with the exceptions of some letters by Antoine
Lipkens, likely due to the fact that he was the founder of the engineering school in
Delft.135 The Royal Institute and Academy both have significant archives in Haarlem and
Brussels respectively, but their letters and reports on individual patents and inventions
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I have not visited Luxembourg because it is a very marginal region in the patent data.

135

They can be found under Nationaal Archief, Den Haag, Collectie 174 A., entry no. 2.21.110, inventaris
van het archief van ir. A. Lipkens [levensjaren 1782-1847], 1829-1847 (1849).
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can be found at the ministerial archives as well.136 The archives of individual Chambers
of Commerce spread across Belgium and the Netherlands are another potential source,
but in my experience offer little additional value over the ministerial archives.137

3.3

Methodology

I built the database on three main fundaments: the patent registry, ledgers to the
ministerial archives, and the original dossiers at the Ministry.
As was stipulated by the patent law, the clerks in the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands kept a registry which listed all granted patents from the introduction of the
law in January 1817 onwards (see also Figure 3.3). It included personal information of
the patentee (name, place of habitation or domiciliation), the relevant dates (first handing
in at the province, the date of grant and the date of publication), the patent title, patent
fees, and any additional relevant information such as additional conditions, transfers and
nullifications. All the registries have survived, except for the register of 1829-1839.
Fortunately, Gerard Doorman reconstructed a replacement registry for these missing
years on the basis of the Staatscourant and some indexes remaining in the archives. As

136

Yet, the Academy in Brussels was only consulted in the first few years of the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands, and very little remains in their archives that refers to this activity. The ministerial
archives are therefore an even better source than the Academy, even for their own activity.

137

As these reports are usually either summarized or included in the communication towards the Ministry.
Through my investigation in the Chamber of Commerce archives in the city archives of Amsterdam,
I found that the Chambers of Commerce were consulted a bit more frequently than is evident from
the ministerial archives alone. This is very marginal however. The number of Chambers of Commerce
was large: there were already twenty-three Chambers of Commerce by 1819. See the announcement
of appointments in the Nederlandsche Staatscourant 1819, no 32, 6 February 1819. With regards to
the patent system, it was mostly the Belgian industrial cities of Ghent, Verviers, Mons and Liège, as
well as the commercially important Dutch port cities of Rotterdam and Amsterdam that were
consulted.
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would be expected, they contain much less information. For example, information on
patent fees is not available.138
Figure 3.3 The patent registry (1817-1830)

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.23.01, inv. no. 1237, patent nr 428-434. The registries between 1817 and 1830
listed patents in Dutch on the left and in French on the right page. Both languages had an official status in
the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, so that patent applicants could hand in their patent in either
language. This changed in 1823, when a Dutch language policy obliged those applicants residing in
provinces where the Dutch language was dominant to apply in Dutch. The patent title translations are not
always very detailed or accurate, so that in the database I corrected the Dutch title on the basis of the French,
or on the basis of the actual patent files.

The registries were the basis for Doorman’s (1947) book, in which he printed the
full list of all granted patents of the Netherlands during the nineteenth century, including

138

The registries, including the replacement registry of Doorman, can be found under NL-HaNA, entry no.
2.04.23.01 (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken: Afdeling Nijverheid en voorgangers, 1817-1877),
inventory no. 1236-1240 (Registers van verleende octrooien).
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technological history commentaries and additional information he found relevant to these
patents (see also Figure 3.4). Because he copied the registries very faithfully, I used it as
a base dataset around which to add my additional archival material. I used optical
character recognition software to transform Doorman’s printed text into usable material.
I cleaned the data, and used it as a “spine” to append any data from the registry not
included by Doorman, mainly on patent fees and processing milestones, such as the dates
of first application. This way, I generated a dataset of all granted patents in the United
Kingdom of the Netherlands between 1817 and 1830, and the Netherlands from the
independence of Belgium in 1830 to 1869, until the date when the Dutch patent system
was repealed.

Figure 3.4 Doorman (1947)’s patent list and commentary

Note: Doorman structured his book according to the patent registry. As seen above he sometimes added
notes on the technical history of the technology patented, or added further information on the individual
patent or patentee, such as whether the invention or the patentee won a prize or was present at an exhibition.
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Doorman’s commentaries can provide an indication of the value of the patent,
since when he can he places an invention in the wider context or traces its origins and
influence in the history of technology. He also mentions if he found whether the inventor
or the invention has earned a reward at an exhibition or by a society, and which
publications discuss the invention. I have used these commentaries to create a ‘Doorman
Index’ where I assign a value of 1 to a patent that has been positively discussed by
Doorman.139 This exercise is in the spirit of Nuvolari’s and Tartari’s (2011) Woodcroft
Index. Bennet Woodcroft led the patent office after the patent reform of England in 1852
and in this capacity constructed with his personnel an index of all references in the
literature they could find to each patent granted up to that point. Nuvolari and Tartari used
this index as a value indicator, assuming that a patent with a higher value would be more
often discussed in the literature.
As the second main source, I relied on ministerial ledgers on its communications
and decisions to obtain data on unsuccessful patent requests as well as the administrative
process behind both successful and unsuccessful patents.140 I also found granted and
ungranted solicitations for rewards or premiums. The Ministry of Education kept ledgers
on all documents entering and leaving the Ministry, separated into headers for specific
topics. These ledgers contained a name of the applicant, a date and a summary of the type
or contents of the document. Until March 1824, these items were entered on a
chronological basis, with reference numbers referring to earlier and later items of the

139

The exceptions I make are when it is evident that the publication mentioned by Doorman is selfpromotion, for example when Jobard’s inventions are discussed in the Industriel, a journal he himself
was the publisher of, or when Doorman merely copies a patent’s specification out of his own interest.

140

For the ledgers, see NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01 (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken, 1813-1848), inv.
no. 4049-4051 (Indices 1815-1818); 4190-4196 (Indices op de verbalen 1818 april – 1824 maart);
4925-4936 (Indices op de verbalen 1824-1830).
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same dossier. From April 1824, they were listed by dossier, although a dossier might
continue at a later page if the empty space under a dossier would run out (see also Figures
3.5 and 3.6).
Figure 3.5 Ministerial ledgers until March 1824

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4191, page 676-677. These tables ordered chronologically all
documents coming in and leaving the ministry under the header of ‘inventions and patents’ (uitvindingen
en octrooijen). In these tables the first columns noted the document dates and numbers, the middle column
summarized the content, while the columns afterwards made links to other documents to which this
document was related. While overall quite accurate and reliable, sometimes the columns that linked to other
documents were not fully complete, so linking could not be automatized.

When entering the entries of the ledgers in the database, I grouped them by
dossier, uniting all the entries of a dossier under a unique code. I made the decision to
make the codes dependent on inventions, so I assigned each individual invention a unique
code. As a result, when applicants made requests for multiple inventions in one dossier,
I copied the same entries across the codes for each invention. Where possible, I retrieved
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information from the ledgers, such as the name of the applicants, the place they were
writing from, their occupation, the fees requested and paid, the patent length demanded
and granted, and the type of the request (patent or prize) and the title of the invention.
With regards to place names, I consistently chose the name of the dominant language,
since particularly Belgian towns, and border towns in France and Germany, can have very
different names in the various languages. As a result, Bergen became Mons, Doornik
became Tournai, and Courtrai became Kortrijk. For Brussels I chose the French spelling.
Figure 3.6 Ministerial ledgers from April 1824

NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4925, pag. 329-330. From April 1824, all documents coming in and
leaving the ministry were organised chronologically by dossier. For example, all the documents in the year
of this ledger dealing with a request of Van der Maaden to transfer his patent were filed under 20 april,
number 117A, the first time his dossier came up that year (see page on the right). When space to write
would run out or when the dossier continued in another year, references to these other pages or other ledgers
were written down on the right-hand side of the page.
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The ledgers are a rich source because they allow the tracing of the entire
administrative process for applications. A process in the ledger generally opened with the
province of the patent applicant writing the Ministry to forward an application, as was
stipulated by the law. Nevertheless, inventors regularly wrote to the Ministry or the King
directly, although they were then usually forwarded back to the provincial level. Each
step of the process would lead to its own entry in the ledger, the process ending either
with rejection, the forwarding of the payment to the Ministry of Finance, or the applicant
no longer continuing the process. In Tables 3.1-3.3, I show translated extracts of the
database that are almost literal transcriptions of the ledgers. They reveal that the ledgers
themselves do not always note the positive or negative nature of either a report or a royal
decree. However, successful applications lead to further administrative steps such as
payments or posting of the patent, so that a negative result can be inferred from a cease
of communications.
Table 3.1 Translated extract from the database of a successful patent application
Date
on
document

Date of
processing

Description

6-12-1816

31-12-1816

Patent request from De War

31-12-1816

Request to hand in the request according to the law

3-6-1817

Governor of Liège sends patent request of De War

17-6-1817

Rapport to His Majesty

17-6-1817

His Majesty grants patent of 5 years

5-7-1817

Sends patent of 10 years to De War, request payment of 300
guilders.

17-7-1817

Response of the governor

28-7-1817

Response to the governor

20-8-1817

Patents Beaufraipont, De War & Rouveroy sent

26-8-1817

Governor sends payment of 150 guilders

28-8-1817

Sent to Ministry of Finance

31-5-1817

9-7-1817

23-8-1817

Note: in this particular case, the Ministry made a mistake by sending a ten year patent, while a five year
patent was granted. This was corrected, and is why the final payment is 150 guilders rather than the 300
guilders required for a 10 year patent.
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Table 3.2 Translated extract from the database of an unsuccessful reward application
Date
on
document

Date of
processing

Description

5-6-1818

8-6-1818

Request of O. Sikker, widow of E. Engelberts, requesting a reward
for a machine invented by her late husband to purify bad water

13-6-1818

NA

Request of advice to van Swinden on the request of widow
Engelberts

20-6-1818

20-6-1818

Advice by state advisor van Swinden in Amsterdam on the request
of widow Engelberts

17-7-1818

NA

Report to His Majesty

NA

4-8-1818

His Majesty agrees with report no. 235/964

Table 3.3 Translated extract from the database of an unsuccessful patent application
Date
on Date of
Description
document processing
7-6-1818
4-7-1818

10-6-1818 Request of A. E. Stael in Zwolle requesting a patent on the
manufacturing of colored paper
Declinatory report on the invention of Stael in Zwolle
19-7-1818 De Mey informs that His Majesty agrees with the reports on the
inventions of Van Meerendonck & Barret & Stael in Zwolle

19-8-1818 24-8-1818 The Governor of Overijssel requests a patent for A. E. Stael
3-9-1818
7-9-1818

Report to His Majesty on the request for a patent by A. E. Stael.
15-9-1818 His Majesty decides to decline the request by A. E. Stael for a patent

The third type of source material are the files and dossiers themselves.141 The
ledgers originally served the purpose as a form of index to retrieve the right documents
from the archives. These digitized ledgers allowed me to easily find back and photograph
all the documents remaining in the archives between 1814 and September 1826. The
Dutch national archives published photographs of the ministerial dossiers in late 2020,
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For the dossiers, see NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, inv. no. 4039-4942 (Uitvindingen); inv. no. 4055-4175
(verbalen: besluiten, minuten van uitgaande brieven en ingekomen stukken (1818 april – 1824 maart);
inv. no. 4204-4545 (verbalen 1824 april - 1830)
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which allowed me to retrieve the remainder (1826-1830) online.142 The lion’s share of
the documents mentioned in the ledgers have survived; the documents that are lost are
mostly those that had been requested by ministerial officials in Brussels for processing
and were still in their possession when the Belgian revolution occurred (and therefore
never returned).
On the basis of these documents, I then consulted the material where necessary to
add additional levels of detail on occupation, place, fees and titles of the patent or
invention. Occupation data in particular are mentioned inconsistently in the ledgers,
which made it worth consulting the actual dossiers, because individuals did sometimes
introduce themselves by their profession in their letters to the state, or were described
with their profession by the provincial Governors in their correspondence to the
Ministry.143
Most importantly, however, was retrieving and reading the reports to the King. In
these reports, the Ministry explains a proposed acceptance or rejection of the application,
which are therefore rich sources of information. They not only allowed me to verify the
outcome of the application (acceptance or rejection), but also the reasoning behind the
decision. This allows for both quantitative as well as qualitative investigations of the
development of decision-making by the patent administrators.144 Both the ledgers and the
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The pictures of the dossiers can be found on the link below. Unfortunately they chose to upload pictures
on a box-by-box basis. A box gathered all the dossiers of the ministry for whatever number of dates
happened to fit in, and since there is not yet a search function that allows easy access on the basis of
date and number, I had to manually go through digitised boxes to find relevant documents:
https://www.nationaalarchief.nl/en/research/archive/2.04.01/invnr/%40P
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Once the dataset is fully complete, it is worth calculating whether or not being mentioned with an
occupation has an effect on essential outcomes such as success rate.

144

It also allowed for the very rewarding experience of viewing the varied and sometimes very beautiful
technical drawings, as well as two-centuries old specimens of the invented product, such as pieces of
textile, grain or leather.
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dossiers also allowed me to complete information of the registry, particularly for those
patents of the reconstructed registry from 1829 onwards.
To standardize the data geographically, I made sure to include the province
besides the place of application. I standardized the summary descriptions of the individual
documents I extracted from the ledgers and the dossiers by coding them into specific
dummy variables. I coded the interactions with the province, other parties such as
advisors, Chambers of Commerce, other ministries, Academies of Science, and types of
rejection (of which “revise and resubmit”, “not new”, “impossible”, “not useful” are the
most important), the ministerial advice and the royal decision, and financial transactions.
Having constructed a dataset on the basis of the ledgers, I collapsed the multiple
entries per dossier of the database into one entry per application. Because I had coded the
types of interaction for each entry, which can each be linked to a specific date and a
specific dossier, it is this way possible to create process variables such as the length of
time between application and grant or the number of iterations. Furthermore, my approach
allowed me to merge these data with the relevant data of the registry dataset. In practice,
this means that the successful patents in the ledger dataset are enriched with relevant
information from the successful patent dataset based on the registries. One example is the
patent titles, which tend to be more elaborately descriptive or precisely formulated in the
registry than in the shorthand descriptions of the ledgers. Other examples are the imposed
additional conditions or the specific type of the patent (invention, importation or
improvement),145 which are more precisely defined in the patent registries.
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Inspired on the French law, the United Kingdom of the Netherlands distinguished between patents of
invention, improvement and importation. Patents of invention were granted for new domestic
inventions. Patents of importation were intended for foreign inventions introduced in the country by
a citizen or a foreigner. Patents of improvement were patents that improved on existing patents: their
term was not longer than the original patent and they were low-cost or free. If another person than
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On the basis of these data, I classified both the occupations of the applicants
according to social class, and the patent titles according to industry to facilitate
quantitative analyses. I used HISCO and HISCLASS for the classification of the
occupational data (van Leeuwen and Maas 2011).146 Unfortunately, I have not been able
to retrieve the occupation data for all applications, so that the database does not have
occupational data for every patent application. Tests that I have done on the difference
between applications with known and with unknown occupation data do not point to
systemic bias.147 Those of whom we do not know the class tend to be less successful in
their application, and obtain patent fee reductions less frequently. However, that can be a
simple mechanical result of the patent application process having continued for longer,
so that the occupation is more likely to be mentioned simply because there are more
documents.
What is likely is that there a bias towards wealthier individuals having an
unknown occupation. This is because they are less likely defined by their work than for
example artisans, nor are they as likely to be subject to an investigation to evaluate their
personal worth as there are less inclined to attempt to obtain reductions in the patent fees.

the patent owner obtained a patent of improvement, their patent of improvement did not grant him or
her the right of use of the original patent. Chapters 2 and 4 discuss these different types of patent in
more detail.
146

In chapter 4 I have a more extensive discussion of the methodological concerns behind the HISCLASS
codification.
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I have carried out simple univariate statistics with t-tests, comparing the patents of whom we know the
social class with those we do not. They do not suggest any systematic difference in terms of the patent
length requested or interventions in the years reduced. Fees were more often reduced for those of
whom we know the social class, yet that is a mechanical result due to the fact that the state wanted to
know the income of the person asking for reduced patent fees. Applicants of whom we know the class
were significantly often successful in obtaining a patent, yet that as well can be a mechanical result
of applications being processed for longer, which results in a higher chance of me finding an
occupation mentioned.
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For this reason there is a strong correlation between patent fees reductions and whether
the class is known. An intriguing result is that applicants for patents of invention live
closer to the capital than of those that we know the occupation. For patents of importation
there is no relationship.
I created a classification of the patent titles based on Stephen Billington and Alan
Hanna’s methodology (Billington and Hanna 2020). Classifications can be made on the
basis of the nature of technical property, industry of origin or industry of use (Griliches
1990; Billington and Hanna 2020), and there are good reasons for each. Making a
classification is a necessity because the United Kingdom of the Netherlands did not itself
divide the patents into a classification that made them easier to define, retrieve or
compare. Due to historical circumstances, the Netherlands never published its patents
(even though the law stipulated it do so), nor were the numbers of patents especially large
to require a system to be able to retrieve them, which can explain the lack of classification.
Yet, even if the Netherlands would have made its own classification, it is not
necessarily useful for the purpose of this current research. As Stephen Billington and Alan
Hanna (2020) argue, relying on historical patent classifications makes one dependent on
the historical contingencies that informed the choices for the taxonomy. These
contingencies are not always relevant for the purposes of the research question one is
interested in. For example, economic analyses are often most interested in classifications
based on industry of use, while patent offices often classify on the basis of technology or
industry of origin. Furthermore, patent classifications are not always consistent over time;
indeed, states over time have regularly updated their classification systems on the basis
of historical changes in society, economy and technology. Furthermore, historical
national classification systems have the disadvantage of making the data hard to compare
with those classified on the basis of other patent classifications.
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To solve this, Billington and Hanna designed a machine learning algorithm on the
basis of patent titles. Assuming that patents in the same fields tend to use the same specific
words, their method automatically groups patent titles in terms of proximity to one
another. Afterwards, the researcher assigns a class code to each of these created groups
out of a set of classes, either predefined or not. In their case, Billington and Hanna have
studied and compared beforehand both historical classification systems and classification
systems devised by scholars in the economic and technological history literatures, out of
which they define a taxonomy of twenty standard patent classes based on industry of use,
such as “Agriculture”, “Apparel”, “Chemicals” and “Machinery” (Billington and Hanna
2020, 18).
Billington and Hanna’s machine-learning method has two advantages over the
hand-made classifications used elsewhere in the economic history literature: it is both
more efficient, as well as more consistent, transparent and replicable. 148 Having been
designed for the English language, I had to translate their tool to be applicable to the
specificities of the Dutch language, particularly its tendency to make compound words.
For example, a water mill in Dutch would become one word (watermolen), which would
not make it linked to a related grain mill (graanmolen), unless by splitting the compound.
In close collaboration with the authors, I adjusted the machine learning tool to the Dutch
language (for this see appendix).

3.4

Uses of the data

To illustrate some of the potential uses of my dataset, I show and discuss some summary

148

The full list is: Agriculture, Apparel, Chemicals, Commodities, Electricity, Food, Hardware, Health,
Instruments, Machinery, Manufacturing, Metal, Military, Mining, Paper, Power, Textiles,
Transportation, and Utility. I did not find patents for electricity or hardware, the former for obvious
reasons. For definitions of each category, see Billington and Hanna (2020, 18).
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statistics on the basis of geography and industrial class.

3.4.1 Geography
One of the important questions in innovation research is a geographical question: where
does innovation take place, and why there? In an important article, Lamoreaux and
Sokoloff (2000) studied various hypotheses on the relation between production and
innovation, through studying the geographic location, production and patenting patterns
of the American glass industry in the nineteenth century. They demonstrated that the
connections between production sites and innovation, while important, are not fully
explicative. They highlighted the importance of a market for innovation as a way to
explain innovation: inventors and innovators gathering in places, such as large cities,
where they could most easily make a profit of their invention by selling or licensing their
rights. In another important article, Streb et al. (2006) found that high-value innovation
tended to cluster economically, technologically and geographically when studying the
patent data of Germany in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century; related
industries stimulate one another’s innovative capacities. Nuvolari and Vasta (2017) found
a regional connection between patenting rates and rates of industrialisation for Italy in the
same period.
Using my data, combining it with industrial employment data from a recent
dissertation by Philips (2020), I carry out a short investigation into whether similar
patterns hold for the relationship between industrial location and innovation in the case
of the UKNL.
In Figure 3.7, I report four maps that that intuitively show the geographical spread
of employment in industry and mining (copied from Philips (Philips 2020, 27), the
number of patent applications per million inhabitants, and two maps for the applications
and grants that focuses on patenting for domestic innovation only. It shows that the maps
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of patenting all show similar patterns, with the biggest changes in the successful patents
versus the patent applications. For example, while applications are more spread out,
successful grants seem to be more concentrated.
What immediately strikes the eye is that there seems to be some relation between
industrial employment and innovation, yet with exceptions. The traditional industrial
heart of the Northern Netherlands (Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland and Utrecht) are indeed
represented as hubs of patenting, and to some extent as hearts of industrial activity. In the
Southern Netherlands, patenting is more spread across the country, with the
industrialising province Liège a strong player in both patenting and industrial
employment.
There are two main outliers on the relationship between patenting and industry:
the strongest industrial employment in 1819 can be found in West-Vlaanderen (WVLA)
and Oost-Vlaanderen (OVLA), yet the patenting rates for 1815-1830 are low in WestVlaanderen. This is likely because these provinces had widespread preindustrial textile
production sectors that employed large parts of the population, but that was not
necessarily. In Oost-Vlaanderen, however, its capital Ghent was a hub for importing and
experimenting with industrial textile technology.
The other outlier is a strong patenting performance of Zuid-Holland (ZHOL) and
Zuid-Brabant (ZBRA), even though these are not necessarily strongly industrialised.
Particularly Zuid-Brabant as a province had barely any industrial employment in 1819.
These provinces contained the Kingdom’s two official capitals however, The Hague and
Brussels, so that its strong patenting rates may have had less to do with domestic industry,
and more to do with inventors and technology importers hoping that proximity to the
capital would help (speed up) their patent request.
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Figure 3.7 Maps of industrial and patenting activity in the provinces of the UKNL

The map of provincial percentages of employment in industry and mining in 1819 I reconstructed from
Philips (2020, 27). It is almost an exact copy, the map’s division into seven bounds comes from him. For
my own graphs, I used the software to calculate equal quantiles of the data, and picked six classes as the
best balance between accurate representation of the data and facility to grasp the map intuitively.
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In figures 3.8 to 3.11, the scatterplots show in a more systematic way the
relationship between industrial employment and the same data for patent applications and
grants. I added a trendline to see the relationship better. While in 3.8 and 3.10 there seems
to be no trend or even a slightly negative one, I excluded the huge outlier of Zuid-Brabant
in 3.9 and 3.11,, which indeed shifts the direction of the trendline. From both sets of
graphs it is clear there is not a very clear and strong relationship between industrial
employment and innovation. There appears to be only a light trend that is mostly guided
by Liège, Noord-Holland and Utrecht.

Figure 3.8 Patent applications for new domestic inventions per million inhabitants
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Figure 3.9 Patent applications per million inhabitants without Zuid-Brabant
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Figure 3.10 Patent grants for new domestic inventions per million inhabitants
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Figure 3.11 Patent grants per million inhabitants without Zuid-Brabant
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I report the patent data more fully in table 3.4, where I spliced the data according
to province and region. To describe the basic characteristics of each province, I have
added their population in 1820, as well as industrial and mining employment data for the
years 1819 and 1846/59 from Philips and Buyst (2020). Philips and Buyst report a range,
of which I have chosen to use the minimum of each range so as to remain conservative.
I highlight in orange the three provinces of each region that were the most active
locations for patenting in this period. Comparing the provincial characteristics data, there
is a link between the patenting rates and industrial employment, as well as an effect on
where the administrative capital is located. Noord-Holland is the most industrial province
in the Northern Netherlands, both in 1819 and in the 1840s/50s – and indeed has the most
patent applications for invention and importation, though not necessarily the most patent
grants. Utrecht is second, and indeed has a significant share of requests for patents of
invention if we take its size into consideration, though not for importation. Zuid-Holland,
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Table 3.4 Patent applications and grants, subdivided by province
Applications
Invention
Import

Province

%ind
empl
Pop 1820 1819

%ind
empl
1846/59 N

%
total

N

%
total

Total

N

%
total

Granted
Invention
Import

N

%

N %

Applications per million capita
Invention
Import
total

N

%μ

N

%μ

N

%μ

Granted per million capita
Invention
Import

N

%μ

N

%μ

North
Drenthe
49 001
4%
11%
0
0%
0
0%
1
0%
0
0% 0
0%
0.0
0%
0.0
0% 20.4 10%
0.0
0% 0.0
0%
Friesland
186 480
13%
13%
9
2%
0
0% 15
1%
2
1% 0
0% 48.3 49%
0.0
0% 80.4 40% 10.7 18% 0.0
0%
Gelderland
266 179
7%
11%
6
1%
0
0% 11
1%
3
1% 0
0% 22.5 23%
0.0
0% 41.3 20% 11.3 19% 0.0
0%
Groningen
144 706
11%
16%
5
1%
0
0% 10
1%
3
1% 0
0% 34.6 35%
0.0
0% 69.1 34% 20.7 35% 0.0
0%
Noord-Brabant
308 599
7%
11%
5
1%
1
0% 11
1%
3
1% 0
0% 16.2 16%
3.2
7% 35.6 18%
9.7 16% 0.0
0%
Noord-Holland
378 917
24%
24% 63 11% 23 8% 126 11% 29 9% 9
8% 166.3 167% 60.7 126% 332.5 165% 76.5 128% 23.8 116%
Overijssel
150 276
16%
16%
5
1%
2
1%
8
1%
0% 1
1% 33.3 33% 13.3 28% 53.2 26%
0.0
0% 6.7 33%
Zuid-Holland
409 634
11%
20% 50
9% 19 7% 105
9% 35 10% 10
9% 122.1 123% 46.4 96% 256.3 127% 85.4 143% 24.4 119%
Zeeland
122 473
7%
7%
3
1%
0
0%
4
0%
1
0% 0
0% 24.5 25%
0.0
0% 32.7 16%
8.2 14% 0.0
0%
Utrecht
109 901
20%
20% 11
2%
1
0% 22
2%
5
1% 0
0% 100.1 101%
9.1 19% 200.2 99% 45.5 76% 0.0
0%
South
Antwerpen
306 472
16%
13% 18
3% 12 4% 42
4% 11 3% 6
5% 58.7 59% 39.2 81% 137.0 68% 35.9 60% 19.6 96%
Hainaut
509 137
11%
16% 31
6% 14 5% 59
5% 15 4% 6
5% 60.9 61% 27.5 57% 115.9 57% 29.5 49% 11.8 58%
Limburg
305 150
4%
4%
8
1%
2
1% 18
2%
3
1% 0
0% 26.2 26%
6.6 14% 59.0 29%
9.8 16% 0.0
0%
Luxemburg
270 862
4%
4%
7
1%
4
1% 16
1%
3
1% 0
0% 25.8 26% 14.8 31% 59.1 29% 11.1 19% 0.0
0%
Liège
313 065
16%
24% 73 13% 43 16% 151 13% 52 15% 18 16% 233.2 235% 137.4 285% 482.3 239% 166.1 278% 57.5 281%
Namur
178 330
7%
11%
9
2%
3
1% 15
1%
5
1% 1
1% 50.5 51% 16.8 35% 84.1 42% 28.0 47% 5.6 27%
Oost-Vlaanderen
653 856
24%
20% 33
6% 37 14% 99
9% 16 5% 19 16% 50.5 51% 56.6 117% 151.4 75% 24.5 41% 29.1 142%
West-Vlaanderen
537 701
24%
24% 11
2% 12 4% 37
3%
4
1% 5
4% 20.5 21% 22.3 46% 68.8 34%
7.4 12% 9.3 45%
Zuid-Brabant
464 837
4%
16% 216 38% 100 37% 395 34% 149 44% 41 35% 464.7 468% 215.1 446% 849.8 420% 320.5 536% 88.2 431%
Note: population data from (Opgave der Bevolking van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden, gedurende de jaren 1815 tot en met 1824 1827). Provincial industry statistics from
Philips and Buyst (2020), where I report the lowest boundaries of their ranges (4-7, 7-11, 11-13, 13-16, 16-20, 20-24, 24-30). In orange I noted the three provinces of the North
and the South with the strongest patenting rates.
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even though its industrial employment was lower, still had more applications and more
grants for both invention and importation than the national average, considering its size.
As mentioned earlier, this is likely due to the fact that one of the two administrative
capitals, The Hague, was located there. This province also sees the most significant jump
in industrial employment between 1819 and 1840s/1850s. Interestingly, it is also clear
that the periphery of the Netherlands is not or barely active in the patent system.
For the Southern Netherlands, the story is a bit different. With regards to industrial
activity and patenting, we see a high concentration of patenting activity in the provinces
of Liège and Oost-Vlaanderen, but much less so in West-Vlaanderen. This is despite
West-Vlaanderen’s very high percentage of industrial employment. In the region that
would later become Belgium there is clearly a closer relationship of patenting with
industrialisation. We know from Philips (2020; Philips and Buyst 2020) that
industrialization in this early period mainly occurred in the mining regions in Hainaut and
Liège, and to a lesser degree in the city of Ghent in East-Flanders. Ghent, the capital of
Oost-Vlaanderen, saw a mechanization of textile production in the style of Great Britain.
It was also the location of Huyttens-Kerremans’ ‘Phoenix’, one of the first successful
machine-building firms in Belgium. This firm became an important machinery-building
company for textile machinery. In the province of Liège, the town of Verviers had a large
and growing modern textiles industry; and Seraing, a town close to Liège, saw Cockerill’s
machine-building company and first successful coke-powered blast furnace in continental
Europe.
Indeed, we see both Oost-Vlaanderen, and particularly Liège, taking a large share
of patent applications and grants. Oost-Vlaanderen took a particularly large share of
patents of importation; while in Liège both patents of invention as well as importation
were requested, hinting to the idea that by this point it was already an innovative region
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of its own. With regards to its periphery, patenting activity was more evenly spread across
the other provinces in the Southern Netherlands than in the Northern ones. Hainaut and
Antwerpen had relatively high patent numbers, and Namur as well to a lesser extent.
Limburg and Luxemburg were just like the periphery of the Northern Netherlands.
Most spectacular was the role of Brussels, however. While Liège already had two
to three times the national average in patent applications and grants, Brussels was four to
five times more. It took 38 per cent of the total UKNL national amount of patent
applications for invention, and 44 per cent for the patent grants; 37 and 35 per cent
respectively for patents of importation. Brussels in this regard had a similar predominance
as Paris in France. Nuvolari et al. (2021) have found for France that Paris took about half
of the nation-wide patent grants between 1791 and 1844.
To explain the preponderance of the capital, it may be that those individuals that
did not have a specific location of production would have gone physically to the capital
to obtain a patent there. Perhaps it is a sign of a market for innovation, akin to the one
found by Lamoreaux and Sokoloff (2001) for the US: inventors went to Brussels to obtain
financial capital or arrange to sell or license their technology. Another explanation, not
mutually exclusive, is that they hoped their presence had an effect on the outcome.
Indeed, sometimes the archival material of the patent dossiers mention oral conversations
with the patent holders, or even actual visits to their production facilities. Yet, just like in
the Northern Netherlands, Brussels was also in the province of which the percentage of
industrial employment grew the most between 1819 and the 1840s/1850s.
For the comparison between North and South as a whole, it is clear that the patent
system was more actively and widely used in the South than in the North, even when
compensating for the larger population in the South. Corrected for the population in 1830,
the Southern Netherlands had almost twice the number of applications as the Northern
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Netherlands, namely 224 per million inhabitants versus 127 per million inhabitants.149 In
common with the observation made by Mokyr (1976), my data suggest a correlation
between the early industrialization that took hold in the territory which later comprised
Belgium compared to the relatively late industrialization of the Netherlands. The
Southern Netherlands also seemed more connected to foreign technology than the
Northern Netherlands, with a higher share of their patents being based on foreign
technology (patents of importation). Indeed, there are various names of English and
French engineers and entrepreneurs that have settled in Belgium, importing with them
their foreign technology.
The presence of innovation clusters is more difficult to measure in this dataset,
since the number of patents in this dataset is much smaller than in the case of Streb et
al.(2006), let alone the valuable ones – the total number of valuable patents according to
the Doorman Index is only 60, of which 55 were granted to domestic individuals.
However, we can use the list of valuable patents for the provinces that obtained the most
patents. Zuid-Brabant, with 13 valuable patents, is very diversified, fitting the hypothesis
that patentees were patenting there mostly for market or administrative reasons. OostVlaanderen, with 11 valuable patents, clearly specialised in textile technology, with six
directly concerning textile machinery, and three to produce bleach to bleach the textiles.
The list of eight valuable patents for Liège correspond to its industries of metal working
and textiles, with patents for steel tools, metalworking, steam technology, and textile
technology, as well as an exceptional one for paper manufacture. The other provinces are
varied in the technological field of patenting, whether Zuid-Holland with six valuable
patents or Noord-Holland’s five. Except for the regions of the provinces of Oost-
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I calculated these figures on the basis of the census data reported by Vrielinck (2000, 91–92).
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Vlaanderen (Ghent) and Liège (Verviers, Liège) my data does not necessarily indicate a
clear knowledge cluster emerging yet.
In terms of geography, it is also interesting to see the international geography
reflected in the patent data. Where did UKNL patentees obtain their patents of importation
from? Where did they import from? What foreigners wrote to the UKNL to patent the
inventions of themselves or others? To answer these questions, I tried to obtain as much
data on the foreign origin of the technology, as well as the geographical origin of the
patentee.
In table 3.5 and 3.6, I report the geographical location of patent applicants and
grantees, and the country of the original patent they cited their wish to import. I could
retrieve the location of the original patent for about half of the patents of importation. The
predominance of the UKNL is clear, although their number is inflated due to foreign
nationals that had installed themselves in the UKNL, whether long-term or temporarily.
A combination of geographical and linguistic proximity, maturity of their patent systems,
and locations of industrial leadership help explain why France and Great Britain are so
dominant, both in the geographical origin of applicants as well as the country of origin of
the technology.
While one would suspect British technology to lead at this point, French patentees
and importers from France had the advantage over their peers in Great Britain that they
could already speak the language, they merely needed to cross a border, and their patent
systems were relatively similar. Yet, we do not necessarily know what part of the French
technology itself was imported from Great Britain: some of the ‘French’ patents imported
in the UKNL were patents taken on English names, such as the John Collier from Wales,
a machine maker that had settled in France (‘John Collier (France)’ 2018).
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Table 3.5 Origins of technology for applied for patents of importation
Cited country of origin of the original patent
Location of patentee England

France

Prussia

Saxony Sweden

USA Unknown

Total

UKNL

42

79

1

1

1

3

152

279

France

3

21

0

0

0

0

38

62

32

2

0

0

0

0

14

48

German States

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

9

Austrian Empire

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

Denmark

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

Italian States

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

Switzerland

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

77

102

1

1

1

3

222

407

Great Britain

Total

Note: when multiple patents of origin were cited, I have taken the oldest patent as the patent of origin not
to do double counts of countries.

Table 3.6 Origins of technology for granted patents of importation
Cited country of origin of the original patent
England

France

Sweden

UKNL

29

39

1

2

45

116

France

2

8

0

0

15

25

Great Britain

17

1

0

0

7

25

Italian States

0

0

0

0

1

1

48

48

1

2

68

167

Location of patentee

Total

USA Unknown

Total

Note: when multiple patents of origin were cited, I have taken the oldest

3.4.2 Technology Class
Technology classes are important to investigate, as the literature on patents predicts that
different economic subsectors will use patents differently for a wide variety of reasons.
For example, industries vary in the speed of technological transformation, the
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patentability of their products or processes, or the extent how much the technology of an
industry can be kept secret effectively (Moser 2005b; Scotchmer 2006; Bessen and
Meurer 2008; Burk and Lemley 2009). Because of these differences, it is not obvious to
draw direct conclusions about the innovativeness of an industry based on the number of
patents that have been requested. What we can do is to investigate three simple questions:
(1) which technological fields have used the patent system rather than request for other
rewards; (2) which have imported more or have invented more; and (3) what patent length
did applicants request on average in each field, and what length and fees they actually
obtained following examination.
I have split the data into technology class and into four subsets of data in Table
3.7. Column A reports the total number of applications classified under each technology
class. These are applications for anything, so also include applications for a variety of
other invention-related policies; I have found applications for an honorary title or a royal
favour, tax favours, a government employment position, government orders of their wares
or invention, or rewards, advantageous loans and subsidies. Applicants could be applying
for several rewards or favours at one time: a particularly common combination was a
demand for both a patent and money, whether in the shape of a loan or a subsidy.
It is for that reason that I also include under A the percentage of how many of the
applications actually requested a patent. These percentages are revealing: it is particularly
those technology classes that are close to government orders or imagined favours where
invention-related requests are less patent-oriented. Machinery had its requests related to
water control and perpetual motion devices; transportation had commissions for
steamships and steamlines; utilities had many requests related to licenses for gas, fresh
water and lighting installations. The unknown class is where we have insufficient
information on the invention because it was insufficiently specified to gain an idea of the
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Table 3.7 All applications, patent applications, characteristics of granted patents, according to tech class
A. All requests
Technology class
Agriculture
Apparel
Chemicals
Commodities
Construction
Food
Health
Instruments
Machinery
Manufacturing
Metal
Military
Mining
Paper
Power
Textiles
Transportation
Utility
Unknown

N
47
41
47
45
42
100
48
11
245
117
46
18
20
38
18
105
94
62
233

B. Patent applications
C. Granted patents of invention
D. Granted patents of importation
Total
Invention
Improvement Importation Total Value
Fee
Length
Total Value Fee
Length
Patent
N applic grant applic grant applic grant
N
N reductions μ request μ grant
N
N reductions μ request μ grant
87%
83%
91%
87%
83%
88%
94%
82%
80%
83%
91%
94%
90%
92%
89%
93%
80%
76%
53%

41
34
43
39
35
88
45
9
195
97
42
17
18
35
16
98
75
47
123

54%
71%
56%
72%
66%
45%
60%
56%
49%
55%
60%
53%
89%
57%
69%
42%
33%
47%
50%

68%
67%
71%
71%
65%
63%
63%
60%
59%
58%
64%
56%
88%
80%
82%
71%
68%
50%
18%

5%
6%
5%
3%
6%
3%
2%
11%
2%
2%
0%
6%
6%
0%
0%
3%
3%
6%
7%

100%
100%
50%
0%
50%
67%
100%
0%
75%
50%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
38%

22% 11%
24% 13%
28% 50%
15% 17%
17% 33%
45% 58%
27% 58%
33% 100%
39% 45%
38% 46%
40% 18%
29% 60%
6%
0%
29% 10%
25% 75%
50% 59%
53% 43%
38% 44%
35% 12%

15
16
17
20
15
25
17
3
56
31
16
5
14
16
9
29
17
11
11

Notes: Value reported in columns C and D are valuable patents according to the Doorman Index.
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3
0
1
3
0
4
0
1
5
5
3
0
1
3
0
2
2
1
0

13%
56%
12%
50%
20%
28%
53%
33%
39%
32%
6%
40%
36%
44%
22%
24%
47%
45%
45%

10.0
10.6
10.3
11.2
13.2
9.4
10.0
5.0
11.8
10.7
10.6
10.0
11.5
8.1
11.1
9.1
11.5
12.0
9.5

9.0
8.4
8.8
9.5
10.3
7.8
9.1
5.0
10.0
9.5
8.4
9.0
10.7
7.2
8.9
7.8
8.8
8.6
7.7

1
1
6
1
2
23
7
3
35
17
3
3
0
1
3
29
17
8
5

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
9
5
1
0
0
1
0
5
2
2
0

0%
100%
33%
0%
0%
13%
14%
33%
20%
24%
33%
0%
0%
0%
0%
10%
6%
13%
0%

10.0
15.0
10.0
10.0
12.5
11.3
11.0
10.0
11.4
11.3
13.3
14.7
0.0
15.0
13.0
10.3
12.2
11.2
11.8

5.0
5.0
6.7
10.0
10.0
8.4
8.6
8.3
9.4
7.2
11.7
8.3
0.0
10.0
12.2
8.3
9.4
9.7
10.6

invention. This was much more likely to occur when the request is not for a patent as for other
requests it was not always necessary for the applicant to mention the specific invention. There
are also more than a few cases of the inventor trying to sell a secret invention to the state.
Column B reports the total number of patent applications, as well as the subdivisions
into the three types of patents: invention, improvement and importation. It also reports the
success rate for patent applications for each type. The most interesting is the share of invention
and importation of each category. While mining technology is almost entirely homegrown,
transportation is almost the opposite. It seems to be the technologies of the First Industrial
Revolution, such as food technology (salt, sugar and distillation refining processes in
particular), as well as machinery, manufacturing, metalworking, textiles, transportation, and
utilities that have the highest shares of importation patents.
The patent grant rates can fluctuate quite significantly; there are no clear patterns here,
particularly if one takes the small size of certain subcategories into consideration. What is clear
though is that importation patents tended to have lower grant rates across the board, compared
to patents of invention, and that the grant rates seem to have been more consistent among the
patents of invention than patents of importation.
In Columns C and D I subdivide the patents according to the main types of patents of
invention and importation. It lists the number of granted patents under each technology class
that have been granted for each type, as well as the number of patents considered valuable
according to the Doorman Index. It also lists the percentage of patents that have received fee
reductions from the state, as well as the average length requested and the average length
granted. These numbers should be interpreted with some caution, since it is sometimes only
concerning very small numbers of patents. They remain indicative of some differences in
government policy, composition of users and different uses of the patent system made
depending on the technology class.
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First of all, a reassuring finding is the relative spread of valuable patents across classes,
confirming that Doorman’s comments covered most technological fields. It is again the
industrial fields defined before that also have the valuable patents of importation, except for the
technological class of food production.
I find larger differences between the various technological fields in how many patents
have obtained a reduced or free patent fee. Overall, patents of importation were less likely to
obtain fee reductions than patents of invention. Patent fee reductions were made dependent on
the wealth of the applicant and the utility of the invention, so that there seems to be a
relationship between the capital-intensity of the technological field and the extent of patent fee
reductions. Amongst patents of invention, the fields of agriculture, chemistry, construction,
metal-working and textiles are those where the applicants were probably richer. On the other
hand, apparel and commodities probably had less wealthy applicants.
Finally, average patent length requested and granted appear to vary significantly across
industries, considering the length ranged between the choice of 5, 10 or 15 years. The
government judged patent lengths to optimise by economic value of the invention; they aimed
to grant a length to patentees that would allow them to recoup investment costs and risks, and
provide sufficient reward for their contribution to society – but not reward them too much and
therefore harm the economy because they lead too long ‘to a lower quantity produced and for
too high prices’.150 Valuable patents were thus not necessarily granted the longest patent
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Translated extract from Report to the King on request Hartsink & Blanchenay, 17-6-1817, no. 1172, in NLHaNA, 2.04.01, 4040, Dossier Hartsink & Blanckenay 17-6-1817. The patent applicants had applied for a
patent of 15 years, and obtained 10. This was the first instance of a patent length that was reduced by the
government, and this report thus introduces and explains the policy to the King in this report. It shows a
keen understanding of economics. The patent in question was for a new method for the production of lye for
soap manufacturing. While not highlighted by Doorman as high value, this patent did featured in a selection
of patents that the government considered as of special interest to evaluate the effectiveness of the patent
system in 1820-1821 to promote innovation. When the technical advisor Bernard Koning investigated, he
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lengths, as is assumed for other nineteenth century patent systems such as Italy or France
(Nuvolari and Vasta 2019; Nuvolari, Tortorici, and Vasta 2021).
The summary statistics on patent lengths are more difficult to interpret. We can see that
the government reduced requested patent lengths across all technical disciplines. Another
observation is that the average patent length seems to be around ten years across most fields, so
that the patent applicants that requested five years were balanced out by those that requested
fifteen. Also clear are the differences of lengths requested and obtained across fields, which
confirms the argument that there are significant industry and technological differences in how
patents are used and by whom. These differences are explored in more detail in the next chapter
of my thesis.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, I describe a newly-built dataset of patent and other applications concerning
inventions in the United Kingdom of the Netherlands between 1815 and 1830. Besides
introducing extensive patent data on pre-partition Belgium and the Netherlands for the first
time, the database is an important innovation compared to other datasets on early patents
because it maps the entire administrative process that led to the patent, as well as the alternatives
to the patent system in aiding inventors (such as prizes and other rewards). It helps us
understand the influence of patent administrations on the economic outcome of patent
institutions, as well as help answer questions on the relationship between patent systems and
the industrial revolution.

found out that the invention was indeed of a high value, considering it had been taken over by many of the
patent owners’ competitors! The owners complained to Koning that they felt their patent was worthless,
because a lawyer they had consulted had thought it difficult to prove the competitors’ use of their patented
procedure before court. They demanded the government to do something about it. The UKNL did not
intervene as far I could find. See NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4108, 22-2-1821, no 294
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To showcase some of the data’s potential, I have described properties of the data
according to geography and technology. They highlight the differences of geographical location
as well as type of industry in the use of the patent system. I show a clear relationship between
the presence of one of the capitals in the province and the number of patents applied for there,
as well as a relationship between the industrialising regions and the patent system. I also show
that there are important differences of the use of the patent system between various economic
and technological sectors, from the choice whether to apply for a patent to the conditions for
the patent grant.
Datasets like these are useful to construct because they make informal institutions
visible: the rules, constraints and mutual understandings that are not necessarily codified in
public law but influence economic life nonetheless. Furthermore, because the data covers
historical administrative processes over an extensive period of time, it is a valuable resource
for the study of the change of these more informal institutions through processes such as
organizational learning and path dependency. After all, in a sense the data captures both the
actions of the patent office itself as well as economic actors’ use and response to its actions.
Thus, the database heeds the call of both Argyres et al (2020, 355) and Kay and Baker
(2015, 13) for more process-oriented detailed datasets. As such, this exercise is not just relevant
for economics or economic history, but also for management science and political science. They
allow us to reconstruct the evolutionary and revolutionary dynamics for institutional and
economic change that would otherwise remain hidden. The dataset introduced in this chapter
could therefore provide an inspiration to other contexts to not just focus on and register the
outcomes of institutions, but to include indicators of the process that led to these outcomes. The
database built in this chapter has greatly served both with the political-economic institutional
analysis of the previous chapter as well as the cliometric investigation of the patent system’s
accessibility and discrimination in the next chapter. It confirms the potential of this approach.
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3.6

Appendix: The creation of a patent titles classification

I adapted the machine learning algorithms developed by Stephen Billington and Alan Hanna
for use on the Dutch patent data. For their development, testing and use, Billington and Hanna
(2020) had used their technology on the English historical patent data. While the principles of
the software works just as well for the Dutch patent data, the linguistic differences of the Dutch
language raised problems which needed to be solved.
We encountered two main problems, one minor and the other major. The minor problem
was to adjust the software to cut the various inclinations, plurals and modifications of Dutch
nouns and verbs to their stem, as well as to unify the spelling. For example, Dutch has both -en
and -s as a plural, adds sometimes an -e to adjectives, and changes verbs more elaborately when
transformed into adjectives or nouns or the other way around.
The second more major problem was to deal with the Dutch ability to create compounds.
For example, watermolen (water mill) is a compound of water (water) and molen (mill).
Sometimes these compounds would even have linking letters and with one of the elements
undergoing a transformation, such as scheepsanker (ship anchor), being composed of schip
(ship) and anker (anchor), as well as an in-between ‘s’.
An example is successful patent no. 35: “Invoering distilleerwerktuigen tot eene
voortdurende distillatie” (importation of distillation machines for a continuous distillation). To
make sure it would link with patent no. 115 “Distilleertoestel” (distillation apparatus), we
needed to make sure the software would link Distilleertoestel to distilleerwerktuig and
distillatie, while not include meaningless words such as een (a) and tot (for). It meant we needed
to cut compounds and reduce words to their stem, so to transform patent no. 35 into “invoer
distill werktuig voortduur distill” (import distill machine continue distill). To reduce a loss of
meaning, as Dutch compounds are more than just an addition of their parts, we introduced a
duplication mechanism, thus both including “distilleerwerktuig” and “distill werktuig” for the
machine learning combinations.
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To practically solve the problems of stemming and compounds, we imported a stemmer
for the Dutch language and a vocabulary of Dutch words, while also using the vocabulary words
in the data itself (Bird, Klein, and Loper 2009).151 To prepare the efforts, I manually unified the
spelling in the titles and cleaned the titles of remaining French that would otherwise interfere.
I also added extra descriptive information on the official titles when they were overly
summative by using square brackets. For example, patent 240 “Jagtgeweer van de soort
genaamd à percussion [Index: uitvinding van een middel ter voorkoming van ongelukken door
het gebruik van vuurwapenen]” (Hunting rifle of the type called à percussion [Index: invention
of a means to prevent accidents by the use of guns]). Thirdly, I manually improved the stemmer
here and there to unify variations on words (for instance, turning stems of destilleer and
distilleer into destilleer (distill), or words like fabriek (factory), fabrikaten (factory output),
fabrikage and fabriceeren (factory production) into fabriceren (factory production). We used
the stemmer twice: once before the splitter and once after, to make sure the splitted words were
stemmed as well.
With regards to the compound splitter, we used vocabulary to make the split, preferably
recognizing both part A and part B as words. However, this was not always possible for us to
do. Therefore, to improve its functioning, we had to add rules that would prevent nonsensical
splits, for instance by rejecting splits that would lead to one part having no vowel or just one
letter, as well as words that would have consonant combinations that do not exist for a beginning
or an end of a word (such as gsg). We also added a function that allowed the system to accept
an in-between -n- or -s- that linked words together. In the end, we discovered a mixture of
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We used nltk.stem.snowball.DutchStemmer, downloadable from

https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/stem/snowball.html. For the vocabulary, we used the largest Dutch
vocabulary list on http://www.gwicks.net/dictionaries.html.
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coding and rounds of manual correction was necessary to create the separations and the right
stems.
A second important preparatory step was to clean the titles of words that do not have a
unique meaning for inventions and will therefore make false links, such as numbers, adjectives
such as simple, difficult or large, standard verbs like do, help and give, and adverbs and
prepositions such as before, up and down. I took the list used by Billington and Hanna translated
into Dutch as a basis. After, I had to add or take away words to increase the chances of finding
meaningful connections. On the one hand, cutting away words could reduce the white noise of
words that had too little specific meaning. On the other hand, cutting away too many words
would lead to a loss of potentially meaningful connections. Particularly when words had several
unrelated meanings, I had to make difficult decisions. In my case, I cut out words like stelsel
(system), behandelen (treat) and stoffen (textiles, ingredients and matter), while keeping words
like dier (“of her”, but also “animal”), vol (full, but also a process for textiles), and gemak (ease
of use, but also toilet), based on the effects they would have on the machine learning outcomes.
Once the machine learning tool has made the frequency combinations, it creates a
prespecified number of word lists, ranked in order of frequency. In this system, it is the task of
the researcher to assign a class to each word list, so the machine learning tool knows what word
combinations would become which class. It then uses this input to compare each patent title to
the word lists that are most closely aligned, giving a first, second and third best fit. Since there
are twenty classes, and the machine learning tool creates more than twenty lists, it is possible
that the reported first, second or third best fit are the same class.
Of course, this makes the machine learning tool dependent on the corpus. For example,
it is very difficult to either manually or automatically classify an invention like ‘an improved
watermill for grinding grain’. A single invention title like this hold the input (watermill),
machinery (mill/grind), and output (grain), and can therefore be classified under power (water-
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powered), machinery (mill) and food (grain). Another example would be an invention of a kettle
(power) for a steam engine (machinery) on a ship (transportation). What it will be linked to will
therefore depend on how many other power, machinery or transportation patents there are that
use the same words. Thus, depending on whether a whole industry exists for mills or for grain
in a patent corpus, it will tend to go to either the first or the second. Whether a bias like this is
problematic depends on the purposes of the researcher, something a researcher using the data
will have to be aware of. After all, machine learning tools will not necessarily solve deeper
methodological problems around classification: its advantage is that it makes it more consistent,
replicable and transparent.
The machine learning tool works well when there are a lot of words with an unequivocal
meaning that are used regularly for inventions, such as ‘weaving’ or ‘smithing’. It is with
categories such as health and food that the tool works less accurately, because in these
categories the Dutch titles tend to be of the type that combines very generic words such as
‘make’, ‘prepare’, ‘produce’ with a rare identifying word such as ‘wine’, ‘bread’ etc, so that
rarer food words like wine, bread, cheese and butter would not be mutually linked. Exceptions
to this are salt, alcohol and sugar which were already processed industrially and which were
(therefore) frequent enough patent topics. For similar reasons, health words such as specific
diseases, body parts, and hygienic processes such as ventilation would often not be linked.
Another important category were inventions for items that induced euphemisms to describe
them. I discovered that the large variety of euphemisms used for toilets such as gemak (easy),
secreet (secretion), stoelgang (chair flow) would not be linked by the machine learning tool. To
improve accuracy, I therefore chose to manually correct the few patents in these specific
subfields.
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4 Patently peculiar? Patents and innovation in the United
Kingdom of the Netherlands, 1817-1830
4.1

Introduction

We investigate the patent system of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands (henceforth
referred to as the UKNL). Combining the present-day countries of the Netherlands, Belgium
and Luxemburg, this polity was established in 1814, at the conclusion of the Napoleonic wars,
as a buffer-state against future French aggression. In 1817, the UKNL government introduced
a single patent system for the entire state and administered it centrally from its alternating seats
of government in The Hague and Brussels. The UKNL’s existence as a unified state ended in
1830 with the de facto secession of Belgium. The patent system was then inherited by the two
successor states. While Belgium went on to enforce and enhance this patent system, the same
patent laws fell into disuse in the Netherlands, where the system was eventually abolished in
1869. In this chapter, we investigate the genesis of Belgian/Dutch patent law by examining its
use between 1817 and 1830.
The UKNL’s new patent system was rather peculiar. It borrowed various features of the
French patent system of 1791. It copied from the French system a distinction between patents
for inventions made by the applicant, and for inventions imported from abroad. It gave patentees
the option to apply for either five, ten or fifteen years of patent protection up front. Once
granted, applicants had to pay high patent fees at the retrieval of their patent, or within a limited
time frame. It obliged successful applicants to put their patent into production within two years
of their patent grant. The system’s administrators even borrowed more informal practices from
the French system, such as a technical patent examination and a practice of reducing patent fees
for inventors in financial difficulty.152
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For these informal practices, see Baudry (2015, 226–29; 2019).
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Yet, like some of the patent systems being established in neighbouring German states
contemporaneously with, or after, the new UKNL system – and very much unlike the French
system – the new UKNL patent system permitted the government to reject patent applications
of a variety of grounds. Making full use of this ability, the UKNL state introduced a Dutch
element into the practice of the law in the form of significant discretion for government officials
over the decision to grant patents, and the exact terms granted to successful patents. It
distinguished itself from the French system by: (1) actively refusing patents for lack of novelty
or utility; (2) altering the patent length requested by the applicant; and (3) imposing additional
conditions in addition to those mentioned in the law, such as open license clauses. The system’s
administrators also actively reduced the patent fees much more regularly than their French
counterparts (cf. Baudry (2015, 226–29)). And much like most laws introduced in neighbouring
German states (Donges and Selgert 2019b), the UKNL did not publish or provide access to
patent specifications until after they expired.153
This paper is the first cliometric description and analysis of the UKNL’s patent system.
The first and only investigation of this system to date is Doorman (1947). While Doorman’s
work is foundational and forms the spine for much of the database we compile for our own
study, his analysis is limited to some tables of patent count data and some graphical
representations thereof. The most influential work to make use of the UKNL’s patent data is
Mokyr (1976), who used Doorman’s patent counts to track the numbers of patents by
technological sector emanating from what would later become Belgium and the Netherlands.
He finds more patents originating from the Southern Netherlands, which he uses to explain why
the Industrial Revolution took place in Belgium before the Netherlands. Studies of the postindependence Belgian patent system by De Favereau (2011) and Péters (2014) do not analyse
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As shown by Donges and Selgert (2019a) and Lehmann-Hasemeyer and Streb (2020), several German states
permitted their governments the facility to vary the length and/or the fees granted to applicants.
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what occurred before 1830.154 Mokyr’s (1976) work is thus the most direct predecessor of this
present analysis.155 Mokyr (1976) argues that the Southern Netherlands (i.e., present-day
Belgium) industrialised early alongside Great Britain in the First Industrial Revolution, but the
Northern Netherlands (i.e., present-day the Netherlands) did not. While both parts of the
kingdom shared the same patent institutions, they nevertheless had very different experiences
of innovation and technical change. Thus, describing the patent system’s use helps us to better
understand the pattern of innovation and industrialisation across the Low Countries. As we will
show, we will build significantly on Mokyr’s pioneering efforts.
We base our cliometric treatment of the UKNL’s patent system around a central
question: how accessible was the UKNL patent system? Then, we ask: how does it compare to
recent cliometric research on other contemporaneous European patent systems? To answer
these questions, we make use of a new database of all requested patents constituting (1)
applications eventually granted; but also (2) those withdrawn by applicants; and (3) those
rejected by the system’s administrators. Our dataset thus constitutes the population of
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In fact, Péters does mention patents granted from 1824 onwards because they enter the Belgian archives.
However, as we have confirmed in our visit there, the few documents preserved from these years all date
from after the independence of Belgium.
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The Dutch abolition and the period without patents has had more scholarly interest and attention, by Doorman
himself (1947), Machlup and Penrose (1950), Schiff (1971), den Hertog (1976), Gerzon (1986), Stokvis
(1993), de Ridder (2015), and van Gompel (2019). These publications are useful for understanding the
contemporary perspectives and debates on patents in the Netherlands, or the economics of the patentless
period of 1869-1912, but are not helpful for understanding the intricacies or the uses of the patent system in
the early nineteenth century. If they discuss the patent system of 1817, they usually do this in the light of
the Dutch abolition debates. As I show in chapter 2, these debates did not usually discuss the law of 1817 in
any detail, since both sides agreed the patent law of 1817 was an atrocity. The debate was therefore on
whether the law should be reformed or abolished. If they did discuss the law of 1817, they usually did so
based on incomplete or mistaken information. If their information was correct, they describe the law as it
was put in practice the second half of the nineteenth century, when the patent system was a minimalistic and
neglected version of the law of 1817.
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applications filed between 1817 and 1830. Our patent application database is hand-collected
from the archives of the government ministries responsible for the system’s administration. It
is itself an important contribution because most other historical patent research only makes use
of granted patents. The exclusion of unsuccessful applications from previous datasets
obfuscates the effects patent systems have on selecting success.
In addition to information on the technology being patented, we also record the personal
characteristics of all patent applicants, including their occupation and place of residence. We
have coded patentee characteristics using the HISCO-HISCLASS scheme, following van
Leeuwen and Maas (2011) and van Leeuwen et al. (2002). We have also classified patents into
technological classes using the machine learning algorithm of Billington and Hanna (2020).
Our unique data thus permit us to explore the correlates of a patent application’s success, as
well as the conditions under which a patent was granted. We investigate whether UKNL-based
applicants were treated any differently to those resident abroad. We also examine whether
applicants from northern provinces were treated differently to those from southern provinces.
In this study, we find that the wide discretion of the law to customise the conditions to
each patent did not seem to have led to unfair or inconsistent treatment. Rather, we find that the
discretion was used to economically optimise the patent length and costs. We find that the patent
system was accessible to the non-elite despite high patent fees, that similar proportions of social
classes patented in each region, and that both skills and market orientation mattered. The
outcomes of the patent system were largely comparable to those found in the recent literature
on France, Germany and Great Britain,
This paper builds on a plethora of recent cliometric studies of European patent systems
during the First Industrial Revolution: Bottomley (2014a) and Billington (2021) for England,
Scotland, and Ireland, 1700-1852; Sáiz (2014) for Spain, 1820-1930; Donges and Selgert
(2019a) for Baden, 1844-1877; Nuvolari and Vasta (2019) for Italy, 1855-1872; Lehmann-
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Hasemeyer and Streb (2020) for Württemberg, 1844-1868; Donges and Selgert (2021) for
Prussia, 1845-1877; and Nuvolari, Tortorici and Vasta (2021) for France, 1791-1844. These
European studies, in turn, build on earlier cliometric work conducted by Sokoloff, Khan and
Lamoreaux on the patent system of the United States (Sokoloff 1988; Sokoloff and Khan 1990;
1993; Lamoreaux and Sokoloff 1996; 2001).
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 develops a set of hypotheses about the
statistical regularities of the UKNL’s patent system based on our reading of the most recent
literature on other European patent systems in this period, and our expectations based on the
institutional economic history of the Dutch patent system presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Section 3 discusses the dataset used, while in section 4 we explain the empirical strategy
employed for operationalising the data. Section 5 discusses results found on the basis of
univariate statistics spliced across several dimensions, while Section 6 does the same via
logistic regression analyses that enable us to differentiate along these same dimensions on a
multivariate basis. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss our results in light of our initial hypotheses,
and conclude by comparing our findings with other recent cliometric works.

4.2

Hypothesis development

We derive our working hypotheses from a comprehensive review of cliometric studies of
historical patent systems. We chose to limit our selection of relevant works as much as possible
to econometric papers that focused on the same historical era: the First Industrial Revolution.
In practice, this means we take in all works that examine the use of patent systems from the
eighteenth century up until 1875, the traditional start date of the Second Industrial Revolution.
On the basis of a close reading of these papers, we identified four categories of testable
hypotheses that were common across multiple studies. We set these out in Table 4.1. The first
two sets of hypotheses are on the patent institutions themselves: (1) the relationship between
patent rights and the transfer of technology (H1-2), and (2) the accessibility of patents and the
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Table 4.1 Hypothesis table
Authors:

Sáiz (2014)

Nuvolari
and
Vasta (2019)

Donges
and
Selgert (2019)

Country:

Spain

Sardinia
Italy

Baden

LehmannHasemeyer and
Streb (2020)
Württemberg

1855-1872
Cliometric
Granted patents

1844-1877
Cliometric
Granted patents

--

Time period:
1820-1930
Empirical strategy:
Cliometric
Data type:
Granted patents
Patents of Importation and Technology Transfers
H1
Patents of importation differed Yes
fundamentally
H2
Patents are an important means of Yes
technology transfer
Accessibility and Discrimination
H3
Patent system accessible to non-elite -patentees
H4
Domestic
regions
are
treated -differently
H5
Foreigners treated differently than -domestics
Supply Factors
H6
Skilled patentees were most frequent -users of the patent system
H7
Skilled patentees patent more -economically valuable inventions
H8
Foreigners patent more in industries -with strong competition
Demand Factors
H9
Patentees obtain patents in polities -with market opportunities
H10
Valuable patents are patented in more -polities
H11
Patent-taking
mirrors
industrial -revolution

Billington
(2021)

Donges
and
Selgert (2021)

Nuvolari et al.
(2021)

Chapter 2

Prussia

France

UKNL

1844-1868
Cliometric
Granted patents

England,
Scotland
and
Ireland
1700-1841
Cliometric
Granted patents

1845-1877
Cliometric
Granted patents

1791-1844
Cliometric
Granted patents

1814-1830
Qualitative
All applications

--

--

--

--

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

--

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

--

--

--

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

--

Yes

No

Yes

--

Yes

--

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mixed

--

--

--

Yes

--

Yes

Yes

--

Yes

Yes

--

--

--

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

--

Yes

Yes

--

Yes

Yes

--

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

and

Notes: In bold we note the conclusions drawn on the basis of quantitative analysis. Non-bold are based on literature or qualitative reasoning by the authors. The two lines refer to the
hypothesis not being discussed or tested in the publication.
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discrimination by patent institutions (H3-5). The third set of hypotheses concern the wider
literature on innovation during the First Industrial Revolution, and the role of patent system in
this period of rapid technological change (H6-11). We discuss the literature on each set of
hypotheses in turn, and then make predictions on what we expect on the basis of our
expectations derived from Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis.

4.2.1 Patents and Technology Transfers
Patent institutions have the potential to influence the transfer of technology across borders by
offering a monopoly right to entrepreneurs and inventors that bring new or existing technologies
to new geographical markets. Countries have historically customised their patent institutions to
optimise the importation and invention of technology, by either positively or negatively
discriminating against them. Pioneering and follower countries tend to prioritise the use of the
patent system to catch up, by either explicitly or implicitly discriminating against foreigners
from technology leader countries, or by installing ‘weak intellectual property rights’ (Lerner
2002). Examples of mechanisms designed to discriminate in this way include: (1) working
clauses which force the use of the patent within a few years; (2) open licence clauses, which
prohibit the patentee to monopolise the technology by allowing others to use the patent for a
fee; and (3) patents of importation or introduction, where anyone can request a patent for
importing technology that is new to the country, not just the true inventor or first patentee.
Having a separate and distinct patent of importation intellectual property right on the
statute books was fairly common in the nineteenth century. It was a continuation into law of
earlier European patent practices. Indeed, in England the first patents for the introduction of
foreign technology (1449) came a century before patents for newly-invented technology
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(Bottomley 2014a, 1–2).156 As Doorman (1940, 13–14) writes, in the early modern period it
was difficult to know what had been patented abroad and by whom, so the distinction between
invention and importation was not very important to the country that granted the patent: what
mattered was what was new to their polity.
It was the United States of America that took the ‘first and true inventor’ literally in
their law of 1790, abolishing importation by anyone other than the real inventor (Khan 2005,
366). One year later, France, in its law of 1791, innovated by explicitly codifying this
distinction, between patents of invention and of introduction as two separate categories of
patents, into law. Now, the applicant had to choose between the two. This French distinction
was then adopted by other states in Europe such as Spain (Sáiz 2014; Pretel 2018), the UKNL,
states in Italy (Armengaud 1840, 140, 147; Tolhausen 1857; Nuvolari and Vasta 2019) and
several states in Germany (Donges and Selgert 2019b). It was only the next step to treat the
patent types differently, whether codified or not, which some of these states did.
Indeed, in principle, we can expect fundamental economic differences between patents
of invention and patents of importation (H1). After all, patents of importation are intended for
technological imports of pre-existing technology rather than for novel inventions. This
difference stems from the fundamental differences in the risks involved due to the costs to the
applicant, as well as their likely economic role. Since patents of invention are for new
inventions, they are risky by nature because they generally have not yet been shown to work in
industrial practice, or commercially in the market. In contrast, for patents of importation the
applicant is free to select those inventions that have already been shown to work abroad. The
costs involved in importation are likely lower, depending on the size of the gap of technical
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The ‘first and true inventor’ of the British system included importers far into the nineteenth century. However,
in the British system the applicant did need to define in an early stage of the application process whether
they were an inventor or an importer of the invention patented. See Bottomley (2014a, 36; 145–46; 162–63).
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competences and resource availability between leader and follower economies. Thirdly,
compared to inventors, importers are likely more economically than technically connected to
the invention: users of the invention or well-connected entrepreneurs that see possibility for
arbitrage.
Even though the French patent system of 1791-1844 included patents of importation as
a distinct intellectual property right, the most recent cliometric study of this system by Nuvolari,
Tortorici and Vasta (2021) does not investigate the differences between the users and uses of
patents of importation compared to patents of invention. Instead, they treat both types of patent
right interchangeably in their statistical analysis of technology transfer. Sáiz (2014) is the only
author we are aware of that has quantitatively compared patent of importation and invention for
the nineteenth century, for the Spanish case. He finds no discrimination between Spanish
citizens and foreigners in the granting of this monopoly right: they both had the option of taking
either a patent of invention if they were the true inventor, or a patent of importation if they were
not. Both had to work their patent within a set number of years, but patents of importations
were more constrained in length and more costly. Indeed, Sáiz found that patents of importation
were more likely to be taken by production-related occupations such as artisans, sellers and
industrials, more likely to be taking for less complex light industry inventions, more likely to
be successfully worked, and more likely to be taken by foreigners and Spaniards living in the
country than those residing abroad.
Following from this is the question whether patent institutions mattered or made a
difference for the transfer of technology into a new jurisdiction (H2). It is difficult to answer
this question because in principle it requires a comparison between patented and non-patented
inventions, and it is difficult to empirically obtain evidence of unpatented inventions or
technologies. Furthermore, it would require a counterfactual: what if the patent institutions
would have been different or absent? This is resolved in two ways in the articles selected for
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our review: (1) by comparing the characteristics of the locations or jurisdictions of origin of
patentees versus those without or with less patentees, in Nuvolari and Vasta (2019) for preunification Italy, and in Donges and Selgert (2019a) for Baden; or (2) through an attempt of
understanding the characteristics of those patents that are taken for multiple jurisdictions, such
as in Bottomley (2014a) and Billington (2021) for the three separate patent jurisdictions of the
UK, Nuvolari et al. (2021) for France, and Sáiz (2014) for Spain.
Nuvolari et al. (2021) compare the technology composition of Britain and France with
the composition shown in French patents that they think were technology transfers, reaching
the conclusion that the patent system was acting as a bridge between the two economies.
Important technologies of the industrial revolution were imported in France via patents, either
through patents of importation or invention – they do not make a distinction between the two
different monopoly rights. Rather, they assume that if a certain name is living in Britain or
appears in the English patent system before or within five years after the patent when patenting
in the French system, there must be a technology transfer.157 Donges and Selgert (2019a) and
Bottomley (2014a) show that patents were used as a shield from competitors and to gain access
to lucrative markets. Both Nuvolari et al. (2021) and Billington (2021) demonstrate that patents
taken for multiple polities tend to be for higher quality inventions. Sáiz (2014) shows anecdotal
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Because of this name question, it is not that surprising that they find 80% of their British origins variable to be
patenting by patent agents. Their variable excludes patents of importation of British technology by French
or other citizens living in France, as well as patents taken on other names than the original inventor.
Particularly French, UKNL, Belgian or Dutch technology would have likely been taken on different names
in the United Kingdom because patenting on the same name abroad would make an individual lose their
patent in the original country. For example, Doorman (1947, 80) reports that Röntgen developed a working
compound steam engine for steamships in 1829-1830, an invention he did not patent in the UKNL or the
Netherlands (after 1830), but did try to patent in Prussia (refused in 1833), the United Kingdom in 1834 on
the name of agent Ernst Wolff, and in France on the name of André Koechlin & cie. Doorman (1947, 73)
also discusses the case of Jean-Baptiste Cellier Blumenthal, who obtained important French patents for a
process of continual distillation in 1813 and 1818, but obtained an English patent via Cristoph Dihl in 1815.
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evidence of technologies that have been imported under favourable conditions in Spain, that
help illustrate his wider point that Spain relied heavily on its patent institutions to compensate
for a lack of domestic innovation.
Like the French system, UKNL domestic and foreign applicants had to resort to patents
of importation if they wished to obtain foreign technology. Applicants could be either the
original foreign inventor or a domestic/foreign third person. According to the formal rules of
the law, like in the French system, the UKNL patent system rewarded importation with a
monopoly as large as a normal patent of invention. The only limitation was that the length of
the patent of importation could not be longer than the original patent right for the same invention
abroad – if such a patent existed.
In practice, however, the UKNL developed over time a more and more elaborate policy
of treating patents of importation differently. The UKNL tended to reduce the patent terms for
patents of importation as the effort made by the importer was lower than an inventor.158
Moreover, the working clauses of the UKNL patent system meant that the importer had to
‘work’ the patent within two years by putting the patented technology into practice on UKNL
soil. This working clause was not different for domestic inventors, yet more cumbersome as a
domestic inventor was more likely to already have the production facilities in place. The UKNL
also had a policy of using the examination process to reject patents for technology that would
be expected to spread ‘automatically’ or for little cost, and later introduced open license clauses
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This policy of making the patent time reflect the effort of the applicant made – and therefore to be more
constraining of patent length towards importers than towards inventors – was already formulated in a report
to the King in June 1817. See report to the King on patent request Berthelin, in NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4039,
Dossier Berthelin, 23-6-1817, 1218.
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that forced new importation patentees to share their newly acquired technology with other
industrials for a ‘fair’ fee.159
As a result of these features, patents of importation and invention were systematically
different property rights, even besides the considerations that logically follow from their
different nature and use. In terms of aiding technological transfer, the patent system’s design as
a limited but fair compensation for the efforts of importation would be predicted to have helped
stimulate the transfer of technology, particularly in those cases where that was difficult. This
includes technology imports from the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, where strict
laws against migration of skilled workers (until 1824) and export of machinery (until 1843)
were on the statute books – but these labour restriction laws were not effective in practice, as
Jeremy (1977) has demonstrated.

4.2.2

Accessibility and discrimination

The debate in economic history on the ‘accessibility’ of patent institutions largely links back to
the work of Khan and Sokoloff on the ‘democratization of invention’ in the US. In their seminal
article, Sokoloff and Khan (1990) demonstrated that much of the patenting in the first half of
the nineteenth century was by relatively low-key individuals (H3): rural rather than urban, nonspecialised rather than specialised, taking one patent rather than multiple, and more likely to be
an artisan than a merchant or a trained professional. Through regression analyses they showed
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These four elements of (1) open license clause, (2) rejection of ‘easy’ importations, (3) working clause and (4)
reduction of patent length that developed in the UKNL stayed the common practice of the Belgian patent
law after independence. They became common knowledge through a patent guide to the Belgian patent
system by Varlet (1838, 28–32), an employee at the Belgian Ministry of the Interior. The patenting guide by
the French patent agent Armengaud (1840, 35–36) also mentions this differential treatment of patents of
importation in Belgium, except for the length reductions. Patent agent Urling (1845, XII–XXII), who was
based in Brussels, used most of the introduction of his guide to patent laws across Europe to complain about
the Belgian differential treatment of patents of importation.
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that this finding was likely a consequence of market opportunities opening up. For example, if
a county was reachable by water, it led to more patenting by these non-specialist individuals.
At the same time, they assert on the basis of reasoning and secondary literature that innovative
activity remained achievable due to invention in the First Industrial Revolution being more
dependent on application of a set of relatively basic skills and knowledge, these being relatively
widespread across the population. As a result, there must have been little supply constraint for
innovation.
Khan, in her follow-up book (2005), focused more on the role played by American
patent institutions for this democratisation of invention. Her methodological approach was to
conduct an international comparison with France and Great Britain, two other early
industrialisers with developed patent institutions. In her work, she argued that the British and
French patent institutions were elitist because, unlike the American system, they: (1) had high
entry costs through patent fees that were many times the income of a worker; (2) did not give
secure rights because patents were not examined beforehand, nor were they very secure in the
courts; and (3) were not publishing patent specifications swiftly, making it hard for competitors
to inspect a patent’s claims. The security of the US patent right aided democratisation because
it facilitated for a market in technology to emerge, which allowed an inventor to monetise a
new invention by licensing or selling it with relative ease.160 Khan contends that these system
characteristics help explain why the democratisation of invention became possible, which
allowed the US to establish an innovative economy on a much wider foundation; not only the
high-capital/high-skill sectors could afford facing the high fees and the lack of a predictable
security of their patent rights, which enabled the US to outcompete the French and British
economy in the long run.
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This is also analysed in Lamoreaux and Sokoloff (2001; Lamoreaux, Sokoloff, and Sutthiphisal 2013).
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Khan’s judgment, which she more-or-less reiterates in her new 2020 book, remains
controversial. In his review, Streb (2022) questions her stark comparison of the US with
England and France, three countries, after all, that in the end have been rather successful
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in terms of industrialisation, innovation,
research and development – even with these different patent institutions. Bottomley (2019)
directly challenges her interpretation for Britain. Until 1836 the Americans had a registration
system, where a preliminary patent examination does not filter out patent applications on the
basis of novelty, utility or the size of the inventive step. Bottomley argues that this patent
institution was actually worse than Britain’s. And outside of the high patent fees, Bottomley
argues that the English patent system was accessible and fair, worked relatively well and offered
comparable protection in English courts to that of US patents in US courts.
Indeed, in another article, Bottomley (2018) shows through succession taxes that
successful ‘great inventors’ and incremental inventors in Britain tended to die more well-off
than their siblings, so had been able to accrue benefits from their inventions and talent more
overall through Britain’s existing institutions. Bottomley (2019) agrees with Khan that after
1836 the US had the most modern patent institutions of the world, yet this advantage did not
endure throughout the centuries. Its patent institutions informed European patent reforms over
the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, so that patent institutions converged over
time anyway.
For France, a recent article by Baudry (2019) has found that Khan’s assessment of a
lack of examination in the French system was even mistaken. He found an important role for
the Comité consultative des arts et manufactures: a consultation committee organised within
the heart of the Ministry of the Interior that consisted of a group of scientific and industrial
experts. This group examined all incoming patent applications and wrote advice to the applicant
on whether to proceed with their patent application, or how to improve the patent specification.
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This would likely have increased the patent quality. Since the French law officially explicitly
prohibited a preliminary examination process, applicants could do with this advice what they
wished. Indeed, Baudry finds a fifth of the patent grants between 1796 and 1839 had a negative
advice but still obtained a patent. Yet, it did seem to have an effect: about one-fifth of the
applications between 1828 and 1839 were withdrawn after this advice stage. Baudry (2015,
226–29) also found evidence of the French system granting patents for free or reduced fees to
less well-off applicants – although he also argues that the committee put the bar of novelty and
utility of the invention that had to be met to merit a free patent relatively high.
Galvez-Behar (2019) shares some of the negative judgments of Khan on the French
patent system’s functioning, although argues that her judgment is lacking in nuance. Indeed,
the patent fees were high, and the juridical processes a burden, and patenting was very
concentrated in Paris, where the old patent dossiers could be consulted for a fee to investigate
prior art. Yet, outside the high fees, the system as such was designed to be democratic, and even
became more so from 1844 when the patent fees were reduced and changed from an up-front
lump-sum to an annual renewal system. If the system did not function well – for example
because the patent specifications were not published in a timely fashion – it had largely to do
with a lack of funding put in the administration of the system.
Khan’s negative judgment of France and Britain’s patent institutions is challenged
econometrically by Nuvolari et al. (2021) and Billington (2021). Nuvolari et al. argue France
performed as well as that of the US on several metrics. Moreover, both Nuvolari et al. (2021)
and Billington (2021) show through occupational data of patentees that large shares of patents
were taken by artisans in both countries, not just the elites. Nuvolari and Vasta (2015a; 2017;
2019) show that Italy, a large country not analysed by Khan, had an accessible fee structure and
was thus relatively accessible to non-elite patentees.
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The accessibility debate on the nineteenth-century patent systems usually focuses on the
questions of class (H3). Scholars rarely explicitly investigate patenting through the lens of
gender and race, with the positive exceptions of Khan’s (1996; 2000; 2016; 2017) and Cook’s
(2014) work. Khan (1996) demonstrated how the alteration of US marriage laws in favour of
women was conducive to more patenting by women. Early nineteenth-century American
women had no legal capacity to enter contracts, to have a trade or to have property upon
marriage, which obviously impeded profiting from any inventive efforts as an individual. Their
remaining inventive activity, if patented, would stay hidden and unacknowledged behind the
patent application of their husband. Indeed, similar rules existed across Europe, including in
the UKNL. Following the Code Napoleon, married UKNL women did not have the legal
capacity to solicit a patent without the explicit permission of their husband, which explains why
the few women in the dataset are either widowed or unmarried. We have retrieved only one
example of a husband that attempted to obtain a patent on behalf of his wife. This relative lack
of visible female inventive activity is why we do not conduct econometric tests for accessibility
on gender, yet it is crucial to be aware of this exclusion of nearly half the population when we
make arguments about the accessibility of patent systems.
With regards to other forms of discrimination, Cook (2014) showed for the late
nineteenth century US how race riots and lynching had a major depressing effect on patenting
activity by African Americans. She shows how important a more widespread sense of security
is for developing patenting activity, even outside of the formal laws. For the case of the UKNL,
no such racial dichotomy existed in the Dutch metropole at the time of our enquiry; the UKNL
had a negligibly small racial minority. Race was, of course, a potential factor in the Dutch
colonies, but these remain outside our study here. But there was potential for other types of
within-country discrimination against UKNL citizens (H4). Relevant categories of
discrimination include by region (Northern versus Southern Netherlands), language group
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(Dutch versus French), class (social elites versus other groups), and religion (Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish).
The question of accessibility of the patent system tends to be directed towards the
citizens or at least habitants of a country. Yet there is, of course, the question of the accessibility
of foreigners to a patent system (H5). Were foreigners able to protect their inventions? And if
so, at what cost, time investments and under what conditions? How did these factors compare
to those of citizens? In other words, the question of accessibility is tightly linked to
discrimination. Discrimination against foreigners was very common across patent systems in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Between 1793 and the US patent reform of 1836, only
American citizens or domiciled foreigners were permitted to obtain a patent, thus excluding
foreigners that lived abroad entirely (Khan 2005, 57). Prussia used a similar although less
restrictive strategy, by forcing foreigners to use Prussian patent agents to hold their patent rights
(Donges and Selgert 2021).
The standard rules to promote technological transfers discussed in section 2.1, such as
the working clause and the open license clause, also burden foreigners more than domestically
domiciled applicants. To work a patent for a foreigner may mean investing in new production
facilities while the domestic firm usually already possesses them. Open license clause
obligations limit the monopoly power of foreign firms over the domestic market, while
domestic patents of invention – that usually do not have an open license clause – may very well
establish such a monopoly power.
Besides changing the legal terms of a patent, discrimination can manifest technically in
other ways. Fee discrimination was a common form of discrimination that has been investigated
cliometrically. The post-1836 American law, for example, allowed foreigners to patent in the
US, but at a greater cost to the applicant. Indeed, British citizens were particularly discriminated
against in that they had to pay substantially more than any other European (Hancock 1850).
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Even when the discrimination was not explicitly on the statute books, or when international
treaties explicitly prohibited discrimination, this did this not necessarily prevent countries from
discriminating anyway. Indeed, Lehmann-Hasemeyer and Streb (2020) found that the German
state of Württemberg was using its discretion on patent fees to secretly charge foreigners higher
patent fees than its own citizens, even though that was not permitted according to the rules of
the German customs union at the time, which obliged non-discrimination in patent law practice
for the Zollverein.
Exploiting patent application processing times has been another historical
discrimination strategy: Richter and Streb (2011) found that Germany in the 1920s was taking
longer to process American applicants for machine-tool makers than domestic applicants,
thereby giving Germans the chance to catch up by imitating and selling inventions protected by
American patents. And Kotabe’s (1992) comparative study of the Japanese, British, American
and German practices between 1963 and 1988 found that the Japanese were discriminating
against foreigners by taking longer to process foreign patents. He also found another strategy
for discrimination however: the Germans, British and Americans were less likely to grant
patents to foreigners than to domestic applicants.
We can ascertain the degree to which the UKNL’s patent authorities were discriminating
using simple descriptive econometrics. In particular, we can investigate whether there was
discrimination against foreigners and between (language) regions within the UKNL system
across three parameters: (1) the patent approval rate; (2) the patent application processing times;
and (3) the patent application fees. Beyond this, because the UKNL system allowed for bespoke
patent lengths to be granted by authorities, we can also analyse differences between the patent
length assigned at patent grant and the patent length requested by the patentee.
With regards to the accessibility of the patent system (H3), we can use similar metrics
as well as evidence on the class composition of patent applicants to determine the extent to
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which the UKNL patent system was ‘democratic’. Given what we know from the institutional
economic history of the patent system presented in Chapter 2, we expect that the UKNL’s
system was democratic because even though the patent fees were rather high, applicants were
able to obtain a patent for free or for a reduced fee if they had insufficient means.161
Furthermore, it makes sense to test for internal discrimination between Northern and
Southern patent applicants besides testing for discrimination against foreigners (H4). After all,
the Southern and the Northern Netherlands at the time were only recently united after having
been distinct polities for centuries. The UKNL government was a semi-constitutional autocracy
around Willem I that mostly consisted of Northern Netherlandish personnel and ministers (van
Zanten 2004, 178–79; Deneckere 2015; IJsselmuiden 1988, 29, 98).162 This government
exploited the Southern Netherlands as a revenue-generating territory for servicing a huge state
debt that was mostly held by Northern elites (van Zanden and van Riel 2000, 34–35, 117, 122–
23).
From earlier qualitative evidence from Chapters 2, we know that the UKNL system
discriminated against foreigners indirectly by making the distinction between patents of
invention and importation, where importation patents were treated with more suspicion.
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A five, ten or fifteen year patent cost 150, 300 or 600 Dutch guilders respectively. The wage for an unskilled
worker in the Northern Netherlands in 1819/1820 was around one guilder a day depending on the region
(van Zanden and van Riel 2000, 84).
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However, for the Ministry of the Interior, the department responsible for the UKNL’s patent system, the balance
was 40% of Southern Netherlanders (Belgians). This was a relatively good proportion, considering the
overall share in the national government was apparently just 10%! Yet, the fact that the population in the
Southern Netherlands was three million versus the Northern Netherlands’ two million highlights the
inequality of the governmental equation even for the Ministry of the Interior (Opgave der Bevolking van het
Koningrijk der Nederlanden, gedurende de jaren 1815 tot en met 1824 1827). The patent administration had
a strong role for Mr. Alexander Ludovicus Dugniolle from the Southern Netherlands. He was employed
from 1824 and obtained a crucial position in the patent system over time. After the Belgian independence,
he was appointed the head of the Belgian patent office, a position that confirmed his influence in the system
he had acquired earlier.
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Genuine inventors from other countries could therefore not necessarily add the UKNL market
to reward their innovation. Yet domestic UKNL importers of technology did not necessarily
have an easier time than foreigners to obtain patents of importation. Thus, the domestic importer
of technology needs to be compared with the foreign importer (H5) to investigate whether the
patent system applied more informal discrimination between foreign and domestic applicants.
We also need to test for differences of the compulsory licenses clauses imposed on patents, as
this is something that was rarer for patents of invention.163

4.2.3

Demand and supply factors

The two subsections of patent literature discussed above investigate the impact of the patent
system. However, the literature on innovation and technological change systems has also used
the patent system as a proxy for investigating the characteristics of invention and innovation
more broadly. As a result, the discussions on patents and the First Industrial Revolution – the
period under study in this chapter – tend to mirror those on invention/innovation and the First
Industrial Revolution. Yet, much of this literature tends to be rather nuanced about the role of
patents in facilitating innovation, emphasising that much innovation took place outside of the
patent system (Greasley and Oxley 2007; MacLeod 2009; Mokyr 2009a; Moser 2013; 2016;
MacLeod and Nuvolari 2016).
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The first cases of open license clause appeared in 1825 and 1826, and concerned steam engines and steamship
technology imported and invented by Gerhard Mauritz Röntgen. Röntgen was a pioneer of the first
steamships built in the UKNL and a former navy officer/industrial spy for the UKNL government. Like John
Cockerill, pioneer of coke furnaces and machine building in Belgium, he was deeply admired by King
Willem I of the UKNL. The arrangement of open license clauses likely came from a conflict of Röntgen
with Cockerill, who had built the steam engines for Röntgen so far (Ramaer 1918; Koch 2013, 395–97).
Considering the tight relationship of both men with the King, the open license clauses were likely related to
some arrangement that Röntgen agreed to or came up with himself. Only from 1827 onwards were open
license clauses imposed on other patentees.
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A central debate is whether innovative activity can be best explained through supply or
through demand factors (Crafts 2011), or as Dowey (2017) summarises so synthetically,
whether ‘capabilities’ and ‘incentives’ mattered more. Allen (2009) is usually brought forward
as the archetypal demand-side proponent in other literature reviews, as he argues that the
demand for certain technological solutions directed and stimulated innovation. Meanwhile,
Mokyr (2009b) is proposed as the supply-side proponent, as he stresses the knowledge attitudes
and skills present in the population for promoting innovation. Other known supply-side scholars
are Kelly et al. (2014), who stress the role of inexpensive highly skilled labour in bringing about
the industrial revolution, and Dowey (2017), who emphasises how widely accessible
knowledge was due a widespread network of ‘Knowledge Access Institutions’. McCloskey
(2010) stresses the necessary cultural environment in guiding both capacities and incentives,
while Jacob (2014) stresses the role of science and scientific culture (cf. Ó Gráda (2016).
In practice, of course, these two explanations are not mutually exclusive and can even
be complementary, as Crafts (2011) has argued. They are also far more nuanced. Allen (2009)
himself cites Mokyr approvingly and uses his distinction between macro and micro inventions,
and Mokyr (2009a) has acknowledged that many inventors would have been attracted to
inventing and patenting through stories of other inventors making it big through the patent
system, thus acting as an incentive to innovation.
In fact, Allen (2009, 136) adopts the Mokyrian distinction between macro- and microinventions to argue that the macro-inventions followed a demand-based logic that mirrored the
relative resource endowments of Great Britain, while incremental micro-inventions were
improvements across the board that made economies on any resource, whether abundant or
scarce, and would therefore be more supply-oriented. Nuvolari, Tartari and Tranchero (2021)
confirm the labour-saving nature of macro-inventions so follow a demand-side argumentation
line, yet they also find that macro-inventions tended to have been invented by professional
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engineers, implying an important role for a supply-side dimension. Crafts (2011) argues that
much more research is needed in the nature of these micro- and incremental inventions to
understand their supply- and demand responsiveness, particularly because incremental
inventions left fewer historical traces.
The cliometric research on patents and innovation that we build upon for this chapter
mirror these debates. On the supply side, Billington (2021) and Nuvolari, Tortorici and Vasta
(2021) show, for Britain and France respectively, that a large fraction of the users of the patent
system were (highly) skilled individuals (H6), whether artisans or more scientifically trained.
Importantly, they also show that highly-skilled individuals were also more likely to obtain
valuable patents (H7). Donges and Selgert (2019a; 2021) find similar results for Baden and
Prussia, even though they do not explicitly investigate this. Rather, they find that in the case of
Baden, foreigners were likely to patent there to protect themselves from strong local
competition (H8), evidence that increased technological capacities are conducive to patenting
– albeit of the defensive kind, in line with the findings of Macleod (1988) and Macleod et al.
(2003).
From a demand orientation, the main goal has been to test whether patentees were
patenting in line with economic incentives. To proxy for this, Bottomley (2014b), Nuvolari and
Vasta (2019) and Donges and Selgert (2019a; 2021) show for Britain, Italy, Baden and Prussia
that inventors were more likely to apply for patents in places where there would be a market
for their innovations, or settle there (H9). Bottomley (2014b), Billington (2021), Nuvolari and
Vasta (2019) and Nuvolari, Tortorici and Vasta (2021) find for Britain, Italy and France that
more valuable patents tended to be patented in more polities (H10), which reveals a keen
orientation towards the economic profits of the patentees.
Overall, patent grant rates seems to mirror everywhere the timeline of the Industrial
Revolution in their respective countries (H11) – except for in Prussia, where the patent office
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was very restrictive in the decision to grant patents (Donges and Selgert 2021). How this should
be interpreted is not necessarily clear, as causality between patents and industrialisation can run
in both directions (Greasley and Oxley 2007; MacLeod and Nuvolari 2016). But it is likely that
increasing economic opportunities granted by the technological transformation would have
stimulated the potential benefits to be reaped from a patent. This is particularly the case since
patenting is most useful in those industrial fields close to the Industrial Revolution’s
transformation, where secrecy is not an option due to openness to reverse engineering – such
as in machines and machine tools (Moser 2005a).
Methodologically, the problems of relying on patent statistics are well known across the
literature (Griliches 1990; Streb 2016). Firstly, patents only cover a part of the total amount of
innovation. Not all inventions are patentable, nor are all inventions technically or economically
interesting to patent. If an invention can technically be kept secret, as some inventions can,
trade secrecy is often the more attractive option as patents disclose the secret and its protection
falls away after their duration. As Macleod (1988, 91–92) notes, economically the traditional
exclusionary use of a patent makes more sense in a market where the number of potential users
is limited, counterfeiting can be easily spotted and potential users have the means to afford
either the product or the license. For this reason, steam technology of the kind Newcomen and
Watt invented were well-suited for this purpose, while Kay had difficulty enforcing his patent
for the flying shuttle among the large numbers of users of weaving machinery. As a result of
these technological and economic propensities of the invention, the propensity to patent varies
by industry. This is the key finding of Moser (2005a), who demonstrated this by comparing the
exhibits at the World Exhibitions of the second half of the nineteenth century with how many
patents were taken for them, by industry.
The second methodological consideration is that patents are very heterogenous, in the
broadness of their claims, the invention covered by the patent and the value of the invention
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covered by the patent. Studies that investigate the value of patents consistently find that only a
small minority of patents (say 5-10 per cent) hold most of the value, and the median value for
a patent is zero while the mean is a positive number (Schankerman and Pakes 1986; Griliches
1990; Streb, Baten, and Yin 2006, 352). This makes it crucial to filter for quality.
For historical research, there are five methods that have so far been tried. One is to
follow Schankerman and Pakes (1986) in using renewal fees, in the assumption that firms and
individuals would keep on renewing patents that had a high value.164 That this assumption did
not necessarily hold historically has been shown by Macleod et al. (2003), who crosschecked
patent renewals with an investigation into the patent descriptions to evaluate the actual patent
quality for steam engines. They found that many potentially valuable patents were discontinued
early on, while some patents for inventions that were clearly misguided were kept on for the
full term. They hypothesise that many patentees could simply not afford to pay the steep fees
for the renewal of their patent, since both renewal and putting a patent into practice requires
funds.
Macleod et al.’s (2003) investigation of patent specifications by present-day (historical)
technology experts constitutes a second method of determining patent quality. A third option
has been to use citations of patents by the literature, following the reasonable assumption that
if a patent was more discussed it would have been more valuable – a method pioneered by
Nuvolari and Tartari (2011). This approach has worked well for England, where the first
director of the new patent office, Bennet Woodcroft, constructed an index of literature citations
made for each patent. But such an approach is less feasible for other historical contexts.
A fourth, related, approach has been to use (collections of) biographies of inventors
rather than inventions, a method pioneered by Khan and Sokoloff (1993) for the United States,
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Another important assumption is that valuable patents do not become obsolete quickly through new technology,
an assumption that obviously does not hold in all technological fields.
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and then used for England by Meisenzahl and Mokyr (2012) and Khan (2018), and in Prussia
by Donges and Selgert (2021).165 Related to this this has been the attempt to combine methods
or to construct a composite index by using multiple indicators, like Nuvolari, Tortorici and
Vasta (2021) have done for France, and Nuvolari, Tartari and Tranchero (2021) for England.
A fifth approach is to find another proxy for innovation, such as clearly measurable
improvements in productivity, power, and speeds (Allen 1983; Nuvolari 2004; Lampe and
Moser 2010; Kelly and Ó Gráda 2019) or other indicators of technological progress, such as
exhibits at world fairs (Moser 2005a) or prizes (Brunt, Lerner, and Nicholas 2012). These then
provide evidence of innovative activity outside the patent system (Moser 2016, 6), and can
sometimes be compared to patent datasets.
Finally, the third methodological consideration is that patents have been taken for
various reasons, not always in the classical sense of protecting a new invention against
competitors, or to be able to monetise the invention by selling or licensing the patent taken.
Macleod (1988, chap. 5) outlined a multitude of reasons for which applicants would take a
patent. Besides reasons more relevant for the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries – such as
avoiding guild regulations or obtain hidden licenses – she reveals that many applicants took
patents for reputational or signalling purposes. Applicants would take a patent to establish their
reputation on the market as a newcomer, establish a brand in the absence of effective trademark
regulation, impress customers and signal their innovativeness and worth to investors. With the
expanding use of the patent system, Macleod also suggests that when a patent system institutes
a first-to-file rule – which grants patents to the first applicant for an invention rather than
guaranteeing the validity of the patent only to whoever is the ‘real inventor’ – this logic leads
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But see Macleod and Nuvolari (2006), who have emphasised that this method needs to be used with care: which
inventors have made it into biographies or biographical dictionaries is subject to selection biases of history.
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anxious inventors to take patents pre-emptively as a defensive act, to prevent anyone else
patenting their invention before them.
Péters (2014) demonstrated that the use of the patent system for signalling holds true in
the nineteenth century as well. In his study of the uses of the post-independence Belgian patent
system in a specific industrial sector (zinc), he showed that the classical use of a patent for
commercial exploitation was the case for only a minority of patents. Rather, most patents were
taken for establishing a reputation or for signalling to investors, employers and customers. De
Favereau (2011) found similar results for Belgian agricultural patents, showing how many
patentees used their patents for advertising. Even today, these alternative functions of the patent
are considered important (Long 2002).
However, if these alternative functions are important to patent applicants, this changes
our interpretation of patent statistics. If their focus is simply on obtaining the patent rather than
keeping it as long as is economically viable, then we can expect a large number to expire sooner
rather than later. In other words, if signalling is the function, it makes sense to take short patents
for products where their novelty is not necessarily economically significant enough to patent in
the context of the classical function of the patent. This type of patenting behaviour is more
likely still in patent systems without a preliminary examination stage. In fact, most
industrialising countries during the First Industrial Revolution had such patent registration
systems: England, France, the United States before 1836, and Belgium after 1854. These patent
systems likely had many patents that might have had economic significance to their patent
holders through the signalling function, yet do not tell us as much about the innovative activity
in each country.166
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Indeed, Donges and Selgert (2019b) show that registration systems have higher granted patent numbers than
examination systems, in their discussion of the different patent systems of the German states in the nineteenth
century. Registration systems assume that inventors do research into prior art themselves before they apply
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In the case of the UKNL, the patent system was a hybrid one: it contained a substantive
examination process, yet at the same time explicitly stated in each patent grant that it did not
guarantee the patent’s novelty or utility.167 It refused patents most commonly on the grounds of
their lack of novelty, but was more restrained when it came to their utility. If it suspected the
invention to be a mere pipe dream, it would council applicants against a patent, but not always
necessarily restrain them from obtaining one. It relied on the barrier presented by patent fees,
together with the examination process, to filter out small, insignificant or useless inventions. If
applicants requested a fee-free patent, it became more interested both in the character of the
patentee and in the utility of the invention.168 Because of the ability to obtain a patent for free,

for their patent, but this expectation is regularly not met. MacLeod et al. (2003, 541–42) cite researchers in
the UK from 1864 that found that a quarter of patents were for inventions that were not new, and a
government-commissioned report in 1901 that found 41% to have been fully or partially patenting
inventions already patented before. If these patents were taken for signalling purposes rather than excluding
others, their lack of validity or novelty did not matter as much. If they would not be enforced, they would
unlikely be challenged in court either.
167

This was copied from the French legislation from 1791, where it was a logical element considering its absence
of a preliminary examination. In the French case it was an attempt to prevent the use of the patent system
for signalling purposes: it explicitly warned that a patent did not in any way signal the technical competence
of the patentee, the legal validity of the patent, nor the economic utility of the invention. That these sort of
warnings did not work is clear from Péters’ (2014) and de Favereau’s (2011) work discussed above in the
text for the case of Belgium. When the UKNL severely doubted the utility of an invention and was
confronted with a patent applicant that did not heed its warnings, it cited this clause as a way to still be able
to grant the patent. The UKNL also used the clause to stress the conditional nature of the patent rights: that
the patent did not give the right to enforcement if competitors could prove they already possessed the new
technology before the patent grant. The UKNL has more than once explained this to competitors that
demanded for the patent to be withdrawn. Rather than declaring the patent null and void in these cases, the
UKNL preferred to keep the patent on the books. They thus did not have to admit they made a mistake or
deal with a messy legal fight on precedents. Rather, they just explained to the complainants that they did not
need to fear enforcement through the court in these cases and could just continue using their technology in
peace. See for example the report to the King on resistance by Glaser to the patent request by Heinish, NLHaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no 4451, 2-3-1829, no 203A.
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Yet the patent administrators were not always consistent with this when considerations of reputation were at
play. In 1827 a certain Colombo from Turin in Italy obtained a free patent for his inventions on brakes for
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and the option of importing technology (which was interesting for merchants and
entrepreneurs), we suspect that patentees were not necessarily always highly skilled (H6). We
do expect skilled individuals to have obtained the most valuable patents (H7), and to find
foreigners patenting inventions that directly compete with domestic industries (H8), i.e. where
the most lucrative economic opportunities were located.
A patent’s value is more difficult to measure in the Dutch case, however. There were no
renewal fees; all costs of obtaining a patent were paid in one single up-front instalment. Patent
length is also not a good indicator for quality, because the patent authorities actively limited the
number of years based on how quickly it estimated a patent for an invention would recuperate
the costs of invention plus a sufficient reward. In other words, patent applications judged by
examiners to be for far more economically valuable inventions were sometimes rewarded
shorter patent lengths. Because of the option of obtaining cheaper or free patents, patent
applicants in the UKNL also would likely have felt more able to make requests for long patents
that they would otherwise have obtained based on their estimated value of their invention, thus
weaking the link of patent length with the value of an invention. However, there is potential for

horse-carriages that were of limited utility and novelty, because he had demonstrated his invention in the
presence of a full diplomatic representation in Italy, so that the UKNL government felt it could not refuse to
grant some form of reward to stimulate the reputation of the King of the UKNL as a promoter of innovation
and industry. See report to the King, NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4358, 2-10-1827, 117A. Also in
1827, a certain Alexandre de Stappers obtained free patents for what was essentially a perpetual motion
device. The state feared the negative publicity that could ensue if he would have been refused a (free) patent.
The minister wrote in his report that the invention was useless, but that granting a patent would also be
harmless as nobody would buy the invention from him, while if he would be refused ‘he could, already
embittered by his misfortune, believe and spread around the idea that it was out of hatred that the patent had
been refused to him.’ As the man was living with his family in mean conditions, they would grant the patent
for free. See Rapport aan ZM ten geleide van een concept octrooi, NL-HaNA, entry. no. 2.04.01, inv. no.
4367, 20-11-1827-nr 94A. They likely feared this specific man’s response because he was a (former) civil
servant, from nobility, and owned a newspaper.
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developing some kind of (composite) quality index, towards which we have taken an important
first step in this chapter.169
With regards to demand orientation, we suspect patenting in the UKNL to have been
relatively market- and incentive-oriented, considering evidence that the Southern Netherlands
was patenting more often than the Northern Netherlands (Mokyr 1976) – reflecting the early
industrialisation that took place in the South (H9, H11). We also expect that valuable patents to
have been patented in more polities (H10), in the sense that we expect the imported technology
to the UKNL to be of relatively higher value. We expect that not all patents were taken for
reasons of protecting an innovation, for there was certainly evidence of applicants aiming to
obtain a patent for the quality signal it would bring them rather than the actual legal rights of
exclusion.170
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In principle, a composite indicator for patent value could be constructed based on: resistance a patent garnered;
how much the invention that the patent or patentee covered was represented and rewarded at industrial fairs;
whether the patent was transferred to others; whether the government during or after the examination thought
the patent would be useful or profitable; and/or discussions in contemporary and (technological) history
literature. In this chapter we use an index based on Doorman’s commentary on patents and their inventors.
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There is even the case of a patent applicant that explicitly asked for a patent that would not have exclusive
rights, but was mainly interested in the title of ‘patented’ it would give him and permission to ‘print on his
labels, price lists the weapon of the state with the text “patented by his majesty King of the Netherlands”’.
He was refused because his invention was not new. See Report on request of Franciscus Gijsbertus van den
Boogaard, NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, 4383, 22-2-1828, 109A. Earlier in 1822, the UKNL discovered to its scandal
that multiple patentees were using the state insignia in their business activity and shop signs on the basis of
their patent, somehow being interpreted as signifying the favour of the state. A new policy was formulated
where patent applicants would have to ask for permission for doing so, which would only be granted in
exceptional cases. We do not have evidence whether this policy was put in practice or effectively enforced.
See NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4133, Report from the Minister of Education to the King (verzoek
van F. J. Schröder), 14-5-1822, 1e afdeling no. 853; and NL-HaNA, 2.02.01, 1453, Royal Decree on
Schröder, 6-7-1822, no. 123.
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4.3

Data

In this section, we explain the dataset used and discuss the choices we made to operationalise
the social class variable via HISCLASS, as well as the other variables we included in the
univariate and multivariate statistics.

4.3.1 Dataset
For our statistics we use a newly constructed dataset of the full population of all patent
applications in the UKNL between 1816 and 1830, the construction of which was discussed in
detail in Chapter 3.171 As outlined there, this dataset has been constructed in four stages. First,
a dataset of all granted patents was compiled, relying on Doorman’s (1947) list of all granted
patents in the Netherlands in the nineteenth century. Doorman’s data were completed and
corrected with the aid of the patent registry of all granted patents 1817-1869, obtained from the
Nationaal Archief.172
We also used Doorman’s (1947; 1953) books to build a patent quality indicator for
granted patents. As Doorman’s aim was to construct a technological history of the Netherlands
in the nineteenth century, he used the printing of the full patent list to provide individual
technological history comments at the relevant patents. He regularly also inserted references to
the individual patent or patentee he could find in the contemporary literature and/or technology
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As such the dataset included also applications from before 1816 and granted patents under the old French law.
We decided to exclude these for the analyses in this paper, only incorporating applications that were still
under process in 1817 when the new law was introduced.
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The patent registries, including the replacement registry of Doorman, can be found in the Nationaal Archief
(Dutch National Archives) in The Hague under NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.23.01 (Ministerie van
Binnenlandse Zaken: Afdeling Nijverheid en voorgangers, 1817-1877), inventory no. 1236-1240 (Registers
van verleende octrooien).
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historiography, as well as prizes they had won at industrial fairs. We used these comments to
build a ‘Doorman index’ for valuable patents.173
Secondly, the ledgers on all communications and dossiers of the Ministry of Education
served to reconstruct all applications related to inventions, the majority of which were for
patents.174 These were cross-referenced with the dataset of granted patents. In the third stage,
all dossiers retrievable in the archives related to these application requests were photographed
or downloaded, and processed to add details to the database where required, such as the
application type, the applicant’s occupation or the reasons for rejection.175 In the fourth stage,
the entries were recoded into HISCLASS following the procedure set out in van Leeuwen and
Maas (2011), and the patent titles transformed into technology classes on the basis of a machine
learning tool developed by Billington and Hanna (2020).
This dataset is very rich: it contains details on the applicants, such as name, place,
province within the UKNL, country, and occupation; the invention, a quality indicator, the
patent type, length and fees requested, the length, fees and conditions imposed on the patent
applicant, each administrative step linked to the relevant date at the ministry, which external
players have been involved in the processing of the application, whether the patent or patent
application has been resisted and by whom, and whether the patent has been transferred and to
whom.
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When it was clear from Doorman’s comments that articles in journals and magazines were self-promotion by
the patentee, we did we not include them in the Doorman index. Nor did we include patents in the Doorman
index when Doorman was merely discussing the patent’s contents out of personal interest.

174

For the ledgers, see NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01 (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken, 1813-1848), inv. no.
4049-4051 (Indices 1815-1818); 4190-4196 (Indices op de verbalen 1818 april – 1824 maart); 4925-4936
(Indices op de verbalen 1824-1830)

The ledgers and dossiers can now be found online. See

https://www.nationaalarchief.nl/en/research/archive/2.04.01/invnr/%40P.
175

For the dossiers, see NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, inv. no. 4039-4942 (Uitvindingen); inv. no. 4055-4175 (verbalen:
besluiten, minuten van uitgaande brieven en ingekomen stukken (1818 april – 1824 maart); inv. no. 42044545 (verbalen 1824 april - 1830).
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4.3.2 HISCLASS
One set of variables employed in our regression analysis concerns the social class of the patent
applicants. To investigate the accessibility of the patent system, we have relied on HISCLASS
to code the occupation data, a standard in the field of economic and social history and recently
used by Billington (2021) and Nuvolari, Tortorici, and Vasta (2021) to code the occupation data
of their datasets of English and French patents respectively. HISCLASS is developed by an
international team led by van Leeuwen and Maas (2011) on the basis of HISCO occupation
codes developed by them a decade earlier (van Leeuwen, Maas, and Miles 2002). It combines
occupation codes with status indicators one can also find in historical data (student, owner,
boss, apprentice, etc.) and relationship indicators when the occupation mentioned in the
historical source is held by a family member rather than the individual in question. HISCLASS
distinguishes between 12 class categories that are subdivided into four skill levels (high,
medium, low and unskilled), as well as distinctions of manual/non-manual and supervision/nonsupervision as well as primary sector/non-primary sector.176
Table 4.2 shows the results of this exercise. In the last two columns we compare our
data for the UKNL with that of Great Britain, where we have included the data of Billington
(2021) for English patent grantees between 1700-1841.177 It shows very comparable shares for
each. Indeed, the rank correlation between the two shows a relatively high correlation: 0.833
(Spearman) or 0.674 (Kendall’s Tau-b). The main differences are a much higher share of
‘higher managers’, or the group of manufacturers, nobles, military officers and property owners
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1 = Higher managers (high skill level), 2 = Higher professionals (high), 3 = Lower managers (medium skill
level), 4 = Lower professionals, and clerical and sales personnel (medium), 5 = Lower clerical and sales
personnel (low), 6 = Foremen (medium), 7 = Medium skilled workers (medium), 8 = Farmers and fishermen
(medium), 9 = Lower skilled workers (low), 10 = Lower skilled farm workers (low), 11 = Unskilled workers
(unskilled), 12 = Unskilled farm workers (unskilled).
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We cannot include the French data of Nuvolari et al (2021) because they did not faithfully follow the
HISCO/HISCLASS codification system.
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in the British data. They are the largest category in England, while in the UKNL, the artisans
and medium skilled workers (6 and 7) from the largest group of unique patentees. In England,
the class of higher professionals is larger, reflecting most likely a presence of more engineers,
while in the UKNL the group of traders, lower professionals and clerical personnel are larger
(3-5).

Table 4.2 HISCLASS categories in the database
HISCLASS number and label

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
-1

Higher managers
Higher professionals
Lower managers
Lower professionals
Lower clerical and sales personnel
Foremen
Medium-skilled workers
Farmers and fishermen
Low-skilled workers
Unskilled workers
Unknown

Applications
UKNL
1815-1830
168 26.33%
80 12.54%
37
5.8%
77 12.07%
7
1.1%
29
4.55%
179 28.06%
4
0.63%
54
8.46%
3
0.47%
422
--

Patent grants
UKNL
1815-1830
103 30.21%
34
9.97%
24
7.04%
42 12.32%
5
1.47%
13
3.81%
93 27.27%
1
0.29%
25
7.33%
1
0.29%
167
--

Applicants
UKNL
1815-1830
110 22.77%
58 12.01%
19
3.93%
64 13.25%
7
1.45%
26
5.38%
139 28.78%
4
0.83%
53 10.97%
3
0.63%
359
--

Patent grantees
UKNL
1815-1830
61 25.42%
23
9.58%
10
4.17%
35 14.58%
5
2.08%
12
5.00%
70 29.17%
1
0.42%
22
9.17%
1
0.42%
125
--

Patent grantees
Great Britain
1700-1841
1881 35.75%
800 15.21%
17
0.32%
719 13.67%
51
0.97%
25
0.48%
1213 23.06%
45
0.86%
486
9.24%
24
0.46%
0
--

Notes: The division of British patents over HISCLASS comes from Billington (2021). For sake of comparability
with his data, we report percentage share of each class of the total body of classes known. We calculated rank
correlations:
-

Patent applications and patent applicants UKNL: 0.976 (Spearman); 0.911 (Kendall’s Tau-b)

-

Patent grants and patent grantees UKNL: 0.976 (Spearman); 0.909 (Kendall’s Tau-b)

-

Patent applicants and patent grantees UKNL: 0.997 (Spearman); 0.989 (Kendall’s Tau-b)

-

Patent grantees of the UKNL and Great Britain: 0.833 (Spearman); 0.674 (Kendall’s Tau-b)

How to interpret the difference in these data is less obvious. It could either signify a
better accessibility of the UKNL patent system for artisans due to the fee customisation to
wealth by the UKNL government, or a more advanced stage of industrialisation of the British
economy. This more advanced stage would explain the larger shares of managers and higher
professionals if these are factory owners and engineers. This latter explanation likely at the very
least plays a role because both datasets have a bias towards the HISCLASS of the more recent
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patentees. In both systems the number of patents per year was rapidly increasing over time, so
that a large share of the overall body of patents are from the last years of patent data. Given the
fact that Great Britain was industrialising earlier than UKNL and the fact that Billington’s data
runs until 1841 and not until 1830, his data will thus have an increased relative influence of
industrialisation and professionalisation on the occupation data compared to the UKNL data
presented here. However, what the data seems to make clear is that just like in Great Britain,
the majority of patentees were skilled individuals (H6): the artisans and high professionals
together already formed more than two-fifths of the patentees. To this could still be added
manufacturers from the ‘higher managers’ class.
Using the outcome of the HISCLASS coding exercise, we have then recoded the result
by combining certain categories (see Table 4.3). The logic behind this recategorization is to
compensate for the weaknesses of the HISCO/HISCLASS system for the early-nineteenth
century. 178 While category 1 and 2 have been kept as meaningful categories, we have combined
categories 3, 4 and 5 to put together arbitrarily coded merchants, as well as include the minimal
group of clerks (5) to form a group of non-manual workers. We have combined 6, 7, and 8 to
create an artisan/medium-skilled worker/farmer group where we avoid the problem of
seemingly arbitrary placement of certain artisans in 6 and others in 7 simply because they
happened to introduce themselves as a master. We combined the low-skilled and unskilled
workers in one group, since there were so few unskilled workers. We judged it would be a good
idea not to follow Billington (2021)’s skill-based distinction as it would have made us lose
potentially valuable information from the distinction between non-manual and manual workers,
as well as the difference between the managerial class and the higher professionals. We also
did not follow Nuvolari et al.’s use of only the artisans and higher professionals, because we

178

For a discussion of the weaknesses of the HISCO/HISCLASS and the methodology used in the coding strategy,
see the appendix 4A.
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think it is useful to include the other social classes in our econometric analyses on importation,
accessibility and discrimination.

Table 4.3 Recoding of HISCLASS categories
Category label
Factory owners, nobility and
large landholders
Higher professionals

HISCLASS
number
1
2

Merchant, Clerks and lower
professionals
Medium-skilled workers and
business holders

3, 4, 5

Low-skilled workers

9, 10, 11, 12

Unknown

-1

6, 7, 8

Represented professions (English translation)
Manufacturer, director, military officer, owner, baron,
esquire
Engineer, medical doctor, chemist, pharmacist, priest,
professor, lawyer, government advisor
Merchant, broker, shop keeper, book seller, lower
engineer, teacher, pharmacy assistant
Mechanic, watchmaker, smith, carpenter, tailor,
lithographer, printer, music instrument maker, instrument
maker, baker
Barber, pencil maker, glove maker, salt maker, soap
maker, worker
Unknown, inventor, unemployed, pensioned military
officer, student, widow

Patent
applications
168
15.85%
80

7.55%

121

11.42%

212

20.00%

57

5.38%

422

39.81%

Besides the HISCLASS codification, we have constructed a set of variables relevant to
make evaluations of the hypotheses of the previous section (see Table 4.4 for variable
definitions). We add a country variable that distinguishes between applicants from the Northern
Netherlands, the Southern Netherlands and foreigners to test for geographical discrimination.
Following Lehmann-Hasemeyer and Streb (2020), we also use characteristics such as applicant
experience and whether or not a patent was applied for by multiple applicants to take into
account potential influences on the patent application. To see whether external advice made any
difference, we include one variable for the involvement of technical advisors – such as
ministerial advisors and learned (bodies of) scientists – and another for the involvement of
advisors from industry, including potential competitors of the applicant.
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Table 4.4 Variable definitions
Variable

Unit

Definition

Dependent variables
Patent of invention

Discrete

Applicant asks for a patent of invention (1 = patent of invention request).

Patent of importation

Discrete

Applicant asks for a patent for importing a foreign invention (1 = patent of
importation request).

Patent grant

Discrete

Patent has been granted (1=granted).

Legal test failure

Discrete

Patent application is discontinued after a rejection that cites the law (1 =
discontinued). Common examples: (1) no clear description or drawing; (2)
not in the right language; (3) no patent length or start date provided for the
foreign patent imported; (4) invention is not patentable.

Lifespan requested

Years

The lifespan requested by the patent applicant in years.

Difference lifespan

Years

The difference in years between the lifespan requested by the patent
applicant and the lifespan assigned by the patent office at patent grant.

Lifespan reduced

Discrete

The lifespan assigned at patent grant was smaller than the lifespan
requested by the patent applicant (1 = smaller).

Difference patent fees

Guilders

The difference between patent fees assigned and patent fees normally
expected by law (positive = cheaper).

Patent fees reduced

Discrete

The patent fees have been reduced by more than 49 guilders than normally
expected by the law.

Patent special conditions Discrete

The patent has been granted under special conditions, such as a license
clause or a shorter working clause than normal (1 = conditions assigned).

Doorman Index

Discrete

Whether the invention has been published other than by initiative of the
inventor, received a prize, or made a difference in technological history as
found by Doorman (1 = Valuable patent).

Explanatory variables
Distance to capital

kms (00s)

Distance that the applicant has to travel to the closest capital (Brussels or
the Hague). Calculated on the basis of calculating a walk in google maps.
The United Kingdom of the Netherlands changed its capital every year.
For each patent the closest capital has been taken.

Multiple applicants

Discrete

The patent has multiple applicants (1 = more than one).

Experienced applicant

Discrete

One of the patent applicants have applied for a patent before for a different
invention (1 = has applied before).

Industrial advisor

Discrete

Government has sought industry advice (1 = sought advice). Most often
Chambers of Commerce and Industry, sometimes important
manufacturers, such as John Cockerill or J. J. Huyttens Kerremans.

Technical advisor

Discrete

Government has sought technical advice (1 = sought advice). Most
regularly one of the technical advisors of the ministry, sometimes the
Royal Academy of Science of Brussels, the Royal Institute of Science of
Amsterdam, or other scientific societies or scientists.

Country of first applicant Categorical

The country of residence of the first applicant. Values are the Northern
Netherlands (+/- current-day the Netherlands), Southern Netherlands (+/current-day Belgium and Luxemburg), and foreigners (most are from
France, German states and England).

HISCLASS

Categorical

A variable based on the HISCLASS assigned to the first applicant of the
patent. HISCLASS normally is divided in 12 classes. In this paper we have
chosen five class groups as well as an unknown category.

Technology

Categorical

The technology class, assigned to the title of the invention of the patent
request. Also includes an unknown category.

Time

Categorical

Time bins of three years grouping together patents by the year of first
contact. The first bin is a six year bin spanning 1816 to 1821.
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4.4

Method: understanding the peculiarities of the system

In this section we explore the composition of the data and the choices that we made in the
building of the statistical models. Figure 4.1 reports a flowchart of the database and the patent
system we have constructed to obtain a better understanding of the patent system and to inform
our choices of our econometric analyses. Our dataset is built on all the requests related to
inventions that come in at the Ministry of Education, so it also includes requests for subsidies,
income support, loans, as well as honorary titles, tax benefits and the like. These regularly
overlap; there are many individuals that ask for a premium and a patent, or some that ask for
money but are then forwarded by the government to the patent law. In this paper we only focus
on the 1,124 patent requests, thereby excluding these other requests from our analysis.
The second distinction we make is whether a patent request is for a patent of invention,
improvement or importation. In the UKNL system, patents of improvement were narrowly
interpreted as improvements on pre-existing patents. In practice, it was usually taken by the
original patentee because the patent of improvement did not grant the right to use the original
patent that was improved upon – so unless a license was agreed, a patent of improvement would
be useless to the candidate patentee until expiry of the original patent. As such, they do not
concern new inventions, but rather improvements upon an existing inventions. We decided to
exclude them from our analysis, because they all related to an already patented invention to
describe small changes in the original invention. They are thus operating on a different order of
analysis. We have a too small subsection of these type of patents to do in-depth analysis.
Another section of patents concern those that we could not classify, as they are merely
announced as a patent request by the patentee. These set of patents requests have never made it
far enough in the patent application process for their applicants to have declared under what
patent type their patent belongs. They should thus be counted as numbering amongst the
rejections or withdrawals in the patent system overall, yet cannot be classified under any
particular patent type.
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Figure 4.1 Flowchart for all applications in the UKNL database
Type of Application? [n1377]
Premium Loan n197
Continue
application

Ask for a patent
instead [n13, 7 ]

New? Useful?
(n343, 58 granted)
Asks low fees?
Yes
(n130 )

ther n119 : honorary titles, tax benefits etc

Type?

Unknown patent type (n92, 8 ): by
definition discontinued or rejected
Importation n397, 36
Foreign technology

Improvement n38, 3
Adds on existing patent

Invention n57 , 5
New domestic invention
M eets legal
requirements?

Patent n1097

Revision (n282)

M eets legal
requirements?

Revision (n13)
Discontinued (n6)

Discontinued (n106)

Not new (n56)
Not useful (n17)
Other (n6 45 uncoded)
Low fees (n117, 34 (of
which 93 requested))
Rejection (n37 )

Not new (n3)

New? Useful?

Not useful (n0)

Length old patent?
(n26, 67 success)
Yes: free
(n19, 73 )

Other (n0 3 uncoded)

No: fees
(n5, 27 )

M eets legal
requirements?

Revision (n186)
Discontinued (n74)

New? Useful?

Not new (n67)
Not useful (n19)

From 1827:
Further conditions?
Yes (n36, 22 )

Other (n14 58 uncoded)
No (n129, 78 )

(n165, 41 granted)
Asks low fees?

No: normal fees
(n226, 66 )

No: normal fees
(n140, 85 )

Yes
(n15 )

Low fees (n25, 15 (of
which 8 requested))
Rejection (n7 )

Notes: Constructed on the basis of Chapter 2, and completed with data from the patent database. The orange squares are rejected or withdrawn patents, the green
squares represent all accepted patents. The linear order presented here under each patent type is sometimes more jumbled in practice. Some data in the original
dataset are not finished coding yet, most notably the reasons for rejection and the requests for patent fee reductions, noted by the + symbol.
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We make this distinction between the three patent types not just because we are
interested in comparing patents of invention with patents of importation, but also because the
administrative processes and questions for each type were slightly different. As the flow
diagram in Figure 4.1 shows, the first stages of a patent request are very similar: they first have
to pass through a formal test to see whether the patent applications meets the minimum
requirements of the law. The most common grounds for rejection at this stage was a lack of a
sufficiently high-quality description or drawing of the invention in the right language,179 or the
lack of information provided on the original patent for a patent of importation. Most often,
therefore, patent applicants that failed their legal test were granted the opportunity to improve
their application. Only in a few cases were patents rejected out of hand at this stage because
they were not considered patentable.180

179

The official languages for the Kingdom were Dutch and French. From January 1823 onwards the UKNL
government introduced a language policy that applicants from the Dutch-speaking provinces were required
to address the government and the court in Dutch. This included South-Brabant, that as a province was
Dutch-speaking but of which the city of Brussels was already largely Francophone. Those in Frenchspeaking provinces like Namur or Liège could keep addressing the government in French. This had
consequences for the patent system as well: inhabitants of Dutch-speaking provinces were required to write
their specification in Dutch or translate it. See Vosters and Janssens (2015) for a discussion on the politics
and the implications of this language policy.

180

Inventions that were not patentable were pharmaceutics (because the state feared it would interfere with its
control on medicine that was considered safe for public use), as well as for those chemical inventions or
food recipes where the exact composition of ingredients mattered. The UKNL argued it would be impossible
to enforce such a patent, so preferred to not grant patents for these inventions at all (knowing it would then
probably be used for signalling purposes which it did not approve of). See for example ‘report to the King
on a request for Rumfordsch Soeppoeder’, NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4106, 21-1-1821, no
39/112. This fact interacts with Moser’s (2005a) argument that before the formulation of the periodic table
in the second half of the nineteenth century chemical inventions were less likely to be patented and more
likely to be kept secret. The UKNL experience shows that these inventors were sometimes even forced to
pick secrecy by their governments even if they wanted to patent.
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In the second stage, we see an evaluation on the basis of novelty, utility and other
considerations.181 It is usually here, when a complete specification has been handed in, that the
patent administrators involve external advisors to advise them on the utility and novelty of the
invention covered by the application. However, regularly they appear confident enough to judge
on their own. We see that, overall, the success rates of the various patent types differ from one
another, reflecting their different nature.
If the patent passes this stage, and the patent is ready to be granted, patent type-specific
questions emerge. Applicants for a patent of invention or importation could hope to obtain a
reduction in their patent fees – indeed, more than a third of the applications for a patent of
invention in our dataset would include a request for a patent fee reduction. This request would
set in motion an additional investigation. The ministry would ask the provincial governor three
questions: (1) what is the personal wealth of the individual; (2) what are the moral standards of
the person; and (3) do they have dependents to care for? In the archives we find reports drafted
by the mayors of applicants’ towns having investigated – via the police, other business holders
or the applicant’s employees – about the reputation and the wealth of the applicant.182
In addition to this information, the patent administrators would also take into
consideration their estimation of the utility of the invention in question. For example, if the
value of the invention was deemed to be high, administrators would communicate to the
applicant that they should try to find an investor interested to buy rights to the patent.183 If they
questioned whether the invention would work at all, it would be less inclined to grant the patent

181

An ‘other’ is for example when an invention threatens tax income of the state, or when the invention was
dangerous. An example of the latter is for example an patent request for an umbrella that hid a rifle in it.

182

See for example: Letter to the Governor of Antwerp on a request for a free patent by van Campen, NL-HaNA,
entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4145, 19-12-1822, no. 2210.

183

Report to the King on the request by van Campen, NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4148, 1-21823, 45/218.
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fee reduction, since administrators preferred to rely on the workings of the patent fees to make
inventors not take out patents for frivolous creations that they could then mislead the public
with.184 The procedure was much more simple for patents of improvement: if the patentee was
happy to let the patent of improvement take the same length as the original patent, it would
generally be made free, in the argumentation that if the patentee would have been able to
develop these ideas before the taking of the patent, they would have included it in the original
patent application.
The story is rather different for patents of importation. Free or reduced-fee patents for
this category was decidedly rarer. Rather, the UKNL’s patent authorities would wonder whether
the patent should be granted at all and under what conditions, balancing how difficult an
importation would be with the potential cost to domestic competitors. Its policy towards patents
of importation reached full maturity around 1827 after two major scandals surrounding patents
of importation.185 From this point onwards, it would involve Chambers of Commerce more

184

‘it is advisable to multiply the grant of patents without payment of duties as little as possible. This from the
perspective that the payment of duties gives the government a means that is simple and not offending to
anybody to prevent countless patent requests for useless and pipe-dream inventions.’ [translation by authors].
See Report on request L. Embach to obtain a free patent, NL-HaNA, 2.04.01, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no.
4256, 29-10-1825, 137A.

185

There had been two related scandals 1825-1826 and 1827-1828 in the Southern Netherlands involving patents
of importation. Both were for patents of importation obtained by proxies in the UKNL on behalf of French
entrepreneurs: Magnan acting on behalf of John Collier, and Kockx acting on behalf of Albert (who was in
turn acting on behalf of Jones). Both were for machines to finish draperies. Doorman (1953, 103) discusses
social unrest in UKNL that associated the labour-saving of the type that Magnan patented. Rather than
construct the machines they sold themselves on UKNL soil, Magnan and Kockx merely acted as importing
commercial agents of their patrons in France. For both cases, a coalition of complainants in textile
manufacturing undid their illegal practice. Magnan lost all his patents up to that point, while Kockx was
forced to transfer his patent to a UKNL manufacturer that had to accept a new open license clause that was
not originally in the patent. Around the time of these two incidents, the government became more careful
with patents of importation. For Magnan, see report to the King on resistance to Magnan’s patents, NLHaNA, entry. no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4267, 10-1-1826, 114A. For Kockx, see for example the letter to the
governor of Liège on Kockx, NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4414, 29-7-1828, 25F.
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often to obtain a feel for how difficult an importation would be, and under what conditions a
patent of importation could be acceptable.186 The Chambers of Commerce and Industry – if
positive – would almost always recommended an open license clause and a reduction of the
patent length requested. It led to the four-pronged treatment of patents of importation cited
before: rejection of easily-spread inventions; reduction of patent lengths to acceptable levels;
open license clauses; and reduced lengths of the working clause. What is meant by ‘further
conditions’ in the flowchart are those patents that have either an open license clause or a reduced
length of the working clause imposed on them. This was not for all patents of importation,
however; across the full body of 165 patents of importation granted over the full period, only
36 had additional conditions187.
On the basis of this flowchart, we argue it makes most sense to treat patents of invention
and importation separately in our regressions. However, we will test this assumption in the
univariate and multivariate statistics. In our regressions we also exclude those applications that
have been withdrawn after their failure at the legal test, for it is hard to know for what reasons
the applicants have discontinued the application process. They could have trouble to improve
their drawing or description if they lacked the skills, or that they could not find the right amount
of money to pay the fees. They could have realised in the meantime that the invention they
aimed to patent was not worth the trouble in the end or discovered that it had already been
imported or invented by someone else.188 While this hurdle certainly has put a filter on the

186

This test had a standard formulation: (1) is this invention yet unknown and unused in this kingdom? (2) is it to
be expected that this invention will be imported without a patent of importation? (3) is it useful to stimulate
this importation with a patent and (4) under what conditions? For an example, see letter to the governor of
East-Flanders in Ghent on Warin’s patent request for an invention by J. Nicholson, NL-HaNA, 2.04.01,
4350, 14-8-1827, no 17F.

187

There were also ten patents of invention that have had additional conditions imposed upon them. Because they
represent a very marginal faction of this patent type, we did not incorporate this step in the flowchart.

188

The UKNL law only protected the patentee from the patent grant date, not from the patent application date.
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applications getting through, it is particularly the later stages that determine the discrimination
of the patent system. For those interested in the results for the full sample that includes the
withdrawn patents, we include additional regressions in the appendix.
To test the hypotheses formulated above we use an empirical strategy that explores
whether statistical associations exist between the various indicators of interest in the context of
the UKNL patent system. We do this via a two-pronged strategy: we first employ univariate
statistics that juxtapose directly the means of the various variables of interest across divisions
of patent type, granted and ungranted patents, and geography. We then compute multivariate
statistics to take into consideration possible potentially interacting effects between variables.
We do this by using discrete choice (logistic) models to estimate what indicators best appear to
predict patent type, patent grants, the conditions under which the patents were granted, and the
value of patents. Besides reporting a pseudo-R2 statistic to measure the model’s fit, we also
calculate the area under the curve (AUC) of a receiver operating characteristic to evaluate the
predictive ability of the models – a diagnostic tool borrowed from the medical sciences.189
In the next two sections we investigate the hypotheses set out in Table 4.1, first via
univariate, then via multivariate statistics. We are interested in the type of a request (invention
or importation), whether a patent request was granted, any reductions in the lifespan requested
by the patentee, any fee reductions obtained by the patent applicant, and what variables
correlated with higher value patents.

189

The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC Curve) computes a logistic regression model’s
ability to discriminate between true signals (sensitivity) and false signals (1-specificity) of the model, with
values ranging from 0.5 to 1.0. Its values can be evaluated with a rule of thumb: a value between 0.5 and 0.7
means that the model performs poorly, not much better than random; values between 0.7 and 0.8 are
acceptable; between 0.8 and 0.9 excellent; and between 0.9 and 1 outstanding. See Hosmer et al. (2013,
chap. 5).
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4.5

Univariate statistical analysis

Table 4.5 reports the univariate statistics for the full sample. Panel A shows that of all the patent
applications, only 48 per cent make it through the process to be successful patent grants. The
remainder have either been retracted or refused. As was already visible in our flowchart, 19 per
cent of the total number of applications are retracted or discontinued after the state informs
applicants that their application does not meet the legal requirements, covering a significant
part of those applications that do not lead to a patent grant. Most applications are submitted by
one applicants, with only 11 per cent of patent requests submitted by more than one applicant.
This suggests that for most inventors or importers, a partnership with a wealthier individual was
not required to gain access to the patent system.190
The data show that only a small number of patents (21.5 per cent) were requested by
someone who had applied before within the same timeframe of 15 years. By contrast, many
more (42 per cent) American patents from this period (1812-1830) were requested by a patentee
that had more than one patent (Sokoloff and Khan 1990). Similar figures as for the US held for
France in these years (Nuvolari, Tortorici, and Vasta 2021). The relatively low number of career
patentees seems to suggest a democratic use of the patent system – if we follow Sokoloff and
Khan’s own logic (H3). We do need to take into account the likelihood, however, that the low
figures for multiple patents per applicant will have been influenced by the fact that the UKNL
had a lower absolute patent count compared to these other countries, as well as the shorter range
of years in my dataset that a patentee could have applied for another patent.
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We know this because the Dutch law required all transfers of patent rights to be registered with the state for a
small fee, or they would otherwise lose their validity. If an inventor wished to partner up with a wealthy
sponsor in return for a share of the patent, the sponsor would have needed to be present in the request or
would become visible afterwards in a request for a patent transfer. Only 17 patents were transferred, which
translates into 1.6 per cent of all requests, and 3.3 per cent of the granted patents.
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Table 4.5 Univariate statistics for the full sample
Panel A. Full sample, patents of invention and importation

Distance to capital
Multiple patents
Experienced applicant
Industrial advisor
Technical advisor

N
1060
1060
1043
1060
1060
1060
1060

Full sample
mean
sd
0.479
0.500
0.191
0.393
0.888
1.371
0.110
0.314
0.192
0.394
0.036
0.186
0.281
0.450

N
571
571
569
571
571
571
571

Invention
mean
0.601
0.186
0.481
0.091
0.215
0.019
0.320

sd
0.490
0.389
0.527
0.288
0.411
0.138
0.467

N
397
397
389
397
397
397
397

Importation
mean
0.416
0.186
1.487
0.139
0.179
0.068
0.267

sd
0.493
0.390
1.930
0.346
0.384
0.252
0.443

HISCLASS:
Factory owners, nobility and large landholders
Higher professionals
Merchant, Clerks and lower professionals
Medium-skilled workers and business holders
Low-skilled workers
Unknown class

1060
1060
1060
1060
1060
1060

0.158
0.075
0.114
0.200
0.054
0.398

571
571
571
571
571
571

0.121
0.060
0.107
0.268
0.079
0.366

0.326
0.237
0.309
0.443
0.270
0.482

397
397
397
397
397
397

0.242
0.096
0.126
0.106
0.028
0.403

0.429
0.295
0.332
0.308
0.164
0.491

Variable
Patent grant
Legal test failure

0.365
0.264
0.318
0.400
0.226
0.490

Equality of Means
t-value
5.755
***
-0.030
-10.029
***
-2.246
**
1.416
-3.507
***
1.807
*
-4.747
-2.032
-0.906
6.716
3.656
-1.161

***
**
***
***

Notes: patents of improvement are excluded. T-statistics assume unequal variance. The difference between the total number of observations in this table and the full
sample is explained by the applications in our sample of which we do not know the patent type (invention, improvement or importation) because they did not move
far enough in the patent application process
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The number of patent applications for which a technical advisor became involved is
slightly more than a quarter, while the number of applications where Chambers of Commerce
and Industry or specific big industrials were asked for their advice is much smaller: only 3.6
per cent. The figures for the HISCLASS categories are the same as for Table 4.3.
We distinguish between patent requests for inventions and for importations in the righthand columns of Table 4.5 Panel A. At first sight, it supports the intuition that these patent types
are different (H1), and should be treated separately in (regression) analyses: on almost all
variables, there is a statistically significant difference tested through a simple t-statistic with
unequal variance. The only indicator that is similar is the share of applications that were
withdrawn after their first confrontation with the legal standards. The share of experienced
applicants is also not significant in its differences.
Interestingly, patents of importation are more likely to be refused than patents of
invention, which seems to confirm the UKNL policy of a tougher investigation for these types
of patents. As we saw before, besides having to conform to the usual minimal standards of
novelty and utility, the UKNL’s policy was to grant only patents of importation to the kind of
invention that does not spread easily across countries. The data also confirms that industrial
advisors were more involved with patents of importation. For patents of invention, the state
more likely involved a technical advisor, which looks to be in line with the expectation that
novel inventions required more of a technical competence for judging their novelty and utility.
For the applicant of a patent of importation, a pattern emerges of a better-connected
individual. They are more likely to work together with others and more likely to be from the
higher classes – whether that means a merchant-related position, a highly-trained professional,
a manufacturer, an officer or a noble. Meanwhile, applicants of a patent of invention are most
likely to be from the artisanal classes that directly work in the field in which they have done
their invention: the ‘tinkerers’.
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Panel B: Granted vs not granted
Not granted
N
mean
sd

Invention
Granted
N
mean
sd

Eq. of Means
t-value

Variable
Distance to capital (100 km)
Multiple applicants
Experienced applicant
Industrial advisor
Technical advisor

226
228
228
228
228

0.556
0.092
0.206
0.018
0.228

0.530
0.290
0.405
0.132
0.421

343
343
343
343
343

0.431
0.090
0.222
0.020
0.382

0.520
0.287
0.416
0.142
0.487

2.771
0.070
-0.441
-0.247
-4.019

***

HISCLASS:
Factory owners, nobility and large landholders
Higher professionals
Merchant, Clerks and lower professionals
Medium-skilled workers and business holders
Low-skilled workers
Unknown class

228
228
228
228
228
228

0.088
0.048
0.083
0.276
0.092
0.412

0.284
0.215
0.277
0.448
0.290
0.493

343
343
343
343
343
343

0.143
0.067
0.122
0.262
0.070
0.335

0.350
0.250
0.328
0.441
0.255
0.473

-2.068
-0.958
-1.533
0.366
0.936
1.857

**

***

*

Not granted
N
mean
sd

Importation
Granted
N
mean
sd

Eq. of Means
t-value

224
232
232
232
232

1.636
0.142
0.138
0.078
0.168

2.179
0.350
0.346
0.268
0.375

165
165
165
165
165

1.284
0.133
0.236
0.055
0.406

1.513
0.341
0.426
0.228
0.493

1.884
0.254
-2.449
0.922
-5.223

232
232
232
232
232
232

0.181
0.116
0.091
0.108
0.039
0.466

0.386
0.321
0.288
0.311
0.194
0.500

165
165
165
165
165
165

0.327
0.067
0.176
0.103
0.012
0.315

0.471
0.250
0.382
0.305
0.110
0.466

-3.283
1.731
-2.421
0.151
1.742
3.074

**
**
***
***
*
**
*
***

Notes: patents of improvement are excluded. T-statistics assume unequal variance. The difference between the total number of observations in this table and the full sample is
explained by the applications in our sample of which we do not know the patent type (invention, improvement or importation) because they did not move far enough in the
patent application process
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Panel C: North vs South; UKNL vs Foreign

Variable
Patent grant
Legal test failure
Patent of invention
Patent of importation
Distance to capital (100 km)
Multiple applicants
Experienced applicant
Industrial advisor
Technical advisor

Northern NL
N
mean
sd

North vs South
Southern NL
N
mean
sd

Eq. of Means
t-value

230
230
230
230
229
230
230
230
230

0.439
0.222
0.683
0.200
0.608
0.126
0.174
0.026
0.309

0.497
0.416
0.466
0.401
0.491
0.333
0.380
0.160
0.463

687
687
687
687
677
687
687
687
687

0.515
0.185
0.594
0.330
0.420
0.103
0.221
0.038
0.287

0.500
0.388
0.491
0.471
0.467
0.305
0.415
0.191
0.453

-2.007
1.182
2.463
-4.081
5.067
0.916
-1.597
-0.918
0.626

**

230
230
230
230
230
230

0.104
0.052
0.148
0.226
0.065
0.404

0.306
0.223
0.356
0.419
0.247
0.492

687
687
687
687
687
687

0.170
0.061
0.103
0.215
0.060
0.390

0.376
0.240
0.305
0.411
0.237
0.488

-2.662 ***
-0.518
1.699 *
0.335
0.297
0.381

**
***
***

N

UKNL vs Foreign (patents of importation)
UKNL
Foreign
Eq. of Means
mean
sd
N
mean
sd
t-value

273
273

0.425 0.495 124
0.187 0.390 124

0.395 0.491 0.558
0.185 0.390 0.031

268
273
273
273
273

0.461
0.158
0.227
0.077
0.286

0.449
0.365
0.420
0.267
0.453

121
124
124
124
124

3.760
0.097
0.073
0.048
0.226

2.009
0.297
0.260
0.215
0.420

-17.869 ***
1.754
*
4.475
***
1.132
1.286

273
273
273
273
273
273

0.256
0.059
0.128
0.117
0.037
0.403

0.437
0.235
0.335
0.322
0.188
0.491

124
124
124
124
124
124

0.210
0.177
0.121
0.081
0.008
0.403

0.409
0.384
0.327
0.273
0.090
0.493

1.033
-3.188
0.203
1.166
2.047
-0.006

HISCLASS :
Factory owners, nobility and large landholders
Higher professionals
Merchant, Clerks and lower professionals
Medium-skilled workers and business holders
Low-skilled workers
Unknown class

***

**

Notes: patents of improvement are excluded. T-statistics assume unequal variance. The comparison between North and South is for the full sample. That between the UKNL
and foreign patents are only for patents of importation.
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In Table 4.5 Panel B, we splice the data according to whether a patent was granted. For
both patents of importation and invention, a shorter distance to one of the two administrative
capitals of the UKNL seems to make a patent grant more likely. The technical advisor was
involved as much for successful patents of either importation or invention, while for failed
patents of importation the figure is much lower. This implies the state was more at ease refusing
patents of importation without technical advice than patents of invention. Manufacturers, nobles
and large landholders are more likely to be granted patents of invention or importation. For
patents of importation, this also includes the merchant class. This confirms the picture drawn
before of better-connected individuals being both more likely and more successful to import
foreign technology. Experience in obtaining patents also seems to matter more for importation
applications for their success rate. Surprisingly, the opposite holds for higher professionals,
who are less likely to be granted a patent of importation than applicants from other classes.
Logically, the applicants of who we do not know the class are more likely to be applicants of
unsuccessful patents. This is a mechanical result because a longer patent application process
makes it more likely to retrieve their profession somewhere in the archival dossiers.
Table 4.5 Panel C reports the data by geography. On the left side, we split the data to
the UKNL’s internal geography. We see that Southern applicants were: (1) more likely to be
successful patentees; (2) more likely to take several patents; (3) more likely to take patents of
importation; and (4) more likely to come from the manufacturing, landholders and nobility
classes. By contrast, the Northern applicants more likely hailed from the merchant class. This
contrast between manufacturers and commerce is consistent with the idea of a manufacturing
South and a commercial North. Reassuringly, there is no statistical difference found in how
often technical or industrial advisors were involved between the two parts of the kingdom (H4),
supporting the finding from Chapter 2 that the administration of the patent system was quite
uniform across the UKNL.
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We compare the domestic requests for patents of importation with foreign requests for
patents of importation on the right side of Table 4.5 Panel C. This suggests there was no
discrimination with the patent grant (H5). The division of classes is relatively similar, except
for higher professionals that are much more likely to come from abroad. This is likely a
consequence of a more advanced state of professionalisation in France and Great Britain than
in the UKNL.
Table 4.6 reports the univariate statistics for the full sample of granted patents, as well
as patents of invention and importation separately, with again a t-test on the difference between
patents of invention and importation. We have listed various measures where the UKNL state
could discriminate: (1) patent fees, both as a discrete and a numerical variable; (2) the length
requested and assigned in years; (3) the reduction in patent lifespan granted to applicants, both
as a discrete and a numerical variable; and (4) whether additional conditions were assigned to
granted patents, such as open license clauses or a reduced length of the working clause.
As appears in Table 4.6, the state did discriminate between the two patent types on all
fronts (H1). The only exception seems to be the lifespan assigned, which is similar to the
lifespan assigned to patents for new inventions. However, the length assigned differs more from
the length requested. This implies that the state more often decided to reduce the lifespan of
granted patents, as the discrete variable ‘lifespan reduced’ also makes clear. The state reduced
the lifespan for more than half of the granted patents of importation (!), compared to a bit more
than a third for patents of invention.
For the successful patents, we obtain the familiar pattern of the highest class of
manufacturers and nobility being patented much more often for imports, while the mediumskilled and lower-skilled workers and artisans are much often more patenting for inventions
than for importations. The higher professionals and merchant classes are relatively evenly split
between patents of invention and importation.
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Table 4.6 Univariate statistics for successful patents of invention and importation
Variable
Difference patent fees

N

Full sample
mean

sd

N

Invention
mean

sd

N

Importation
mean

sd

Equality of Means
t-value

Patent fees reduced
Lifespan requested
Lifespan assigned
Difference lifespan
Lifespan reduced
Patent special conditions
Doorman Index
Distance to capital
Multiple patents
Experienced applicant
Industrial advisor
Technical advisor

508
508
491
508
491
491
508
508
508
508
508
508
508

65.982
0.280
10.840
8.886
1.911
0.369
0.091
0.118
0.708
0.104
0.226
0.031
0.390

128.106
0.449
3.904
3.126
2.923
0.483
0.287
0.323
1.040
0.306
0.419
0.175
0.488

343
343
327
343
327
327
343
343
343
343
343
343
343

85.274
0.341
10.590
8.936
1.584
0.284
0.029
0.099
0.431
0.090
0.222
0.020
0.382

140.088
0.475
4.154
3.238
2.793
0.452
0.168
0.299
0.520
0.287
0.416
0.142
0.487

165
165
164
165
164
164
165
165
165
165
165
165
165

25.879
0.152
11.338
8.782
2.564
0.537
0.218
0.158
1.284
0.133
0.236
0.055
0.406

86.103
0.360
3.305
2.884
3.072
0.500
0.414
0.365
1.513
0.341
0.426
0.228
0.493

5.877
4.994
-2.166
0.540
-3.433
-5.439
-5.641
-1.786
-7.043
-1.397
-0.369
-1.768
-0.519

***
***
**

HISCLASS:
Factory owners, nobility and large landholders
Higher professionals
Merchant, Clerks and lower professionals
Medium-skilled workers and business holders
Low-skilled workers
Unknown class

508
508
508
508
508
508

0.203
0.067
0.140
0.211
0.051
0.329

0.402
0.250
0.347
0.408
0.221
0.470

343
343
343
343
343
343

0.143
0.067
0.122
0.262
0.070
0.335

0.350
0.250
0.328
0.441
0.255
0.473

165
165
165
165
165
165

0.327
0.067
0.176
0.103
0.012
0.315

0.471
0.250
0.382
0.305
0.110
0.466

-4.472
0.016
-1.540
4.742
3.565
0.454

***

Notes: Patents of improvement are excluded; t-statistics assume unequal variance
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***
***
***
*
***

*

***
***

On a more general note, the average length requested of ten to eleven years seems rather
sizeable (H3), considering that a ten-year patent would have cost more or less the entire annual
income of an unskilled worker. It likely reflects both the wealth of the average patentee, or the
expectation that they would be able to get a patent for a reduced fee – or even free – when
claiming poverty. With regards to patent value, the Doorman Index suggests a higher value
assigned to patents of importation than for patents of invention: about 16 per cent of patents of
importation have a higher value, versus 10 per cent of the patents of invention – an outcome
that seems to conform to the expectation that valuable patents are patented across more polities
(H10), as well as being an important means of technology transfer (H2).
Univariate statistics are limited in that they do not make visible the underlying
relationships between the indicators. In the following sections, we use regression analyses to
tease out further the statistical regularities in a multivariate setting. In the first section we
discuss the differences between patents of importation and invention. Afterwards, we
investigate which patent applications tend to be more successful.

4.6

Multivariate statistical analysis

4.6.1 Correlates of invention vs importation
Table 4.7 reports a set of logistic regressions where we discern whether there is a systematic
distinction to be made between patents of invention and patents of importation. The first four
regressions are for the full sample of all applications, while the last four only test for granted
patents. An advantage of this approach is that we can test for differences in the success rate, as
well as for differences in those patents that have been successful, in variables that concern
granted patents, such as the reduction of patent length. Each group of four regressions follow a
regular patten in that they include and then exclude country of origin and the social class as
control variables.
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Table 4.7 Logistic regression of patent type (0= invention; 1 = importation)
Variable
Patent grant (dummy)

(1)
-0.680***
(0.154)

Full sample (1-4)
(2)
(3)
-0.792*** -0.778***
(0.171)
(0.161)

(4)
-0.920***
(0.180)

Difference lifespan (10log)
Patent fees reduced
Doorman Index
Industrial advisor (dummy)

0.231***
(0.057)
-0.805**
(0.324)
1.072***
(0.401)
0.754
(0.783)
0.394
(0.289)
0.010
(0.076)
0.586
(0.392)
0.505
(0.311)

0.197***
(0.051)
-0.799***
(0.308)
0.655
(0.411)
0.632
(0.775)
0.024
(0.252)
0.162**
(0.072)
0.370
(0.356)
0.203
(0.281)

0.242***
(0.061)
-0.476
(0.339)
1.101***
(0.418)
0.695
(0.871)
0.438
(0.300)
-0.046
(0.086)
0.731*
(0.435)
0.539*
(0.323)

1.352***
(0.440)
0.028
(0.186)
-0.001
(0.049)
0.712***
(0.259)
0.078
(0.193)
reference

reference

reference

reference

Southern Netherlands

0.768***
(0.221)
4.649***
(0.507)

0.741***
(0.231)
4.614***
(0.523)

0.934***
(0.353)
5.315***
(0.857)

0.847**
(0.376)
5.664***
(0.890)

HISCLASS
Factory owners, nobility and
large landholders
Higher professionals

reference

reference

reference

reference

-1.210**
(0.514)
Yes
Yes
958

-0.177
(0.294)
-0.403
(0.274)
-1.555***
(0.257)
-1.924***
(0.393)
-0.645***
(0.216)
0.314
(0.487)
Yes
Yes
958

-0.591*
(0.343)
-0.335
(0.299)
-1.570***
(0.272)
-1.622***
(0.418)
-0.727***
(0.238)
-0.508
(0.558)
Yes
Yes
958

-1.920*
(1.059)
Yes
Yes
475

-2.726**
(1.112)
Yes
Yes
475

-0.657
(0.553)
-0.250
(0.380)
-1.510***
(0.394)
-1.999***
(0.743)
-0.612*
(0.326)
-1.497
(1.073)
Yes
Yes
475

-1.376**
(0.690)
-0.132
(0.397)
-1.822***
(0.421)
-1.709**
(0.742)
-0.899**
(0.360)
-2.128*
(1.110)
Yes
Yes
475

389
0.248
0.799

389
0.145
0.754

389
0.280
0.824

162
0.184
0.779

162
0.326
0.853

162
0.220
0.801

162
0.367
0.873

Merchant, Clerks and lower
professionals
Medium-skilled
workers
and business holders
Low-skilled workers
Class unknown
Constant

-0.299
(0.443)
Yes
Yes
958

Technology fixed effects
Time fixed effects
Observations
No.
of
patents
of
importation
389
Pseudo R-squared
0.100
AUC
0.701

1.415***
(0.451)
-0.023
(0.192)
-0.027
(0.051)
0.762***
(0.275)
0.032
(0.197)

0.196***
(0.049)
-1.064***
(0.304)
0.745*
(0.392)
0.763
(0.769)
0.000
(0.249)
0.176***
(0.068)
0.245
(0.342)
0.246
(0.269)

Only granted patents (5-8)
(6)
(7)
(8)

1.207***
(0.413)
Technical advisor (dummy) -0.185
(0.168)
Distance to capital (10log) 0.171***
(0.043)
Multiple applicants
0.553**
(dummy)
(0.230)
Experienced applicant
-0.196
(dummy)
(0.181)
Country of first applicant
Northern Netherlands

Foreign

1.302***
(0.423)
-0.237
(0.173)
0.143***
(0.044)
0.630***
(0.243)
-0.281
(0.191)

(5)

Notes: The coefficients are log transformed odd ratios. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels
reported as *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Across all regressions we control for time period of application, and technological class
of the invention. We include a time dimension because patent policies developed across our
period: the procedure for obtaining a patent in the early years may have revised by 1828. We
include technology classes as controls because we know from other work that technology fields
have a different propensity to patent, and use the patent system differently (Moser 2005a;
Scotchmer 2006; Bessen and Meurer 2008; Burk and Lemley 2009; Billington and Hanna
2020). The R2 and AUC statistics indicate that the models’ predictive quality improve
significantly when the geographical and class dimensions are included.
Firstly, the table confirms that the state treats patents of importation differently than
patents of invention (H1). Both the patent success rate as well as the how much the lifespan is
reduced are affected negatively by whether a patent application is for a patent of importation
rather than invention. While the technical advisor is involved in both, the industrial advisor is
involved significantly more for patents of importation.191
Considering the side of the patentee, we see that multiple patentees are more likely to
ask for a patent of importation, which seems to be expected if patents of importation are a more
commercial enterprise from the very beginning (H9). Experience seems to matter much less. In
terms of geography, the table confirms across the board that individuals residing in the South
are more likely to obtain patents of importation than those in the North, even if we include the
social classes variable, which would likely reflect market opportunities to be gained there with
the industrialisation taking place there (H9, H11). Obviously, foreign patentees are much more
likely to obtain patents of importation since legally they are required to do so; just a small

191

That it does not have the same statistical significance for granted patents might be simply a side-effect of the
number of times that Chambers of Commerce and Industry or industrials were involved is not that large,
because the effect seems large enough. Indeed, there are just 38 patent applications in the dataset where
industrial interests were involved, while there are 16 granted patents where industry interests have been
involved.
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minority of such applicants were foreigners settled in the UKNL or partnered with domestic
parties. The distance variable does not seem to matter for what patent type is demanded: it only
matters when the country of the first applicant is not included.
In terms of class, the class of factory owners, nobility and large landholders being the
reference category reconfirms that the other higher and wealthier classes are behaving relatively
similar to them in their demand for patents of importation. It is the artisanal class and medium
and lower skilled workers that are much less likely to ask to import technology rather than
invent it themselves.
The regressions exercise help support the intuition that patents of invention are different
from patents of importation, in their very nature, their treatment by the state as well as the
characteristics of their users (H1). It is for that reason that in the remainder of this paper we
investigate each category of patents separately rather than including both applicant types in the
same regression framework.

4.6.2 Correlates of successful patent grants
Table 4.8 further investigates what factors are systematically associated with patents that are
granted by the UKNL’s patent authorities. The first three regressions are investigating the
success rate for patents of invention, while the second three regressions focus on patents of
importation. We only include those patents that have ‘passed’ the initial legal test, in the sense
that they had not been withdrawn after being told to hand in a (better) description or drawing,
or that they had not been refused for their invention not being patentable. We exclude these
withdrawn patents because it allows more clearly to see the role of the state in making the active
choice for rejection, while it is impossible to reconstruct for what precise reason the applicant
desisted in their application.
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Table 4.8 Logistic regression of patent grants that passed the legal test (1=granted)
Variable
Industrial advisor (dummy)
Technical advisor (dummy)
Distance to capital (10log)
Multiple applicants (dummy)
Experienced applicant (dummy)
Country of first applicant
Northern Netherlands
Southern Netherlands
Foreign

(1)
-0.516
(0.854)
-0.066
(0.267)
-0.102
(0.077)
-0.022
(0.421)
-0.185
(0.293)

Invention (1-3)
(2)
(3)
-0.482
-0.476
(0.818)
(0.828)
-0.120
-0.128
(0.263)
(0.268)
-0.167** -0.119
(0.073)
(0.078)
-0.062
-0.003
(0.416)
(0.429)
-0.245
-0.251
(0.297)
(0.301)

reference

reference reference

reference

0.346
(0.296)
-1.301
(1.007)

0.348
(0.295)
-1.338
(1.096)

-0.402
(0.435)
0.054
(0.490)

HISCLASS
Factory owners, nobility and large landholders
Higher professionals
Merchant, Clerks and lower professionals
Medium-skilled workers business holders
Low-skilled workers
Class unknown
Constant
Technology fixed effects
Time fixed effects
Observations
No. of patents granted
Pseudo R-squared
AUC

Importation (4-6)
(4)
(5)
(6)
-0.781
-0.775
-0.777
(0.520)
(0.524)
(0.524)
1.121*** 1.063*** 1.068***
(0.317)
(0.321)
(0.331)
-0.121
-0.086
-0.157
(0.095)
(0.079)
(0.100)
-0.372
-0.315
-0.286
(0.376)
(0.387)
(0.387)
0.403
0.133
0.226
(0.357)
(0.376)
(0.378)

2.044**
(0.893)
Yes
Yes
455
338
0.126
0.720

-0.288
(0.427)
-0.003
(0.481)

reference reference

reference reference

-0.094
(0.618)
0.338
(0.565)
-0.156
(0.429)
-0.735
(0.601)
-0.382
(0.421)
2.342***
(0.905)
Yes
Yes
455
338
0.129
0.721

-1.068*
(0.556)
0.246
(0.512)
-0.641
(0.484)
-1.761
(1.163)
-0.835**
(0.370)
-0.910
(1.166)
Yes
Yes
310
165
0.206
0.788

-0.037
(0.610)
0.395
(0.556)
-0.130
(0.425)
-0.744
(0.610)
-0.316
(0.419)
2.270**
(1.008)
Yes
Yes
455
338
0.135
0.726

-1.345
(1.251)
Yes
Yes
310
165
0.180
0.769

-1.154**
(0.566)
0.231
(0.509)
-0.685
(0.478)
-1.733
(1.204)
-0.887**
(0.373)
-0.680
(1.195)
Yes
Yes
310
165
0.210
0.790

Notes: The coefficients are log transformed odd ratios. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels
reported as *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Interestingly, the table suggests that there was no active discrimination in the patent
grant decision for patents of invention (H3, H4), nor that the patent system was inaccessible to
patent applicants once they were able to hand in a sufficiently accurate patent specification
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(H5).192 It did not matter where the inventor came from, or what class they came from for
predicting the success rate of a patent application.193 Almost nothing is statistically significant.
The R2 and AUC indicate that the models’ fit or accuracy does not improve much with including
geographical or class indicators.
For patents of importation the story is slightly different. There somehow the
involvement of a technical advisor made it more likely that the state would accept the patent of
importation, which is not necessarily easy to interpret. Nevertheless, also here the data do not
suggest any active discrimination on either internal or external borders (H3, H4). With regards
to class, it is just the higher professionals as well as the unknown class that were significantly
less likely to obtain a patent of importation (H5). The direction and strength of the coefficients
for the other classes do seem to confirm a pattern of wealth and connections leading to a higher
success in importation requests, while the medium and lower classes seem to have had more
difficulty (H2), although these results are not significant.

192

There is even some qualitative evidence from the archives to suggest that the patent administrators aided those
applicants that showed or told that they did not have the capabilities to make a sufficiently accurate technical
drawing and description in the right language by sending competent aid or by making translations for them.
For example ‘invitation to the governor of North-Holland to invite the burgomaster of Amsterdam to appoint
an expert that can help P. Elders to improve the drawings of his invented hydraulic engine. Information to
Elders’, NL-HaNA, entry no. 2.04.01, inv. no. 4105, 28-12-1820, 1928.
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With the possible predictable exception of the lower class workers of whom there are just too few to gain
statistical significance. Low-skilled workers would likely not have had as much skill, access to knowledge
and connections to know what is novel or useful or not.
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Table 4.9 Logistic regression of patent fees and length reductions for granted patents

Variable
Doorman Index
Technical Advisor
Industrial Advisor
Life span requested (years)
Distance to capital (10log)
Multiple applicants (dummy)
Experienced applicant
Country of first applicant
Northern Netherlands
Southern Netherlands

(1)
Invention
Logit fees
0.761*
(0.461)
0.370
(0.306)
-0.318
(0.798)
-0.063*
(0.035)
-0.299***
(0.096)
-1.743***
(0.508)
-0.557
(0.379)

(2)
Importation
Logit fees
0.363
(0.916)
0.525
(1.322)
-1.285*
(0.698)
-0.264***
(0.102)
0.165
(0.179)
-2.522**
(1.151)
0.487
(0.610)

(3)
Invention
Logit length
-0.444
(0.502)
-0.596*
(0.318)
-1.029
(0.960)

(4)
Importation
Logit length
-0.869
(0.596)
0.476
(0.449)
0.874
(0.875)

0.007
(0.083)
-0.134
(0.456)
-0.729**
(0.368)

0.120
(0.140)
1.346**
(0.580)
-1.357***
(0.480)

reference

reference

reference

reference

-0.293
(0.394)

0.892
(1.023)
-1.077
(1.235)

-0.341
(0.361)
0.960
(1.279)

1.331**
(0.679)
-0.007
(0.660)

reference

reference

reference

reference

1.035*
(0.610)
0.455
(0.544)
1.627***
(0.461)
1.383**
(0.616)
0.055
(0.507)
-1.898*
(0.987)
Yes
Yes
324
115
0.211
0.797

-1.190
(1.117)
0.214
(0.872)
-0.741
(2.056)
2.212
(1.650)
0.016
(0.773)
1.654
(2.445)
Yes
Yes
147
25
0.261
0.8391

0.539
(0.614)
-0.711
(0.533)
-0.530
(0.468)
-0.229
(0.639)
0.442
(0.435)
-1.543
(1.295)
Yes
Yes
325
93
0.122
0.728

0.368
(0.709)
1.056*
(0.601)
0.916
(0.696)
-0.835
(1.596)
0.001
(0.498)
-1.755
(1.280)
Yes
Yes
157
88
0.152
0.759

Foreign
HISCLASS
Factory owners, nobility and large landholders
Higher professionals
Merchant, Clerks and lower professionals
Medium-skilled workers and business holders
Low-skilled workers
Class unknown
Constant
Technology fixed effects
Time fixed effects
Observations
No. of reductions of fees/length
Pseudo R-squared
AUC

Coefficients are log transformed odd ratios. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels reported as
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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4.6.3 Correlates of granted patent conditions
We test for the correlates of patent fee and patent length reductions in Table 4.9. This table
reports logistic regressions for patent fee reductions in regressions 1 and 2, distinguished by
patent type, and for reductions of the patent length requested at the patent grant in regressions
3 and 4.
Interestingly, there seems to be a positive correlation between the value of the invention
and the reduction of fees for patents of invention. The policy of aiming to grant free patents
only to more useful inventions appears to have been successful to some degree. There appears
to be no strong relationship for the reduction of patent length.
Considering the reduction of fees, and interesting result obtained is the relationship with
distance to the closest capital. If a patentee of a patent of invention was living further away
from one of the UKNL’s capitals, it was less likely to obtain a reduced patent fee. Considering
the fact that the possibility of obtaining a free patent was not mentioned in the law, its existence
had to spread by word-of-mouth or by the state informing the candidate of this possibility (H5).
Those applicants living closer to the capitals would thus be more likely to have known about
this fact.194 That we do not find a significant result for patents of importation is unsurprising,
considering fee reductions for patents of importation were more rare, and a few foreigners also
obtained a patent fee reduction.
Yet in terms of geography, we do not find a significant relationship between patent fee
reductions and the place of origin of the patentee (H3, H4), whether for patents of invention or
for patents of importation. That the coefficient for the industrial advisor is significant and
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Indeed, at one point civil servants at the ministry complained to the governor of South-Brabant that applicants
from Brussels were all asking for free patents as a matter of course. That the civil servants make this
complaint provides anecdotal evidence that this practice was certainly not as well-spread for the rest of the
country. See letter to the Governor of South-Brabant on the request of Meulemans, NL-HaNA, 2.04.01,
4439, 18-12-1828, no 41F.
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negative for patents of importation confirms our expectation that the Chambers of Commerce
were mostly involved when the state was suspicious of the invention’s novelty or potential
monopoly power, and thus less inclined to grant free patents.
With regard to the characteristics of the patentees, we find a negative correlation
between multiple patentees and a patent fee reduction. This as such is not that surprising if
these teams of applicants comprised of a partnership between inventors and investors. They
were more likely to hold the required capital to obtain the patent.
Compared to the reference category of the factory owners, nobility and large
landholders, it is clear that particularly the medium-skilled workers and related small business
holders were most likely to obtain patent reductions and free patents for patents of invention.
This was less so – but still significant and with a powerful relationship – for higher professionals
and low-skilled workers; those that are likely to have invented the invention themselves and
would not have had the means to pay for the patent. That merchants and clerks had relatively
similar results as the factory owner class is significant in that context. It implies that indeed the
state was relatively consistent in only granting patents to the ‘deserving poor’ (H5).195 However,
the relationship is less clear for patents of importation.
The reductions in the granted length, reported by regressions 2 and 3, suggests a much
less clear set of correlations. There appears not to be any consistency in the pattern of reductions
in the patent length requested tor patents of invention – except potentially a relationship with
experience, with experienced applicants being less likely confronted with a reduction in the
patent length requested. This might be interpreted as experience allowing the patent applicant

195

We tested in a logistical regression the correlates for predicting whether or not an applicant were amongst that
minority that did not pay for their granted patent (regression table not reported, but can be made available
on request). We found no significant relationship with social class, which does seem to imply that the
government policy of keeping everybody onboard was effective.
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to more correctly predict or estimate the patent administration’s behaviour. For patents of
importation, we find the same association, but with a greater intensity and significance.
Additionally, it appears that an applicant coming from the Southern Netherlands is
significantly more likely to have been confronted with a reduced patent length, and with a
sizeable effect as well. But rather than evidence of a malignant intentions of the UKNL
government, this was most likely due to a reflection of a careful policy not to antagonise
industrialists, who were disproportionately concentrated in the South of the country,
particularly from 1827.196 Another result is that particularly the merchant and clerks social class
has been confronted with lower patent length. Could there be a relation with the fact that these
individuals do not produce themselves?

4.6.4 Correlates of patent value
In our last set of logistic regressions, reported in Table 4.10, we test for the correlates of the
Doorman Index, the patent value indicator we have constructed for this paper. Because the
number of patents with a higher value according to the Doorman index is rather limited, we do
not find many significant relationships. However, there does appear to be a clear link between
skill and patent value, in the sense that higher professionals are more likely to have obtained a
high value patent than the class of factory owners, nobility and large landholders – thus fitting
the hypothesis that skilled patentees submitted more economically valuable inventions for
consideration (H7). For patents of importation, it appears that the manufacturing class knew
better what constituted a valuable invention to import than the merchant class (H7, H9).197 The

196

Yet the industrial advisor does not have a significant relationship with reductions of patent fees in the regression,
likely a reflection of few involvements by industrial advisors, and the time effect playing a role here.

197

Although this may also be an side-effect of the listed occupation as such. Many successful manufacturers would
have started as a trader. There are a few whose listed occupation is ‘manufacturer and merchant’ which we
coded as manufacturer. As a result, a mentioned occupation of trader or merchant may simply imply a lack
of success in the business proposed.
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results also suggests that teams of multiple applicants or experience in patenting is not
necessarily a guarantor of patent quality.

Table 4.10 Logistic regression of patent value

Variable
Technical Advisor
Industrial Advisor
Life span requested (years)
Distance to capital (10log)
Multiple applicants (dummy)
Experienced applicant
Country of first applicant
Northern Netherlands
Southern Netherlands
Foreign
HISCLASS
Factory owners, nobility and large landholders
Higher professionals
Merchant, Clerks and lower professionals
Medium-skilled workers and business holders
Low-skilled workers
Class unknown
Constant
Technology fixed effects
Time fixed effects
Observations
No. of high value patents
Pseudo R-squared
AUC

(1)
Invention
Logit
Doorman Index
0.915
(1.125)
-0.412
(0.497)
0.062
(0.063)
0.135
(0.165)
0.398
(0.566)
-0.561
(0.598)

(2)
Importation
Logit
Doorman Index

reference

reference

-1.041*
(0.597)
0.140
(1.346)

-0.934
(0.816)
-1.323
(1.017)

reference

reference

2.011**
(0.877)
-1.086
(0.881)
0.565
(0.745)
0.169
(0.964)
0.494
(0.686)
-1.486
(1.610)
Yes
Yes
255
33
0.195
0.782

-2.037
(1.481)
-1.859*
(0.997)
0.055
(1.361)

0.729
(0.583)
-0.136
(0.095)
-0.049
(0.241)
-1.720**
(0.847)
-1.687*
(0.940)

-0.676
(0.671)
0.477
(1.786)
Yes
Yes
108
26
0.297
0.852

Coefficients are log transformed odd ratios. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels reported as
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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With regards to our geography indicators, there appears to be a negative link between
patent value and the Southern Netherlands, implying that the patents from the Southern
Netherlands tended to be more often of lower quality.198 If we investigate the underlying data
(see Table 4.11), we find that, indeed in a relative sense, a larger percentage of patents hailing
from the Northern Netherlands was of a high value. However, considering the South was
patenting much more, in an absolute sense the South had more than twice as many applicants.
Even when compensating for its larger population, the South was patenting more often than the
North, particularly in the last years, whether for inventions or importations.199 There seems to
be a clear relationship with the earlier Industrial Revolution here, which may have opened
opportunities overall for patenting (H11), whether for high or lower value patents.

Table 4.11 Valuable patents (both invention and importation)

Low value
High value

4.7

Northern Netherlands
N
% North
% UKNL
84
83%
17%
17
17%
3%

Southern Netherlands
N
% South
% UKNL
317 90%
62%
37
10%
7%

Foreigners
N
% Foreign
47
89%
6
11%

% UKNL
9%
1%

Discussion and conclusion

We have analysed the patent system of the UKNL through the lens of a set of eleven hypotheses
gathered from the literature. Table 4.12 lists these initial hypotheses, alongside our expectations
from Chapter 2, and our findings following our cliometric analysis in the present chapter. We
will discuss them one by one.

198

Whether this is the case or whether this is a bias of Doorman having been more familiar with the Dutch source
material is something to further investigate by building a more complex patent value indicator.

199

Chapter 2 reports a graph showing the number of patents of invention per million in North and South per year.
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Table 4.12 Predictions versus findings

Country:
Time period:
Empirical strategy:
Patents of Importation and Technology Transfers
H1
Patents
of
importation
differed
fundamentally
H2
Patents are an important means of
technology transfer
Accessibility and Discrimination
H3
Patent system accessible to non-elite
patentees
H4
Domestic regions are treated differently
H5
Foreigners treated differently than domestics
Supply Factors
H6
Skilled patentees were most frequent users of
the patent system
H7
Skilled patentees patent more economically
valuable inventions
H8
Foreigners patent more in industries with
strong competition
Demand Factors
H9
Patentees obtain patents in polities with
market opportunities
H10 Valuable patents are patented in more
polities
H11 Patent-taking mirrors industrial revolution

Predictions
(chapter 2)
UKNL
1814-1830
Qualitative

Findings
(current chapter)
UKNL
1816-1830
Cliometric

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Mixed

Mixed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

--

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notes: In bold we note the conclusions drawn on the basis of econometric analysis. Non-bold are based on literature
or qualitative reasoning by the authors. The two lines refer to the hypothesis not being discussed or tested.

With regards to patents of importation and technology transfers, we have found that
patents of importation and invention were fundamentally different, both in the treatment by the
government as well as in the type of users that applied for them (H1). The UKNL state explicitly
tried to balance the incentives to the individual technology importer with the interests of the
wider society to have as little hindrance by patents as possible. The patent system’s
administrators took into consideration the lower amount of effort that went into importing
technology compared to inventing new technology in the grant of a patent length, and tried to
estimate to what extent and under what conditions a patent of importation was truly necessary
to stimulate technology transfer. From the perspective of the user, patents of importation were
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demanded by more commercially and well-connected individuals, while patents of invention
were more often demanded by those that had the requisite technical skills and competences.
It is more difficult to estimate whether patents were an important means of technology
transfer overall, however (H2). The number of granted patents of importation were not
enormous: about ten per year. Twice as many were demanded by domestic citizens as by foreign
citizens. That industrialising Southern Netherlands was importing more technology seems to be
an indication that this monopoly right served a purpose. That patents of importation tended to
have a higher value than patents of invention indicates to the same direction.
Yet, on the other hand, it is likely that the actual technology transfer from Britain and
France was larger than what could be observed in the patent system. The Southern Netherlands
constituted an attractive labour market for skilled workers from Britain, that could earn much
more there to teach the local workers their techniques (Lefebvre, De Caigny, and Buyst 2011).
The patent data include several English and French nationals living in the South. When, in 1835,
at the national industry exhibition of the newly-independent Belgium, the committee evaluated
who had contributed the most to Belgian industry, they awarded both men behind the major
machine-building companies: Huyttens-Kerremans, who was an avid applicant of patents of
importation, and Cockerill, who tended just to import the machines and copy and imitate them
in his machine factory, without asking any patents whatsoever.200 They also rewarded de Bast

200

As is visible from the patent data. The company strategy of Cockerill is also confirmed by Varlet (1838, 31–
32). He notes down very critical opinions of both Cockerill and Huyttens-Kerremans on patents of
importation. Cockerill believed no patents of importation should be granted at all, while Huyttens-Kerremans
‘declared […] that the government’s policy of handling patents of importation, in restricting them on the
basis of the conditions mentioned earlier, is the safeguard of industry, without which it would often be
prohibited from using extremely important processes, and to put itself on the level of progress of other
countries. [translation by authors]’ Considering how critical Huyttens-Kerremans was of patents of
importation, one wonders whether he used the patents of importation defensively.
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de Hert for having imported the latest cotton spinning technology from England and spreading
it out to the rest of the country without asking for a patent (Gachard 1836).
Concerning the accessibility and discrimination of this patent system (H3), we have
found that the system was accessible to non-elite patentees, with a large share of the patent
applicants and granted patents coming from the artisans, owners of small enterprises and
medium-skilled worker class. They were granted the most discounted or free patents. We found
a low participation of patent applications coming from the lower classes, however. It is likely
they were less aware of the patent system, let alone of the possibility of gaining a free patent.
Yet the participation by the lower classes was comparable to England.
Contrary to our expectations, we found no strong evidence of geographical
discrimination (H4-5). The UKNL patent system seemed to process requests coming from the
Northern Netherlands, the Southern Netherlands and from foreigners equitably. This finding
holds whether we used the indicator of patent grant rate or the conditions under which the
patents were granted. Of course, patents of importation were treated differently than patents of
invention, the bar was both higher to prove the utility and the novelty of the invention to the
country, and the conditions were stricter. However, this applied to both domestic as well as
foreign applicants for patents of importation. Considering that most foreign inventors would
normally already have been able to obtain a patent in their own country, their position is
different from an inventor. The only distinction is that reduced patent fees were only rarely
granted to foreigners, while even a domestic importer could sometimes obtain their patent for
free. This fair treatment would put the UKNL on par with countries such as France and Baden,
and distinctive from Württemberg.
The evidence presented in this chapter points towards the relevance of both supply and
demand logics for the invention of new technology. We see that skilled patentees were the most
frequent users of the patent system (H6), although not by much. Indeed, the significant share of
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more mercantile and commercial patentees seem to signify that a significant portion of
patentees seem to have been more attracted to the commercial opportunities offered by the
patent system than having been pushed by their own skillsets (H9), hinting towards a demand
logic. There is clearer evidence of the elite of most skilled patentees, such as engineers,
patenting the more economically valuable inventions (H7), which is consistent with the findings
of Nuvolari, Tartari and Tranchero (2021) and Nuvolari, Tortorici and Vasta (2021).

Table 4.13 The population of foreign patent grantees with additional conditions imposed on
their patents
Name

Country

Original patentee

Patent

Year

Extra condition

Bent

UK

England, Raddatz

Steam engine

1827

Short working clause

Ternaux

France

France, Delcourt

Machine for preparing flax

1829

Short working clause

Berg

UK

None

Processes to filter and refine

1829

Open license

sugar
Camusat

France

France, Pelletan

Process for making soda

1829

Open license

Chasselon

France

France, Noverre

Machine for kneading bread

1829

Open license

Chasselon

France

France, Maisonneuve

Machine for kneading bread

1829

Open license

Duplessis

France

France, Souchon

Replacing indigo for fabrics

1829

Open license

Davis

UK

England, Gardner and

Machine to prepare draperies

1830

Short working clause

Herbert
Note: extract from the data. We excluded the one patentee that was a Dutch national living in France that had a
shorter working clause imposed on his patent. He was a patent agent representing a UK inhabitant whose patent
was an imported technology from the UK on salt-making.

We did not test whether foreigners patent more in industries with strong competition,
considering we do not have the requisite data to do so (H8) (but see Chapter 3 for a study of
technology classes). However, the list of patents onto which conditions were imposed gives an
impression that the patent administrators of the UKNL at least saw this as a real risk. Table 4.13
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shows that the patents’ titles with conditions imposed on them were related to domestic
industries. What is also evident from this list is the difference in names between the original
patentees and the patent applicant in the UKNL: no patent was requested on the same name as
the original patent. However, this does not necessarily mean much due to the idiosyncratic rule
in the French system that nullified any patent of a patent holder that would take a patent for the
same invention in another country. Since this could only be verified if they used their own
name, patent holders were likely to use a proxy or an agent.
We have found indirect evidence of a more demand-oriented approach to patenting in
the characteristics for patents of importation, particularly when compared to patents of
invention. They tend to be more commonly requested by commercially-oriented, wealthy and
well-connected individuals, and more requested by multiple patentees. Our findings are
consistent with the idea that patents were obtained in jurisdictions with markets opportunities
(H9). Reassuringly, valuable patents tend to be patented in more polities, confirmed by the
finding that patents of importation tended to be a higher value generally than patents of
invention (H10). Overall, the link between patents and the First Industrial Revolution is also
found within this study: comparatively speaking, more patents were taken in the Southern
Netherlands, even compensating for population (for this see Chapter 3). The South had more
manufacturers as patentees and was also importing more – evidence of a catch-up process with
the latest technologies in France and England. In an absolute sense, applicants from the
Southern Netherlands also patented more than twice as many valuable innovations, even though
relatively speaking a Northern patent was more likely to be of value. The latter may simply
imply a higher barrier to patenting though, only making it worthwhile for higher value patents.
All in all, we find that the wide discretion the law allowed the UKNL patent system did
not seem to have led to unfair or inconsistent treatment. It was an examination system that
provided the patent administrators wide discretion to customise the conditions to each patent –
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which it used to economically optimise the patent length and costs. We have shown that as a
result, the UKNL’s patent authorities used this discretion to differentiate between patents of
importation and patents of invention. Patents of importation obtained a less favourable
treatment, because the UKNL estimated both the investment costs and the necessity for an
incentive to be lower for importation of existing technology rather than the invention of new
technology. The outcomes of the patent system were largely comparable to those of France,
Germany and Great Britain, as we found that the patent system was accessible to those that did
not belong to the elite even with its high patent fees, that similar proportions of the social classes
patented in each, and that both skills and market orientation mattered.
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4.8

Appendices

Appendix 4A. HISCO, HISCLASS and the occupations in the UKNL
HISCLASS is developed by an international team led by van Leeuwen and Maas (2011) on the
basis of HISCO occupation codes developed by them a decade earlier (van Leeuwen, Maas,
and Miles 2002). HISCO has been designed by taking a mid-twentieth century US occupation
classification system as the spine for their system. While it has been designed and used
profitably by historians, it has certain weaknesses for the early nineteenth century – the period
under study here. Professionalisation and formation of well-defined occupations had not yet
achieved the level of the late nineteenth or twentieth century. As a consequence, the term
‘engineer’ in the UKNL was not yet used for mechanics, which makes it difficult to categorise
individuals that call themselves mécanicien, werktuigkundige, mechanicus, or ‘mechanic’.
Were they mechanics that installed or repaired machinery? Or mechanics that also designed
new machines? If the latter, they are supposed to be assigned a higher skill level category than
the former. Worse, mechanical engineers existed as an occupation description in England,
which results in an upward bias in the assigned skill level of these foreigners vis-à-vis the
UKNL domestic mechanics.
Secondly, occupation data does not always allow us easily to distinguish between
workers and proprietors. A brewer (employee) and a brewer (owner of a brewery) are put under
the same class (7 = medium-skilled workers). If the ownership is known, HISCLASS just
assigns them to one level higher based on the supervision status: the owner of a small brewery
and a large brewing enterprise would both become 6 ( = foremen), while historically this would
not be accurate. A master carpenter is placed under 6, while a normal carpenter under 7.
However, in this period the guilds had already been abolished, making this distinction less
trustworthy and relevant.
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Another difficulty is the historical category of traders and merchants that played a
smaller role in the twentieth century but were crucial in the nineteenth: wholesalers are
classified as 3 (lower managers) while retailers are put under 4 (lower professionals, and clerical
and sales personnel). The use of 3 and 4 as classes are not necessarily realistic historically when
their personal wealth and social class (and to some extent skill level) could have put them on a
comparable standing to a manufacturer. Complicating matters, the Dutch word for merchant is
koopman, which can be either a wholesaler or a retailer. HISCLASS resolves this by a
downward bias, so all Dutch traders become retail sellers. In French the distinction is clearer,
between a negociant (wholesaler/trader) and marchand (retailer), resulting in a potentially
arbitrary classification of Dutch-speaking merchants compared to the French-speaking ones.
In their use of HISCO/HISCLASS, Billington (2021) and Nuvolari, Tortorici, and Vasta
(2021) have tried to resolve these sort of issues in their own ways. While Billington has
faithfully followed the HISCLASS codification system, Nuvolari et al. have tried to solve some
of the issues mentioned above by changing the HISCLASS system. They add two categories to
signify ownership: 0-1 and 0-2, where 0-1 contains small proprietors such as traders/merchants,
shopkeepers and jewellers, and 0-2 large proprietors such as manufacturers, owners and
rentiers, while also not coding the HISCO/HISCLASS categories very faithfully.201 Since
Billington is using HISCLASS to test for the relationship between skill and patenting, he
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For example, in their system, fabricants are translated as large manufacturers and put under their category 0-2
(large proprietors). In fact, HISCO explains that a fabricant in France is more likely to be a small producer
(in their system a large proprietor) while in Belgium/Canada it can indeed be a manufacturer. Nuvolari et al.
classify chemists under the lower professionals (category 4) while HISCO/HISCLASS places them under
high professionals (2). HISCO puts all military officers under one category, which translates into higher
managers (1). Nuvolari et al. choose to define captains as lower managers, so category 3. Nuvolari et al.
reinvent category 6 as artisans, placing occupations like clock makers, carpenters and smiths there, while
mechanics and locksmiths are in 7. However, HISCLASS defines category 6 as medium-skilled manual
workers with a supervisory relationship, such as foremen, housekeeping matrons or master artisans. How
they thus distinguish between artisans and non-artisan manual medium-skilled workers is unclear.
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reduces the number of categories used in his econometric analysis by using the system’s four
skill levels, thus mitigating some of the problems of the system. Nuvolari et al. do not actually
use the full HISCLASS system in their econometrics, except for class 2 for testing for
scientist/engineer and class 6 for testing for artisans.
For the database that we use, occupations were coded as faithfully as possible into
HISCO categories, following the HISCO guide for job-titles in French and Dutch, the HISCO
occupation descriptions, the HISCLASS codifications for status and relation, and sometimes
upgrading individuals to manufacturers when other historical source material show their wealth
or the size of their enterprise.202 As we have discussed in the main text, we have recombined
the HISCLASS categories to compensate for the weaknesses in the coding.

Appendix 4B. Alternative regression of success rate
In Table 4.14, We report a logistic regression of patent grants as an alternative for Table 4.8.
These regressions include patent applications that have been withdrawn or discontinued after
having failed a legal test. Reassuringly, the results are not very different. The main difference
is apparent in the positive correlation of the technical advisor with patent success. This is a
mechanical result from the involvement of the technical advisor in the later stages of the patent
application, once the patent specification and drawings were judged to be of sufficient clarity.
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For example, music instrument maker Sax (the father of the inventor of the saxophone) is promoted from music
instrument maker (7) to a manufacturer (1) when it became clear from other source material he led a
workshop of 100 employees.
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Table 4.14 Logistic regression of patent grants, not excluding legal test withdrawals
Variable
Industrial advisor (dummy)
Technical advisor (dummy)
Distance to capital (10log)
Multiple applicants (dummy)
Experienced applicant (dummy)
Country of first applicant
Northern Netherlands
Southern Netherlands
Foreign

Invention (1-3)
(1)
(2)
(3)
-0.166
-0.231
-0.201
(0.637)
(0.628)
(0.620)
0.811*** 0.753*** 0.763***
(0.220)
(0.224)
(0.226)
-0.169*** -0.237*** -0.206***
(0.062)
(0.059)
(0.064)
0.105
0.130
0.182
(0.344)
(0.338)
(0.344)
0.066
0.004
0.008
(0.243)
(0.250)
(0.252)

Importation (4-6)
(4)
(5)
(6)
-0.646
-0.676
-0.658
(0.487)
(0.511)
(0.506)
1.348*** 1.293*** 1.300***
-0.284
(0.294)
(0.301)
-0.121
-0.073
-0.147*
(0.084)
(0.071)
(0.087)
-0.240
-0.210
-0.175
(0.347)
(0.353)
(0.356)
0.474
0.245
0.346
(0.313)
(0.334)
(0.338)

reference

reference

reference

reference

0.338
(0.235)
0.270
(0.942)

0.327
(0.234)
0.261
(1.008)

-0.298
(0.376)
0.075
(0.426)

-0.408
(0.383)
0.088
(0.436)

HISCLASS
Factory owners, nobility and large landholders
Higher professionals
Merchant, Clerks and lower professionals
Medium-skilled workers and business holders
Low-skilled workers
Class unknown
Constant
Technology fixed effects
Time fixed effects
Observations
No. of patents granted
Pseudo R-squared
AUC

0.842
(0.517)
Yes
Yes
569
339
0.129
0.734

reference

reference

reference

reference

0.048
(0.536)
-0.009
(0.461)
-0.624*
(0.371)
-0.564
(0.469)
-0.777**
(0.359)
1.587***
(0.589)
Yes
Yes
569
339
0.139
0.731

0.078
(0.536)
0.034
(0.457)
-0.599
(0.370)
-0.553
(0.472)
-0.750**
(0.358)
1.386**
(0.601)
Yes
Yes
569
339
0.142
0.732

-1.089**
(0.484)
0.231
(0.435)
-0.665
(0.426)
-1.759
(1.085)
-0.766**
(0.336)
-0.910
(1.166)
Yes
Yes
385
165
0.191
0.781

-1.173**
(0.495)
0.198
(0.435)
-0.707*
(0.421)
-1.735
(1.148)
-0.820**
(0.339)
-0.680
(1.195)
Yes
Yes
385
165
0.195
0.783

-1.345
(1.251)
Yes
Yes
385
165
0.166
0.762

Notes: The coefficients are log transformed odd ratios. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels
reported as *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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5 Conclusion
In this thesis, I investigated the emergence of the patent system of the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands (UKNL) and how its use developed in its two successor states. I argued that this
patent system was important to study because it gave patent administrators wide discretion on
how to treat applications and granted them the power to impose a range of conditions upon
successful applicants – in contrast to most patent systems today. It is therefore an interesting
case study that can methodologically function as an extreme case (Moses and Knutsen 2007).
De Jong and Van Driel (2018) defined three types of case studies: explanatory, unique
and theory-testing case studies, where explanatory cases help enlighten the theory, the unique
cases are special events that aid in understanding the turn of history, while theory-testing case
studies are cases that can refute or verify theory. This thesis has characteristics of all three, and
in doing so has made four contributions: (1) it used the patent system as a unique case to
enlighten the history of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Low Countries in the
nineteenth century; (2) it used the case as an explanatory and theory-testing case in the history
of patent institutions and their role in industrialisation; (3) developed new historical
methodology to be able to do so; and (4) used the case as a theory-testing case study to help test
the economic theory on discretionary patent systems. I discuss each in turn.
One of the main contributions of this thesis is to change the way we interpret the 1869
abolition of patents in the Netherlands. By actually studying the long-term changes in the law’s
implementation, I show that the patent system that the Dutch commentators spoke about after
1850 was radically different from the one that was constituted and operational in the United
Kingdom of the Netherlands. Contemporaries spoke of the law as constituting a ‘bad law’.
Reading the law makes it clear that it granted wide discretion to its administrators. But rather
than seeing this discretion as a positive feature, they thought the system was arbitrary and open
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to abuse – an idea that has since been taken over by scholars discussing the patent system’s
abolition.
However, I show that the system as it developed originally was different from the one
that the Dutch abolished, and that the law that was written on paper was not the law that
functioned in practice. Indeed, the UKNL patent system developed relatively consistent
practices on what subjects were liable for a patent, what patent descriptions should look like,
and on what grounds to reject patents. Over time, the patent administrators involved expert
patent advisors. The administration prepared a publication strategy for expired patents. The
UKNL created a policy of adjustment to the wealth of the applicant and the utility of the
invention for the patent fees, and curtailed the patent length to optimise and balance between a
reward for the inventor/importer and the benefits to society. That implied a stricter policy for
imports of technology whether by domestic citizens or foreigners, which was indeed the policy
the government developed over time. I show on the basis of statistical analyses that the patent
law looks to have been non-discriminatory, even though highly discretionary: the discretion of
the administrators was not used to benefit domestic applicants more than foreigners, or for
discriminating between regions of the UKNL. As far as the patent system is concerned, the
North and the South were one whole under a competent bureaucracy. Indeed, the patent system
worked, as is also shown by the steady increase in both the Northern and the Southern regions’
use of patents.
In the thesis, I reveal how the Belgian secession in 1830 ironically changed everything
for the Netherlands, but not for Belgium. After this event, the Netherlands turned its patent
system into a low-maintenance system that became very open to importation of foreign
technology, while no longer stimulating domestic invention with discretionary fees. It also no
longer attempted to protect domestic industry by making judgments on the patent length and
imposing open licenses, nor made any efforts to either enforce the working clause or publish
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expired patents. I showed that the landmark decision of the court of 1846 that commentators
cited – that permitted everyone to copy a patented invention as long as it would be for their own
use – was just one in a series of blows to a system that was already barely maintained. Through
my research, I revealed it was a blow that the Dutch state could have repaired but apparently
did not feel the need to. After all, the state did make the required change in the law for the
Indonesian colonies for an unrelated request. By contrast, Belgium continued the path set during
the UKNL, while even making the developed policies more transparent through public policies
and a handbook on patenting written by one of the officials administering the patent system.
The new successionist Belgian state maintained the same patent law at the Netherlands, but
officials in each country chose to operationalise it in different ways on the ground.
Ironically, the patent system that the Netherlands neglected and abolished was
introduced by northern Dutch ministers as part of the nationalistic policies of the United
Kingdom of the Netherlands – a Dutch nationalism imposed on the southern provinces. After
all, I have shown that the new state could have chosen to keep the French law that was already
on the books, but that it explicitly chose not to for ideological reasons. Yet the patent system
was used most intensively by the citizens of what later would become Belgium. Indeed, when
Belgium seceded, its governments kept and developed this inheritance until much later, in 1854,
when they reformed the patent law towards the French example.
The abolition of the patent system may have been due to ideology as well – the rise of
free-trade liberalism – as various contributors to the analysis of the abolition of patents in the
Netherlands have argued. However, this was a necessary but not sufficient explanation. I have
argued that the origins of the defeat of the Dutch patent system should be found much earlier,
in the vicious circle between the negligence of the Dutch state to maintain the law and the little
use that was made of the Dutch patent system. In the face of so little domestic use and so much
ignorance of the patent system, the abolition of patents was only too easily presented as a
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symbolic policy by a new liberal government eager to show its credentials: indeed, the new
liberal government of 1868 presented its government programme to parliament as an abolition
trio of an abolition of patents, an abolition of a newspaper tax and an abolition of the death
penalty (den Hertog 1976, 29).
I thus show that the patent systems of the Netherlands and Belgium are an undeservedly
under-researched topic in the historical literature of both countries. This case study helps inform
our understanding of the (economic) politics of each country in the various periods at question,
as well as how the development paths of patent systems were dependent on their political,
economic and ideological context. The comparison between both is worthwhile to understand
the stakes of the paths of each.
The second contribution of this thesis is to the debate on the role of patent institutions
in the First Industrial Revolution. Like other studies, I have found a correlation between the
development of the patent system and the First Industrial Revolution in the Low Countries.
Indeed, this study had the advantage of one law being shared by two regions, that afterwards
split up into two legal jurisdictions but kept the same formal legislation. The northern region
that later became the Netherlands and industrialised late, used the patent system much less
frequently than the southern region that later became Belgium. When the countries were still
forming the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, I found that a stronger presence of owners of
large production companies taking patents in the southern region, whether for importation or
invention. I found already two knowledge clusters of valuable patents that were associated with
industrialisation emerging in the two main industrialising city regions of the Southern
Netherlands, while no clear pattern of valuable patents existed in the Northern Netherlands.
My study found a strong possibility of a mutually reinforcing relationship between
patents and industrialisation during the First Industrial Revolution. This became particularly
visible following the succession of the Southern Netherlands. In the case of the Northern
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Netherlands, this mutually reinforcing relationship turned into a downward spiral in the absence
of a strong use of the patent system and an interest by the government. The patent system in the
Northern Netherlands simply withered away. As a result, any beneficial effect that the patent
system could have had to stimulate innovation or to import technology on the terms most
agreeable to the Netherlands was thus heavily reduced.
By contrast, Belgian citizens became enthusiastic users of the patent system, aided by a
government that stimulated the codification of the patent system, and invested the required
resources to make it function. In the early stages of the First Industrial Revolution, its
administrators used the patent system’s discretion to estimate the right equilibrium between
stimulating invention and importation and not hindering the development of industry with
existing patents. In a sense, the fact that the state relinquished control of the patent system by
abolishing an examination system as well as capabilities for discretion in its reform of 1854
seems to imply that Belgian leaders felt already rather secure of their polity’s technological
capacity. Indeed, a celebratory publication to highlight the industrial prowess of the country
was published just before in 1852-1854, with 200 colour lithographs of the main factories of
Belgium (Steffens 1995).
By doing this investigation of a discretionary patent system in two polities with a
different experience with industrialisation, I problematise the correlation posited between the
two that is all too easily interpreted as a causal relationship. The patent system was not
necessary for the Netherlands to start its industrialisation process, yet the Belgians used their
patent system in their industrialising polity. As a result, the study nuances the celebratory
publications of Khan (2005; 2020) and Bottomley (2014b; 2016; 2018) and is more in line with
the more cautious publications of Macleod (1988; MacLeod et al. 2003; MacLeod and Nuvolari
2016) and Greasley and Oxley (2007). My study points thus to a symbiotic relationship during
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the First Industrial Revolution between industrialisation and the patent system that is still
insufficiently understood and requires more research.
In terms of methodology and data contribution, my thesis innovated by focusing on the
informal institutions of the patent system, particularly its implementation in practice. A
qualitative process tracing study in this direction has seen precedents of other scholars for other
contexts such as Macleod (1988), Basberg (1997) or Bottomley (2014a). What is truly novel in
this thesis has been the introduction of a quantitative dataset of the patent application process,
including all the steps of the process, possible resistance filed, additional related requests to the
patent or the invention, and the inclusion of all failed patents besides the successful ones. In
Chapter 4 we started to exploit this dataset to be able to say with confidence whether the patents
were processed by the system, and whether the outcomes were consistent, accessible or
discriminatory. We found no discrimination between regional areas, nor between the country
and foreigners. We also used the distinction between importation and invention to show that
there was a difference between the two, a finding that could have implications for other patent
systems with similar distinctions.
Finally, this thesis has made a contribution to economics of patent systems more widely
through its investigation of an extreme case of discretion. This contribution must be seen in the
context of a ‘rule and discretion’ debate, where one side argues that patents are useful
institutions that should remain consistent across all industrial sectors and all types of invention,
and another side that is sceptical of patents for leading mostly to negative outcomes, or wishes
to reform the patent system into a more flexible, discretionary alternative. I found that a system
that had a large discretionary component on paper did not lead to arbitrariness, nor to unfair
discrimination. Particularly when the practices were developed and became better known, or
even transparent with public announcement of the policies, the discretionary nature seems not
to have hindered the growth of the use of the patent system. A move towards discretion is
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therefore not necessarily problematic. However, the thesis also shows the weakness of a
discretionary systems in its dependence on economic and political resources for its functioning.
The prospering of the Belgian and the decline of the Dutch patent system thus provides a
warning that discretionary systems are more dependent on the political-economic context. This
historical case could thus help inform patent reform towards a more discretionary direction.
Finally, I would like to end this thesis with a more personal note. It is almost a tradition
to start economic historical research on the patent system with the truism that innovation is a
necessary precondition for sustained long-term economic growth, or ‘modern’ economic
growth (for example Streb (2016) or Khan (2020)). Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a sustained
economic growth otherwise. Without a continual improvement (1) how to use the same
resources more effectively and efficiently; (2) to find and exploit more of the same resources,
and (3) to obtain and exploit new types of resources, economic growth would always eventually
peter out. That it did not up to now is a remarkable fact, to which patent systems may have
contributed.
Yet while these academic confirmations of the truism often stop there, that is not the
whole story. As I write this thesis during a global pandemic and in the face of imminent climate
catastrophe (United Nations 2019), to say that innovation leads to economic growth is
meaningless if that growth destroys the very foundation that made it possible – in that sense we
might in the end see a petering out of growth, or even decline. The myth of ‘endless’ modern
economic growth has proved to be a long-lasting if still temporary mirage. To come back to
Baumol (1990), we need to design our institutions for innovation to be constructive, and not
destructive.
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